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EXHIBIT 1
1.
█████████████████(ID 6895, 6951), Alabama-Bessemer, Digital
Entertainment and Game Design, 9/2004–3/2009:
“One employer told me that he had plenty of applications from potential candidates that had ITT
Tech on their resume and that he would immediately discard those applications because he
didn't consider ITT Tech a real college.”
“Potential employers immediately dismissed my resume for years after I graduated. In 2013, I
was able to enroll in a training program provided by my state. I went through the program and
became a certified computer technician in 2014. Within months of my certification, I got the job I
am currently working now without putting ITT Tech on my resume.”
2.
██████████████████████████(ID 8204), Alabama-Bessemer,
Computer Electronics Engineering Technology, 3/2005–3/2007:
“I have applied for hundreds of jobs in my chosen field and can count on one hand the number
of call backs I have received. Having spoken with people that do work in the IT field having ITT
Tech on your resume is almost guaranteed to get your resume discarded.”
3.
███████████████████████ (ID 8303), Alabama-Bessemer,
9/2008–2/2010:
“ITT Tech said they were an industry leader in the technology field and that they had employers
that only hire from their school. I later found out this was a lie and that ITT degrees are not
accepted by many companies.”
“No employer seemed to be interested in me with ITT technical institute experience on my
resume.”
4.
██████████████████ (ID 8005), Alabama-Bessemer, Information
Systems Security, 12/2008–6/2013:
“After graduating from ITT, I struggled with the stigma of having their name on my resume and I
have gotten further with certifications than with having my degree on my resume. I have found
that when ITT is mentioned most employers will frown upon it because of the previous employees
they have had from ITT.”
“ITT Tech being on my resume has hurt me more than helped due to the fact that previous
graduates have ruined their reputation. I have found it is easier to put my certifications above
ITT to get the jobs.”
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5.
███████████ (ID 9333), Alabama-Bessemer, Computer and Electronics
Engineering, 6/2006-5/2008:
“Many employers I applied to told me that I was underqualified (with my bachelor’s from ITT
Tech) for entry level engineering positions, which I was told when I enrolled that I’d have no
problem getting. I did away with their services and found employment on my own. I no longer
have this school on my resume, I’m quite embarrassed that I got duped into enrolling in this
school, and I don’t want potential employers to hold that against me.”
6.
██████████████ (ID 9225), Alabama-Bessemer, Digital Entertainment
and Game Design, 8/2006-1/2010:
“I've met with plenty of employers who seem interested up until we get to my education on my
resume. I know for a fact that I've been given lower pay grades than other individuals who have
the same background as me, and the only real difference is our places of education.”
7.
██████████████ (ID 5172), Alabama-Bessemer, Software
Development, 3/2006–7/2010:
“To get into my field, took connections rather than the "degree" or help from the institution.
When I spoke about to an employer after a friend helped me get a job, I was informed that it
would be best to leave ITT off of my resume[.] This has been a running theme and is sad that a
degree from ITT in the end cost twice as much but with less benefit to me than if I had gone to a
state college.”
8.
████████████████████████ (ID 7924), Alabama-Bessemer,
Computer Network Systems, 9/2002-9/2004:
“I was told repeatedly by prospective employers, while pursuing work in my field that my degree
was worthless, and unless I had certifications, I was not a qualified candidate.”
9.
████████████████████████ (ID 4710), Alabama-Bessemer, 3D
Game Design, 8/2004–8/2008:
“My resume has not been taken seriously or considered in job searches with ITT Technical
Institute on my resume.”
10.
█████████████████ (ID 9348), Alabama-Bessemer, Criminal Justice,
9/2010-9/2012:
“I've been turned away from jobs due to the fact that ITT Tech is on my resume. My degree is a
joke.”
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11.

██████████████████(ID 9107), Alabama-Madison, 6/2015–8/2016:

“There are a few tech companies in the Huntsville, AL area that I had interviews with. During
the interviews, most employers stated that having ITT on my resume was a hindrance. I've since
deleted any affiliation with ITT Tech from my resume because of ghe perception that ITT has.”
12.
███████████████(ID 2619), Alabama-Madison, Electrical and
Electronics Engineering Technology, 6/2012–12/2014:
“No one ever mentioned that there was any trouble with any ITT anywhere. I was told it was an
amazing school and that everyone who went there and applied himself would easily walk into a
job in the field. We'd be getting snatched up by employees, recruiters for companies were
constantly calling, people like us were just what they were looking for to fill lifelong careers.
Lies. Instead, I can't even get a callback or an interview half the time because I'm an ITT Tech
alumni. No one will even give me a chance to show what I can do, which isn't a terrible lot
because it turns out I wasn't very well trained in much of anything, though I graduated with
honors.”
“I've had about a 10% callback rate when I send my resume to an employer. Any interview I've
gotten they end up asking me about school and find a way to ask me about what I know how to
do, what I don't know how to do, and that was how I found out I'm missi[ng].”
13.

█████████████ (ID 8146), Alabama-Madison, 9/2003–12/2005:

“I had one interview and when I showed him my resume he laughed and said son I wouldn't put
that you went to ITT and the interview was over just like that.”
14.
███████████████ (ID 8715), Alabama-Mobile, Drafting And Design
Technology, 9/2012–6/2014:
“It was difficult finding a job in this field with ITT on my resume, I had applied to every firm in
the surrounding cities/ towns and did not have any luck. I have…a letter from a hirer of my
current employment stating his thoughts and concerns[.]”
15.

████████████ (ID 7233), Alabama-Mobile, CEET, 5/2012–5/2014:

“Most of the places I applied to seemed to not even want to take my resume once they saw that I
had ITT tech on it. I was only invited to one interview the entire time I was there and never heard
about any other opportunities since. I ended up moving back to northern Alabama to find other
job opportunities on my own. I also ended up attending another university as the Degree I got
from this institution seemed to have no weigh in on my job opportunities.”
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16.
████████████████(ID 7946), Arizona-Phoenix, AAS Drafting and
Design, 9/2009–11/2011:
“ITT Tech degree is a resume stain. NOONE takes it seriously. I have had hiring managers tell
me that they have thrown out resumes because there is a degree listed there from ITT.”
“I had a hiring manager tell me straight away that the degree that I had was worthless to his
company. He wanted someone with a more reputable degree. That was incredibly humiliating.”
17.

██████████████ (ID 7953), Arizona-Tempe, IT/CNS, 5/2009–5/2011:

“It is an incredibly shameful experience to know that you worked very hard to get a degree only
to find out that employers and colleges laugh at it. It is not worth the paper that it is printed on.”
18.

███████████████████ (ID 9060), Arizona-Tempe, 3/2003–3/2010:

“Applying for Government jobs has be disqualified because ITT is on my resume. I've applied to
working in the electronic field for NAU school campus and I wasn't hired due to being an ITT.”
“I was also told that my degree could open doors to jobs in the US Government and that was a
lie. I am not able to get a job with US Government because they do not recognize the
accreditation of ITT. I live on the Navajo Reservation and there are US Government jobs
available but I am not able to be hired due to me going to ITT. I haven't worked one in my job
field since graduating from ITT back in March 2010. I currently work in the casino which is not
in my field and the only job that I can find that would hire me near my reservation.”
“There is no company that wants to hire ITT students.”
19.
███████████████ (ID 8230), Arizona-Tempe, Electrical Engineering,
9/2011–3/2015:
“I noticed I had better luck of putting University of Phoenix on my resume instead off ITT tech
had to start a new program because of it.”
20.

███████████████████ (ID 8160), Arizona-Tempe, 3/2006–3/2008:

“Was told that no company viewed ITT on your resume as anything other than a very big
positive. [] I had to get a job in support and work my way into the development position. It was
not until I removed ITT off my resume that I was hired. It is a detriment to my career.”
21.

████████ (ID 3684), Arizona-Tempe, 10/2004–5/2007:

“[A]ll I know is I didn't get my current job because ITT. ITT would be like a stain on your
resume, it does no good and is not a creditable school.”
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22.

███████████████ (ID 9282), Arizona-Tucson, 9/2001-5/2009:

“All I know is all the jobs I applied for were not impressed with seeing ITT tech on my
resume[.]”
23.
█████████████████ (ID 8905), Arizona-Tucson, Computer
Networking Systems and Project Management, 9/2009–7/2013:
“Many of the job leads I was given were for very low pay jobs, in fact, one of them was given to
me as a "IT Support", but instead was for a call center position with Apple products. I never got
a job through all of the various jobs that I applied for that were sent from them nor by any
contacts they had forwarded my resume to. I never got any phone calls for even a most basic job
interview. Now I'm unemployed and ITT is closing, which doesn't look good for my educational
background. Who is going to want to hire me with this kind of education? How am I supposed to
pay this off?”
“I haven't had anyone call me for an interview... and it says ITT Technical Institute on my
resume. Seems pretty obvious no one is interested in a student from a failed institute and I've
been applying for pages of notes on different jobs I've applied to over the months.”
24.
███████████ (ID 2631), Arkansas-Little Rock, Criminal Justice /
Networking, 9/2006–10/2007:
“I have had employers tell me that I should just leave off ITT as part of my education because it
looks bad on my resume due to their lack of properly educating their students.”
25.
██████████████████ (ID 3874), Arkansas-Little Rock, Visual
Communications/Game Design, 6/2002–3/2008:
“I have had employers turn me down because I have a diploma from ITT Tech. They told me it
was a basically a diploma mill and it wasn't worth the ink it was printed with. I was also told
that past applicants with the same degree were not qualified so they no longer consider people
with ITT Tech on their resumes.”
“I applied to Microsoft Xbox as well as Sony. I was told both times I do not have the
qualifications and it would have been better to leave ITT Technical Institute off my resume
because when they see it they automatically throw it out.”
26.
██████████████████████(ID 7744), Arkansas-Little Rock,
Graphic Design Mulimedia, Game Design, 6/2005–9/2009:
“I have applied to every game design company within the United States and every company that
i applied to refused to even give me a chance because they saw that my education came from
ITT. Of the two (2) interviews i was granted with "Career Services," an employer took my
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resume and ripped it in half in front of me saying that "ITT Technical Institute isn't a good
school and that they don't hire people from there."
“I have applied to many game design companies from Sony to Square Enix, from Nintendo to
Ubisoft, and every time I get denied all because of the school I went to. ITT has ruined its
reputation with the game industry as well as almost every business out there[.]”
27.
███████████████████(ID 8153), California-Anaheim, IT- DCST,
1/2006–1/2009:
“I am currently employed in my field in the same low income job for over 5 years but am unable
to get any call backs or interviews due to ITT being on my resume as my educational
background.”
28.
███████████(ID 7679), California-Anaheim, Data Communications,
3/2004–11/2009:
“The campus i attended no longer exists. I also find it a determent that i have ITT on my resume.
I feel that i have missed out on job opportunities based on where i went to college and it has not
helped in job placement.”
“It took me 2yrs to find a job in IT and currently i have great work experience but i am always
asked about my college degree and what i learned. It is looked down upon in my field and i
believe i have been turned down management jobs because of my education.”
“When i enrolled they advertised huge employers such as the FBI, CIA, and Boeing who would
hire from ITT and now after the lawsuits and predatory lending practices that have tarnished
any weight my degree needs to carry and has turned into a negative on my resume that i have
taken off the school name from my education section.”
29.

█████████████ (ID 7009), California-Anaheim, CEET, 1/2003–1/2005:

“[I] had 2-3 employers after taking time out and reviewing my resume that I don't have the skills
they expect in a recent college graduate should have to do the job right without complete
retraining. They were sorry they and ITT wasted my time to schedule interviews.”
“[C]ompanies that told me directly "if only you would have gone to a better school where the
education actually taught someone real world skills" multiple times.”
30.

███████████████(ID 7708), California-Clovis, CEET, 1/2014–1/2010:

“Had to minimize my education on resume due to employers not wanting an ITT graduate[.]”
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31.
███████████████████(ID 7990), California-Clovis, Information
Systems and Cybersecurity, 12/2009–12/2013:
“I have found most employers pass on resumes once they see ITT-Tech listed under Schooling.”
“I'm close to $100,000 in debt to student loans with a degree that is considered worthless to
many employers.”
32.
█████████████ (ID 6057), California-Culver City, Drafting Design,
6/2008-4/2010:
“One example, roughly dated at 10/2009 i was going to get hired by the union/ state work when
they asked if i had or working on a degree of field to hire and I said "yes", when they asked from
where, I said "ITT-tech", I have never seen a person look so bothered at the answer i gave
because this person rejected my application and said "this school is not accredited, worst school
good luck" as i left confused and fumbled!.”
33.

████████████ (ID 7977), California-Culver City, 7/2014–7/2015:

“Jobs would not look twice at a person who lists ITT Tech as a school on its resume. I was
shunned more than 100 times before I went back into the hospitality industry and back to another
Hilton hotel.”
“Jobs connected to the program were unattainable because those companies did not accept ITT
tech degrees.”
34.
███████████████ (ID 8989), California-Lathrop, IT- Information
Tehchnology Systems, 5/2008–3/2012:
“Having ITT Tech on my resume already affected my employment chances since even before I
graduated. When I would apply for jobs and get the on phone interviews they would always ask
what school I attended and didn't sound amused when I said ITT. Also everyone I know doesn't
put it on their resumes anymore because of it. Now that the school is closed and based on their
lawsuits my degree is pretty much worthless and this will definitely stop me from achieving a job
in the actual IT field.”
“I've applied to other places besides my current employer and besides my work experience and
knowledge I gained on my own I've never made it past the first interview with the school on my
resume. I took the School name out of my resume[.]”
35.
████████████ (ID 8970), California-Lathrop, Internet Security,
6/2006–6/2011:
“If I put that I have an ITT bachelors degree on a resume most employers will not even look at
my resume. Do to its bad reputation for not teaching even the basics to its students[.]”
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“I applied for a number of jobs and because I had ITT on my resume they would not hire me no
matter id I could do the job or not[.]”
36.
█ (ID 4863), California-Lathrop, Information Technology Computer
Networking Systems, 9/2011–5/2013:
“ITT Tech has been a detriment in my resume, it seems employers do not believe that students
from there are properly trained.”
“I haven't so much as received a phone call from any company I have applied to.”
37.

█████████ (ID 8973), California-National City, 12/2009–9/2013:

“Even before this current event came out I had a hard time with hiring employers giving credit
to my efforts that garnished me with an ITT degree, now it's worthless to have on a resume.”
“Although I feel strongly that I earned the degree to which I studied for, it is obvious that the
degree means even less to employers now than it did when I was trying to gain an entry level job
with it after graduating from this for-profit organization. [] I no longer have my ITT degree on
my resume for it is not accepted by the majority of employers as a credible accomplishment with
the over shadowing events of late.”
38.
████████████ (ID 4739), California-National City, Criminal Justice,
3/2008–6/2012:
“I've literally had my degree laughed at because it's from ITT I have started putting bachelors
degree private college on my resume so I can get past the first round I do not work and can not
get a job in my field and yet have massive multiple loan payments to worry about.”
39.

█████████████ (ID 8755), California-National City, 6/2009–3/2013:

“A lot of employers just laughed at me when they saw ITT Technical Institute on my resume.”
40.
███████████ (ID 7734), California-National City, Project Management
and Administration, 12/2009–10/2013:
“I do not feel like my degree held any weight on my resume. My first job was as a receptionist
and now I work as a marketing coordinator which has been self taught. [] I couldn't even get a
job as a receptionist at the school, which they were currently hiring for. I was told I was under
qualified.”
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41.
█████████████████████ (ID 6592), California-Orange, Criminal
Justice, 6/2008–3/2012:
“Employees and friends have often mentioned what a joke the school is[.] I have no doubt in my
mind that having this school name on my resume has greatly reduced the market for my resume
to be accepted. Now i find myself unable to work in the field of study.”
42.

█████████████ (ID 9049), California-Orange, 6/2010–6/2012:

“When they knew i graduated from ITT they ignore my resume because they think that school
close and they dont teach that well[.]”
“Employers know how ITT tech works and they think that school is a joke[.]”
43.

████████████ (ID 8603), California-Orange, 6/2011–9/2012:

“I had to take ITT tech off of my resume because every employer interview would bring up how
the school is not accredited.”
44.

████████████ (ID 4731), California-Orange, 10/2010–12/2012:

“Most places I applied to did not like seeing ITT Technical Institute on my resume due to their
reputation. Many companies consider their graduates to not be qualified to my surprise. I would
not get a change to prove [myself].”
“Most places were starting minimum wage salaries. High paying jobs did not accept people
from ITT Tech.”
45.
█████████████████ (ID 9349), California-Oxnard, Network Systems
Administration, 9/2014-8/2015:
“Through the school's Job administrator, Anthony, I was under the impression that having ITT
tech in my resume would attract recruiters, not dissuade or repel them as I have seen now.”
46.

███████████ (ID 5718), California-Oxnard, Game Design:

“I stopped listing that I attended ITT on my resume because I inquired after getting rejections
for almost a year, and they said that they never had hired anyone that worked out from that
school. I started listing Udemy certifications instead.”
“Having ITT tech on my resume was a marring scar that I had to get rid of and used self taught
and other online certifications in its place[.]”
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47.
████████████ (ID 8300), California-Oxnard, AS Multimedia, BS
Digital Entertainment and Game Design, 6/2003–3/2007:
“I have never gotten even one call back for an interview in the game design field due to ITT
being on my resume. Even basic graphics jobs aren't interested.”
48.
███████████████████ (ID 7033), California-Oxnard, Information
Systems Security, 12/2012–6/2015:
“Having ITT tech on my resume is like a joke even though i completed the bachelors program.”
“I eventually just had to get my foot in the door and build up work experience i guess.”
49.

████████(ID 8041), California-Oxnard, 8/2003–12/2007:

“I feel that ITT deters employers from me, I have two resumes. One with and one without ITT on
it.”
50.

███████████████ (ID 8306), California-Oxnard, 3/2014–12/2015:

“ITT led me to believe they were a reputable school with multiple accreditations and employers
flock to ITT students before anyone else it was all lies. []A lot of employers didn't care that I had
ITT on my resume they pretty much made it seem like the degree was irrelevant and that wouldnt
get me the job even though ITT assured me emoloyers love ITT Tech graduates. I went looking
for work and as soon as I mentioned I was pursuing my degree at ITT Tech I wasnt considered
for employment.”
51.
8/2005:

███████████████ (ID 8361), California-Rancho Cordova, 7/2004–

“My education is not taken seriously with ITT on my resume.”
52.

████████ (ID 2845), California-Rancho Cordova, 9/2004-3/2007:

“Employers in my field strictly do not hire ITT tech graduates. ITT lied to me regarding
placement statistics and salary upon graduation. I had to get a job on my own working in a call
center which was only given to me because I had customer service experience from working in a
bank. I worked very hard at that job and expressed interest in providing desktop support for the
company just before they laid off the seasonal call center hires. The manager of the IT
department gave me a task and said if I could complete it he would hire me. This was a very
basic task and not something I knew how to do because ITT's education was so poor. I googled
the issue and figured out how to resolve it on my own. Once I solved the issue the manager hired
me and told me "I just wanted to make sure you could troubleshoot because I know that degree
isn't helping you any."”
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“ITT's marketing and those who work as recruiters paint the school and its graduates as highly
sought after commodities. Even going as far to have CEO's of major companies represented in
their commercials stating how much they love hiring ITT tech graduates. I've spoken to potential
employers since graduating whom Indicated they strictly do not hire for profit college graduates.
I've never once spoken to any employer that preferred ITT Tech graduates. ITT tech was sued by
the CFPB last year for the very issues I'm speaking of. They were also sued by the SEC only a
few months ago for fraud.”
53.

█████████████ (ID 8410), California-Rancho Cordova, 8/2001–6/2005:

“I had a hard time finding a job in my field because ITT Technical Institute was on my resume.”
54.
█████████████████████████ (ID 3975), California-Rancho
Cordova, 10/2009–12/2012:
“I had to remove ITT tech from my resume before I could find meaningful employeement. My
work experance and previous employers were the defining factor in my job search.”
55.
██████████ (ID 8181), California-Rancho Cordova, Computer and
Electronic Engineering Technology, 12/2009–3/2011:
“Couldn't get a job in my field of study when I put ITT on resume. Had to remove it and/or not
mention about attending ITT in order for employer to consider looking at my resume.”
56.
██████████████ (ID 9287), California-Rancho Cordova, Project
Management, 1/2011-9/2015:
“Mid way through my education I started to hear rumors about ITT Tech. Such as "Employers
will just throw away you resume if they see it." I asked my counselor and the program chair
about these concerns and was assured that those are just rumors from people that are not in
charge of hiring. Since graduating I have applied to countless positions related to my degree and
have several times been notified I did not qualify because I went to ITT Tech.”
“Toward the end of my B.S. program there were increasing rumors that the federal government
was looking into ITT tech and that its possible it could shut down. The dean asked all the
instructors to reassure everyone that this was not happening and the investigation into ITT tech
was a normal thing that happens.”
57.
███████████████ (ID 8291), California-Rancho Cordova,
Information Systems Security, 12/2004–6/2010:
“A friend of mine who is a technical recruiter finally told me that any resume or job application
with ITT-Tech, University of Phoenix, or DeVry on it gets discarded immediately, before any
other filtering is done. Further research on my part affirmed her opinion, but this information
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was not around when I started at the school, and the counselors/salespeople led me to believe
that the education i was receiving would be instrumental in starting a career in IT. In the
California Bay Area tech world, it is widely assumed that ITT-Tech alumnis are not qualified for
even the lowest of positions, and that the school is a scam. As a result, the only time I ever met
potential employers was at job fairs, and even the good impression I made meant nothing after
they looked at my resume.”
“I have suceeded in getting jobs only when my education/CV didn't come into play. I sold cars
and shoes/clothing for many years, and only got out of retail when a friend did me a favor by
setting up a meeting with an employer who gave me a chance.”
“I worked full-time retail the entire time I was in school, and my resume was rejected hundreds
of times by every IT company I tried. I eventually was able to speak with some HR folks I
befriended who informed me that ITT-Tech CVs go directly to the trash, and that I should have
just taken a couple of community college courses and passed some certification tests. I
abandoned hopes of ever working in IT, and work in sales to this day, making far less than my
peers who went to real colleges.”
58.
8/2012:

██████████████ (ID 8811), California-Rancho Cordova, 9/2008–

“I've already received several comments from potential employers on LinkedIn that i should
remove this from my resume'. This degree is absolutely a black mark on my record. I'm
humiliated.”
59.
█████████████(ID 2551), California-Rancho Cordova, Information
Technology, 6/2013–4/2015:
“I've applied and interviewed for different companies I have experience in information
technology. I have my certifications but when it comes down to my degree I know my resume is
thrown away because it says ITT Technical Institute.”
60.
███████████████████ (ID 7718), California-San Bernardino,
School of Information Technology, 2/2007–2/2012:
“Had to remove ITT from my resume, because of the belittlement I received during interviews...
One question I was asked was, "you know ITT isn't a real school, right?" Followed by laughs. []
Also asked to demonstrate certain job qualities referring to the job I was applying for, which I
had no problem, but was disqualified because it's not considered a "real school.”
“I removed ITT from my resume, because I was laughed at in interviews for jobs I applied for.”
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“Have never landed an IT job with the worthless time I've had at ITT. Had to resort to returning
to maintenance, which I have wanted to get away from. Exactly the reason I went to try and
better myself.”
61.
███████████████████████ (ID 8324), California-San Bernardino,
9/2006–7/2009:
“I have been laughed at during job interviews from Raytheon, Lockheed Martin, Tek Systems,
Robert Half Technologies, IGT gaming. I was given professional advice from an AT&T recruiter
to remove my involvement with ITT Tech from my resume.”
“ITT Technical Institute promised me that I would be chosen above other candidates that went to
regular universities or colleges because I would be ITT Tech Alumni and would be more
preferable. This is not true. Most companies admit that they Would prefer a regular student from
a regular university or community college.”
62.
███████ (ID 9052), California-San Diego, Computer Networking (AA)
Information Security Systems(BS), 3/2003–3/2007:
“In my experiences in looking for work having ITT on my resume has NOT helped me in
acquiring employment. Each job that Ive acquired came from know someone and getting training
years after attending ITT Tech. Today my degree are a joke to current employers I am lucky to
have had the opportunity to take courses and get certified. Current employers will simply
disregard an ITT education.”
“I applied to many jobs from San Diego, CA, Los Angeles, and Utah before getting a job in my
field of work. []It took me close to 3 years after graduating to find a job in my field. The only
reason I was hired was because a good friend of mine worked there. Even then I had to take a
pay cut and move back home with my parents in order to afford to live and pay my student loans
and other bills. [] Having ITT on my resume has yet to benefit my situation.”
63.
██████████████████ (ID 8176), California-San Diego, CNS
(Computer Networking Systems), 3/2008–6/2010:
“Not only is it hard to find a job because of having ITT Tech on my resume. I have been
harassed and made fun of by other colleagues just because I attended.”
64.
6/2012:

███████████████████ (ID 8529), California-San Diego, 9/2010–

“I have heard on numerous occasions that having ITT Tech on my resume repels the job field
that I was applying for (web design and graphic design). No one wants to deal with a graduate
from my little known degree and because It associates itself with ITT.”
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65.
████████████████ (ID 7329), California-San Dimas, Computer
Networking Systems, 1/2006–1/2008:
“I have 15+ years computer experience but my $20k debt I'm carrying will never go away and
now I'm unemployed and can't get an interview because employers immediately pass over my
resume because of my junk degree.”
“I graduated with a 3.8GPA w honors but my degree is not valued and no one will accept it as a
legitimate A.S. Degree. I have since been forced to file bankruptcy and my loans still carry
regardless. I am continually having to seek forebearance to avoid default on almost $20k loan
debts.”
66.

███████████████ (ID 8996), California-San Dimas, 12/2010–3/2014:

“Having this school on my resume, I feel embarrassed to even show an employer after the
closing of the school made us all look like laughing stalks.”
“They said they were the best school out there and that all employers were taking all ITT Tech
students[.]”
67.
██████████████ (ID 8310), California-San Dimas,
Computer/Electronic Engineering Technology, 9/2005–3/2010:
“I was told since the school was for profit, I was better leaving it off my resume.”
68.
██████████████ (ID 5526), California-San Dimas, Computer Drafting
and Design, 6/2008–6/2010:
“I have removed my education at ITT from my resume due to the negative impact it has on my
chances of getting hired even though I am not applying for jobs in the field I got my degree for.”
69.
████████████ (ID 7706), California-Sylmar, Electronics and
Communications Engineering Technology, 1/2003–12/2007:
“ITT-Tech lied about there reputation and how good of a school it is because of misleading TV
commercials of success stories. At a job interview with General Atomics I was laughed at,
because of the school I went too, and was told I should have left the school name off my
resume.”
“I was told that with the Electronics Degree I would be able to be hired by major Aerospace
companies and my Degree is very useful to land any electronic job easily.”
“I cannot find a entry level job in electronics with ITT-TECH listed as my school[.]”
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70.
██████████████████ (ID 4252), California-Torrance, Criminal
Justice, 11/2004–9/2008:
“No one will hire me due to this on my resume. Again, was told criteria wasn't met within their
expectations by employer. I have heard this more than once.”
71.
███████████████████████████ (ID 9485), California-Torrance,
Computer Electonics Engineering Technology, 12/2010-12/2012:
“I have had multiple interviews where I have been overlooked by providing ITT Tech as the
school I have obtained my education as it seems many employers are aware of the lack of strong
fundamental Education that ITT Tech provides its students. I was able to obtain 1 with ITT Tech
on my resume due to the fact the man hiring was a former graduate himself and solidified the
"who you know not what you know" mentality to obtaining a job after attending ITT Tech. I have
since then left that job as the school I have obtained a degree from (ITT Tech) was not
acceptable in gaining higher employment within the company (Northrop Grumman) and I would
have to start my education process over from the beginning to become an actual Engineer.”
“If I had known what I now know, I would have never wasted my opportunity for Federal loans
at this school. I have had interviewers that questioned the quality of Education provided by ITTTech and have been overlooked due to the illegal practices that are coming to public attention. I
am no longer willing to state that I have obtained an Associates Degree from ITT Tech and now
have to rely on work experience alone to gain further employment which puts me at a severe
disadvantage to those who have paid much less in terms of student debt.”
72.
███████████████████████████ (ID 9261), California-Torrance,
Software develpoment, 4/2014-12/2015:
“Having ITT on my resume made employers weary about calling me[.]”
73.
██████████████ (ID 9171), California-Torrance, Criminal Justice,
3/2006–4/2010:
“When employers see ITT Technical Institute on my resume it might as well read "Sam's School
for Fools." I have seen the looks on their faces and experienced the sudden change of heart
when they find out what school I attended.”
“Everything would go great on the interview until they reviewed my resume and found out what
school I attended.”
“After graduation I was determined to find a job and after so many no's after I know for a fact
the interview was better than good, I came to the conclusion that ITT Technical Institute was not
a reputable school and I would never be employed in the Criminal Justice field. This is extremely
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hard for me to write because I feel like such an idiot and it makes me sick to my stomach and I
get depressed thinking about the effect this has put on my livelihood and credit.”
74.
██████████████ (ID 6997), California-West Covina, Computer
Networking Systems, 1/2003–11/2005:
“I had hard time finding a technical job due to ITT Technical Institute being on my resume,
employers would say that they had to let go students because they were not properly trained and
educated on that job placement.”
75.

██████████████ (ID 9710), California-West Covina, 3/2007-9/2009:

“They never told me that [] having ITT on my resume would basically disqualify me from jobs.”
76.
7/1999:

████████████████ (ID 9472), California-West Covina, 1/1997-

“I cannot put ITT in my resume.”
77.
██████████████(ID 7973), Colorado-Aurora, Computer Networking
Systems, 12/2005–12/2007:
“Many employers have laughed and joked about the quality of education I received at ITT. I no
longer list it on my resume as a place of education.”
78.

███████████ (ID 9059), Florida, Electronic Engineering, 8/1999–6/2001:

“Most employers recognize ITT tech as a profit only school and treat it as a joke of a education,
i took it off my resume and just put associates in electronic engineering to avoid getting the
judgement thinking i made a good decision to get my education with ITT.”
79.
███████████ (ID 9366), Florida-Doral, BA Information Security
Systems, 6/2003-9/2007:
“Several people over the years have told me that certifications are looked upon as more
important than a degree from ITT Tech. As an example, in a job interview several years ago, I
made a comment regarding my degree being from ITT Tech being good enough to make me the
best candidate for the job. The interview had asked if I had any plans on getting certifications. I
said no, I have a degree from the top school. His words, "you should rethink that." I stopped
looking for IT work long ago. It never got me to where I wanted to be.”
80.
12/2011:

███████████████ (ID 7796), Florida-Doral, Criminal Justice, 6/2008–

“I've been turned away countless times because of the fact they saw ITT Tech on my resume. I
was very lucky to have a security company hire me, despite of my college education. After the
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fact of what my Ethic teacher declared, I dug up some research about ITT and I saw many
lawsuits against them due to the very same reason I went through. I really wish I did my
research sooner!! It's a very big regret and mistake. I make sure that I don't let anyone I know go
to ITT Tech.”
“I tried applying for the FBI and ITT was not listed on their list of Accredited schools. I tried to
call and stated that ITT wasn't eligible. I also tried with Homeland Security...same thing
happened.”
“I was promised that I would be able to get into the FBI, CIA, Marshals, Customs....etc,
however, it was all a very big LIE! I have tried for years to try and apply, but they would all
reply saying that I did not graduate from an accredited school. I was stuck doing basic security
work for a few years. I didn't pay $80k to be a simple/basic security guard!”
81.
███████████████████(ID 7035), Florida-Doral, Information
Systems Security, 11/2006–5/2010:
“I have been denied work because I list a Bachelor's degree from ITT Technical Institute in the
education section of m resume. I have been told by some corporations that my degree was not
recognized.”
“Companies do not recognize ITT degrees as legitimate college degrees.”
“On one ocassion, a well known IT Services company in the Miami/Ft. Lauderdale area told the
ITT Career placement person at the time that they considered ITT’s Bachelor programs as
community college Associates degrees, and that Associates degrees from ITT were not even
considered valid.”
82.
█████████████████ (ID 8565), Florida-Doral, Computer Network
Systems, 8/2004–12/2006:
“In 2004 the FBI raided several ITT campuses, and they never explained to the students why and
what was going on. It was through the news that we knew they were practicing shady practices. I
found out later that having ITT Tech in my resume wasn't really respected by employers since
they saw the school in the news.”
“Every time I've had to look for a job it's been hard for me since most of the companies do not
treat ITT's degree as a real degree. Most of the companies require degrees from traditional
nationally accredited colleges and universities.”
“I also feel embarrassed when I tell people I'm an ITT graduate, no company respects that
degree. It's like everyone knew they were a fraud except 19 year old me.”
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83.

██████████████ (ID 6661), Florida-Doral, 3/2005–6/2007:

“Since I graduated iam always get the idea we found a better candidate. . I feel is because ITT is
on my resume employees have not taken me seriously. ..I then started to take it out of my resume
and have gotten jobs[.]”
84.
7/2014:

███████████ (ID 3762), Florida-Doral, Criminal Justice, 12/2005–

“I was told by the Florida Highway Patrol recruiter that if I wanted to have a chance at
applying with them that he recommended me to remove that school from my resume.”
85.
1/2007:

███████████████ (ID 9137, 5895), Florida-Fort Lauderdale, 8/2004–

“ITT Tech has been accused of fraud for decades. They've been raided by the FBI and they've
had many lawsuits against them. Recently ITT Tech has permanently shut down due to
crackdowns on the for-profit-college- scam. I've tried to get a new job and potential employers
always question ITT Tech being on my resume. My degree is absolutely worthless due to ITT
Tech's carelessness and outright fraud they committed. I've been paying on my loans for 10 years
now and I still owe around $40,000 for a worthless associates degree than an employer won't
take seriously. I have to leave ITT Tech off of my resume now because of how embarrassing it is
to have on there now that they have shut down and filed for bankruptcy. It's absolutely not fair
that ITT Tech commits fraud, steals money from the federal government, and then gets to file
bankruptcy and have all of their debts wiped away while students like me are stuck with a
humongous bill that is non-dischargeable in bankruptcy. The system in place is absolutely
horrendous and students are being left to pick up the pieces. Do you think ITT Tech ever
mentioned anything about their illegal activities to their potential students or staff? No. When
ITT Tech shut down they didn't even have the decency to let their faculty or students know. They
just closed down and left everyone hanging. That goes to show you what kind of company ITT
Tech really was and how much they actually cared about their program, students education, and
faculty's livelihoods.”
“My degree from this school is now useless since their reputation has been completely
destroyed. Potential employer's won't even look at my resume if I have ITT Tech on it.
Employer's don't trust the education that is being received at ITT Tech and they will move on to
the next potential employee who went to a reputable school. Most people, by now, know that ITT
Tech is a for-profit scam school and it has become a running joke. I feel like a complete fool for
having that dirty mark on my resume and I even omit it from my resume now so that people won't
throw it directly into the trash. Pretending like I have no college degree is much better than
having an ITT Tech degree.”
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“The job I currently have, I left ITT Tech off of my resume because of negative responses in the
past. I was able to prove to my employer that I had the necessary skills to get the job, even
though I had no degree listed on my resume.”
86.
██████████████ (ID 9278), Florida-Fort Lauderdale, Information
Systems Security, 5/2006-12/2010:
“I had to obtain certifications such as CompTia and Cisco to end up in my field of study. ITT
Tech on resume did not help.”
“I never knew how much employers did not like ITT Technical Institute. From the commercials
and staff at ITT, I was advised that ITT was one of the best schools to go to for a technology
career. I had to get certifications outside the school in order to get my foot in the door of my
field of study.”
87.
█████████████████ (ID 9396), Florida-Fort Lauderdale, Electronics
Engineering Technology, 11/1999-9/2003:
“Employers turn away candidates that have ITT on their resume as the school’s integrity has
been compromised, thus making it harder for employers to trust the skill set I have obtained.
I have been turned down at several jobs and not even allowed to have an interview based on my
degree. For an industry that requires specific competencies, ITT did not provide that knowledge
and lied to me about my realistic prospects.”
88.

█████████████ (ID 8560), Florida-Fort Lauderdale, 12/2007–9/2011:

“I feel that most of interviews are halted and progress in the interview process stops because ITT
tech is on my resume[.]”
89.
█████████████████ (ID 8369), Florida-Fort Lauderdale, Network
System Administration, 9/2011–12/2014:
“I am scared to put my ITT degree on my resume for fear of employers skipping over my
application. [] At this point in my career, it will only hinder my resume.”
90.
███████████████ (ID 8933), Florida-Fort Lauderdale, CyberSecurity,
9/2009–12/2013:
“Everytime they saw ITT tech in my resume my interviews were cut short[.]”
91.
█████████████████ (ID 9386), Florida-Fort Lauderdale, Criminal
Justice, 12/2005-6/2010:
“I feel like having ITT on my resume has had a negative outcome in finding a job. Employers do
not take the school and education seriously. I once applied for an entry level job that any
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criminal justice student coming out of college should of gotten but i was told i did not have the
educational background. I feel that going to ITT has affected my career path drastically.”
92.
████████████████ (ID 7018), Florida-Hialeah, Computer
Networking Systems, 11/2006–12/2008:
“I was told directly by a hiring manager that they would not hire me into their IT department
because of having ITT on my resume. They do not trust the education that students are receiving
there because in the past they tried hiring students from ITT and discovered that they had
learned nothing[.]”
“I also tried to get into the IT department at my current job but they told me they would never
hire from ITT Tech again because the students learn nothing there and had poor work ethics
(they've tried to hire from there before). To them the Associates degree I have is worthless.”
93.
█████████████████ (ID 8127), Florida-Jacksonville, Criminal
Justice, 3/2008–12/2011:
“With a work ethic and transcript like mine, I should not have struggled so hard to find a job
after graduation. I really feel that seeing ITT Technical Institute on my resume repelled
employers from even calling me for an interview.”
94.
█████████████ (ID 7937), Florida-Jacksonville, Computer Networking
Systems, 7/2002–5/2005:
“Have ITT Tech on your resume is not good as employers "ask you is that a real school ?"”
95.
█████████████ (ID 8042), Florida-Lake Mary, Data Communications
Systems Technology, 5/2005–5/2009:
“I have been turned away from jobs at major companies such as VMware and Cisco due to
having a worthless degree on my resume. These could have been upwards of six figure jobs and
life long careers.”
“I had to work construction for years during and after my associates and most of my bachelor's
degree. Once in my field, I learned that ITT was basically a degree farm, turning out degrees as
quickly as possible and not providing education behind them. Having a degree from ITT has
become a blight on my resume and due to the student loans I have, i cannot afford to go back to
school to get a real degree.”
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96.
████████████████ (ID 7970), Florida-Lake Mary, Criminal Justice,
9/2007–10/2009:
“I was completely unaware of the reputation that ITT had when I enrolled. Since graduation, []I
have actually been told by recruiters to just leave ITT off my resume because their graduates
have a bad reputation.”
97.
███████████████ (ID 8030), Florida-Lake Mary, Network Systems
Administrations, 8/2013–6/2015:
“I have been declined jobs from credible career opportunities because of ITT's label on my
resume. I was told once by another student that companies see ITT's degree as a waitresses level
job. I cannot fathom the idea of going through all this schooling just to get a job equivalent of
that to a waiter.”
“Here I am with this useless degree that potential job opportunities TELL ME to take off my
resume. As if I didn't do my part to earn it. As if I didn't actually go to school for it, yet I'm
forced to pay back twenty six THOUSAND dollars, AND I STILL don't have a job in the desired
career field of which I studied.”
98.
██████████████ (ID 6014, 7885), Florida-Lake Mary, Network
Systems Administration, 9/2013–5/2015:
“Employers advised me to remove ITT Tech from my resume or I would never find a job. I wish
more employers would go on record stating this so that ITT Tech can be brought down!”
“I was told by numerous employers to remove ITT Tech from my Resume but because they had
already seen it they could not hire me.”
“Once, I set up my own interview and brought what I thought was one of the best Resume's I'd
ever seen. The employer told me that because I had ITT Tech on my resume they could not hire
me because of the lack of education received from that school. Most employers from then on out
said almost the exact same thing. I finally removed ITT Tech from my employment Resume and I
landed a job (not in my field of study).”
99.

████████████ (ID 8248), Florida-St Petersburg, 9/2009–12/2010:

“I've been told by other employers that having ITT Tech on a resume doesn't look good. Now as
they close down all I'm left with is wasted time, a worthless piece of paper, and a lot of student
debt.”
“When applying for engineering jobs even within my company, nobody even considered me even
when I told them I had an associates degree in Computer and Electrical Engineering as soon as
I said it was from ITT Technical Institute.”
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“I was told I would easily be able to get a job as an Engineer with just my associates degree. I
ended up finding my own job without the help of ITT Tech. The employer stated that my degree
had no impact on the reason they hired me. I was hired based on my previous job experience.”
100. ██████████████ (ID 5147), Florida-St Petersburg, Information
Systems Security, 9/2008–9/2012:
“ITT cited that I would be able to find employment in my field of study after I completed my
degree. I've been told that my resume is thrown away as soon as degree credentials are seen due
to attending ITT.”
101.

████████████ (ID 5291), Florida-Tallahassee, 9/2004-5/2006:

“A number of jobs I applied for I was turned away from due to having a degree from I.T.T Tech
and the reason listed was a trust in how I was trained by the school.”
102.

████ (ID 7587), Florida-Tampa, Networking Sciences, 10/2008–5/2009:

“My resume was tossed by even regular retail establishments, once I removed ITT Tech from it, I
suddenly landed a full time Management position.”
“When interviewing for a service technician position, on my resume I had listed that I was
currently enrolled in ITT Tech. The interviewer was scanning my resume, discovered this, then
ended the interview on the basis of who was on my resume for education.”
103. ██████████████████████ (ID 4890), Florida-Tampa, Network
Systems Administration, 7/2008–12/2009:
“I heard from multiple students that having ITT on a resume has the opposite intended effect,
that it actually makes it more difficult to obtain a job in the chosen field. Schools like this should
not exist. I am now going to a traditional college and paying for it myself. Never again will I
take out a student loan, having learned the hard way through ITT that it does not work out in my
best interest, ever.”
104. █████████████ (ID 8802), Florida-Tampa, Computer Networking
Systems, 4/2010-11/2011:
“I was told i have a better chance of a job if it remove ITT from my resume.”
“I have been told i have a better chance at landing a job if i remove ITT Tech from my resume by
a company i was interviewing for. The school is now shut down so I will definitely not get
accepted anywhere and i have to remove it from my resume, so this is the equivalent of not
having a degree.”
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105. ███████████ (ID 8444), Florida-Tampa, Electronics Engineering
Technology, 5/1997–5/1999:
“I graduated with an overpriced associates degree that no company valued. They didn't give me
the skills i needed for technical work, no company respected or valued the degree, in fact there
are many employers who upon spotting ITT Tech on your resume discard your application. I
ended up working unskilled factory jobs for low pay[.]”
106. ████████████ (ID 8817), Florida-Tampa, Computer Aided Science
CADD, 9/1998–9/2000:
“I would sometimes have to remove ITT from my resume to just sit down for a job interview.
Some interviewers would make rude comments about the school and how they acted throughout
the years and how they mistreated people in general.”
“It tooks months to almost a year to find a job and FORCED to settle for it. It was NOT even
close to what was taught at the school.”
107.
6/2007:

██████████ (ID 2858), Florida-Tampa, Computer Networking, 2/2007–

“Having ITT tech on my resume hurt me for potential work and I didn't know for several years.”
“I had an offer for a very nice management position. The district manager called me back that
due to that on my resume I could not have the position.”
108. ██████████ (ID 4453), Florida-Tampa, Digital Entertainment & Game
Design, 1/2005-3/2009:
“In 2009 after graduating from ITT I attended a professional coding and design convention
called Siggraph. All of the studios saw that I attended ITT and told me that they had no positions
available for me, despite having an open list of positions at their tables. It seems that my
Bachelor's degree does not actually exist, by the standards of employers.”
109. ██████████ (ID 9281), Florida-Tampa, Digital Entertainment and
Game Design, 3/2006-3/2009:
“ITT Tech told me that their school was as reputable as any other college or university. When I
entered the job market I found that people literally threw away my resume as soon as they saw
ITT Tech on it. The school has also been shut down completely due to rampant fraud. The
Department of Education has cut ties not only with ITT Tech, but also with the accreditation
company that was not properly reviewing them.”
“I had several call backs for jobs I applied for that immediately ended when the interviewer
found out that ITT Tech was the school I went to. I was told once in confidence by an HR
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employee that I should not put the school's name on my resume. I was able to get a job after I
stopped placing the school's name on my resume.”
110.
6/2015:

████████████ (ID 9320), Georgia-Duluth, Criminal Justice, 12/2012-

“My current job advised me that she could not give me a raise as she thought that my education
level was worth something. I am sending out my resume, but nothing is happening. I have great
experience. But the one thing that employers do look at is your education and I am not getting
any call backs. I have gotten a few, you do not meet the education requirements needed even
when they ask for the Associate Degree as the minimum.”
111. ████████████ (ID 8894), Georgia-Duluth, Computer-Aided Drafting
and Design, 9/2003–9/2005:
“I was told my degree would advance me in my career, yet that has never happened! I am still
having to look for other jobs not even close to my area of study, because my degree doesn't go
far with employers. Experience is the only thing that will advance me and that was not the
understanding I got from ITT. I was under the understanding that when I got out of school, I
would be directly into a job that was making plenty of $ to atleast be able to pay my bills,
including these outrageous loans.”
“The job I did get, could have been acquired without a degree and without all the loans! This
degree with even more worthless now that ITT has shut down.”
112.
12/2014:

████████████████ (ID 8991, 7327), Georgia-Duluth, 12/2010–

“They told us a degree from them was completely valid and actually preferred among business
hiring as it would show we had hands on knowledge. Now I have a degree I can't even put on a
resume and over a $100k in debt to be in a position I would be in without ITT Tech[.]”
“I had no call backs on jobs I applied for finally I took my degree off of my resume and just used
my experience.”
“Having this degree is a joke.”
“I was the first of my family to graduate from college. I took pride in that idea and now I feel
nothing but shame and stress from debt collectors calling. I want nothing to do with the degree I
have and will probably never persue this type of dream again as I question my own
intelligence.”
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113. ███████████████ (ID 9079), Georgia-Duluth, Network Systems
Admin, 8/2014-6/2016:
“I had one employer tell me that my "Mickey Mouse certificate was useless, and I should get my
money back." I can NOT find a job in my field because I am an ITT Tech graduate. I have a
family to support.”
114. ██████████████ (ID 3837), Georgia-Kennesaw, Computer
Networking Systems, 6/2007–9/2009:
“I was not able to get any jobs in my field. I had multiple employers tell me that i should take my
degree off of my resume.”
“Any company that i talk to almost laughs at me when i tell them where i went to college. I have
no hands on training from school as they promised, i have no experience as they promised, and i
am not able to take any of the microsoft certifications that i was supposed to be up to speed on
when i graduated as they promised.”
115. ███████████████ (ID 9255), Idaho-Boise, Visual Communications,
3/2009-8/2009:
“I have not even been able to obtain a basic Graphic Design job or even an interview with ITTTechnical Institute on my resume.”
116. ████████████ (ID 8695), Idaho-Boise, Computer and Electronics
Engineering Technology: 3/2002–3/2004:
“I have struggled to find a job when i put my ITT Tech education on resume and application.
There are companys in my area that have actually modified there hiring practices so that ITT
Tech education actually disqualifys you for employment. i.e.(Boise Police Department, Idaho
Power Corp.)”
“The degree I have received from ITT Tech is worthless in my area and actually makes it harder
to get a job. With the current closing and shutting down, situation of ITT Tech my degree is even
worse then before it is even more discredited and is like it does not exists.”
117.

████████████ (ID 8134), Illinois-Arlington Heights, 3/2008–3/2012:

“Having ITT on my resume definitely prevented employers from hiring me due to the reputation
of the school.”
“Employers dismissed my resume regardless of experience when they saw I got my degree from
ITT Technical Institute.”
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118. ██████████████ (ID 5490), Illinois-Arlington Heights, Computer
Network Systems, 9/2011–3/2012:
“Having ITT on my resume has repelled some employers. Even in my current job position that
knows how I work and what knowledge I do have, cannot take my credit courses as a serious
education. I feel that I had to get where I am after working 5 years in my position and now
barely have gotten to what I was promised after graduation, even though this is not my career
field.”
“ITT career office confirmed that their graduates always are highly considered when applying
for jobs due to their "technical experiences" taught in classes. When applying for jobs I found
out that was not the case. Some career prospects actually frowned on my resume due to my
education coming from ITT Technical Institute.”
119. █████████████ (ID 8873), Illinois-Arlington Heights, Criminal Justice,
1/2008–9/2011:
“I strongly believe that ITT looks bad and not good on my resume as they had me to believe and
this may or may not have disqualified me from certain jobs I have applied to in the past since
graduating from ITT.”
120. ██████████████ (ID 8210), Illinois-Arlington Heights, Computer
Network Systems, 3/2009–6/2011:
“Companies laugh at my schooling part of my resume and so just don't even call.”
“They always talked about how all these companies respected this school but when you graduate
and look for employment with these companies they just laugh in our face[.]”
121.

██████████████ (ID 8096), Illinois-Mount Prospect, 1/2006–4/2008:

“The recruiters kept stating that having ITT Technical Institute on a resume would look
appealing to future employers. When I did go looking for employment, I felt that it was hindering
me from finding employment.”
122.

███████████ (ID 8442), Illinois-Mount Prospect, 9/2008–1/2012:

“Many employers didnt even know who ITT was, now I am embarrassed to have them listed on a
resume. I have been told on a few occasions that the classes from there or having them on my
resume does not help my chances of employment.”
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123. █████████ (ID 8139), Illinois-Mount Prospect, Computer Networking
Systems/Information Security, 6/2009–6/2013:
“Putting ITT on my resume has not gotten me anywhere in the field of technology, if anything is
has prevented me from moving forward in my career and have not gotten the jobs that I have
worked for and deserved.”
“I have gone through hundreds of interviews and have been lucky enough to find an IT job with
my friends company. All the companies would not hire me because of ITT on my resume!”
124. ████████████ (ID 8684), Illinois-Oak Brook, Information Systems
Security, 6/2009–9/2013:
“ITT Tech told me that because they have been in business since the 70's and had schools in
many different states, that constituted them being a legitimate institution. I now see that this is
not the case. I personally know of not receiving jobs b/c a potential employer saw ITT Tech on
my resume, so they chose another candidate. Just yesterday I was the butt of a joke about the
school closing. A friend of my literally told me that my degree is now worthless b/c no one would
hire an ITT Tech graduate. My bachelor's degree is tarnished and worthless in the eyes of the
public.”
125. ████████████████████ (ID 3043), Illinois-Oak Brook, Associates in
Multimedia, 1/2003–1/2005:
“Employers laugh when they see ITT on my resume to the point where i had to take it off
completely.”
126.

█████████████ (ID 9344), Illinois-Orland Park, 12/2013-3/2016:

“ITT tech never informed the students of the legal trouble they were in, having ITT tech on my
resume is frowned upon and only other predatory schools are willing to accept the credits from
the school.”
127. ████████████████████ (ID 7899), Illinois-Springfield, Information
Technology - Computer Network Systems, 12/2013–3/2016:
“I once had an interview for the position of a bank teller. The lady I interviewed with looked at
my resume and when she seen that I had went to ITT Technical Institute I was laughed at. With
that being said, I wondered how I was ever going to find a job in my field of study if I wsn’t even
considered for a bank teller position for that reason.”
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128.
12/2013:

███████████ (ID 7053), Indiana-Carmel, Computer Forensics, 12/2011–

“I've been several interviews after taking itt off of my resume. Once in the interview, the
employer asks what college did I attend because it wasn't listed on my resume. When I reply ITT
Tech, most of the responses were "that's not a college, I'm sorry we’re looking for a candidate
with college experience.”
129.

█████████████ (ID 8598), Indiana-Carmel, 12/2008–9/2012:

“Most employers that i have filed with won't accept it or I have been overlooked for jobs based
on having an ITT Tech diploma on my resume.”
130.

██████████ (ID 8763), Indiana-Carmel, 6/2010–1/2014:

“I refuse to put ITT T[ech] on my resume now, but when i would go for job interviews they
would laugh over me having a ITT T[ech] degree because they said that school was a joke and
only to find out years later, they were completely right. []I found out quickly that in South
Carolina this was a joke of a degree. No one will hire with a ITT Tech degree.”
131. ████████████ (ID 4764), Indiana-Carmel, Computer Forensics,
1/2009–1/2014:
“Employers view ITT Tech as a school that takes in large amounts of students for profit with
very little or NO quality output. Listing this school on my resume is almost worse than listing
nothing at all.”
132. ███████████████████ (ID 9150), Indiana-Carmel, Criminal Justice,
12/2007–11/2013:
“I was told having ITT on my resume would help me in my search of a job, but most places don't
hold it very high.”
133. █████████████████. (ID 8242), Indiana-Carmel, Software
Development in Information Technology, 7/2015–2/2016:
“Putting information that I was a current (at the time) student of ITT on my resume, got me
dismissed from a interview for Web Developer position. The fact that I learned Web
Development at a different school, and was at ITT for Software apparently was completely
irrelevant.”
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134. ███████████████ (ID 8024), Indiana-Carmel, Information Systems
Administration, 6/2010–6/2013:
“I did not fully appreciate how potential employers see ITT as educational background on my
resume until a job search began in earnest upon graduation. I believe most employers
understood it for the scam it really was, and instead of it being a positive credential, it became a
liability instead.”
135.

███████████████ (ID 2670), Indiana-Carmel, 10/2014-10/2016:

“My Aunt works a federal job. She was in charge of Hiring and said they threw away any
application from ITT Tech as they have had nothing but problems with those students. Their level
of education did not meet the basic job requirements. I have met with several people who will not
hire ITT graduates as they are taught on pirated software that is not up to industry standards[.]”
136. █████████████ (ID 8485), Indiana-Fort Wayne, Criminal Justice,
9/2005–9/2009:
“I am honestly embarrassed putting that I attended ITT Tech on my resume. To me it feels like it
hurts my chances of finding a job than it helps.”
137. ██████████████████ (ID 8150), Indiana-Fort Wayne, Criminal
Justice, Visual Communications, 12/2009–6/2012:
“Having ITT Tech on my resume is more likely that I will be turned away from a job because
they know the truth about their for-profit procedures and lack of education for their students. I
had no idea that they were ripping me off until it was too late to pull out. []Any design company
I went to, would pass my resume by because of where I got my degree from. They would talk to
me about a job until I told them where I graduated from. None of them will look at Graphic
Designers who are from ITT Tech. It's because they KNOW we don’t have proper training or all
the training, it’s as if we have no education at all. So, I miserably work for 10.50 an hour at a
pawn shop. I have no life, working 6 days a week, no health insurance and make less than 20,000
a year. It’s not why I went to school.”
138. ████████████████ (ID 8830), Indiana-Fort Wayne, Digital
Entertainment and Game Design, 9/2004–6/2008:
“I have had an interview in the past where someone told me that it was hard to take my
education seriously because I went to ITT Tech. They were not sure that I could accomplish my
job with the education I received at ITT Tech.”
“They promised that I would make enough money to be able to pay back my student loans soon
after graduation. They also made it seem that finding a job would be easy with a bachelor's
degree. I had a terrible time finding any kind of computer job. I was reduced to contract work
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and even working for a factory for a few years just to make ends meet. The payments that they
required me to make was more than I could afford and ruined my credit.”
“I have had a hard time finding work because no employer takes my education seriously. It has
caused tremendous stress due to money issues with my family. I have had to borrow money from
friends or family to make my school loan payments. It has totally ruined my credit. I can't afford
to have nice things and go on vacations. I can't afford to go back to a different school to further
my education because my credit is so bad, and I cannot afford to pay for yet another loan. Going
to ITT Tech has basically ruined my life.”
139. ██████████████ (ID 8217), Indiana-Fort Wayne, Computer and
Electronics Engineering Technology, 3/2009-9/2011:
“I have had some interviews where it was casually mentioned that ITT Tech was gaining a bad
reputation in the field because the people they were graduating didn't know what they were
doing. I did not get any of the jobs where that was mentioned.”
140.

████████████ (ID 8737), Indiana-Indianapolis, 3/2009–11/2012:

“I was told by a company once during an interview that I would be better off not even putting the
ITT degree information on my resume. I was not hired for that position.”
141.

████████████████ (ID 7685), Indiana-Indianapolis, 9/2012–6/2014:

“I no longer put ITT on my resume as I get asked about the lawsuit by employers every time.”
142.

████████████ (ID 3075), Indiana-Indianapolis, 3/2011–6/2013:

“I tested this. I put a resume with ITT tech on it and for 5 months no job offer. Take it off and I
am now getting hired at a hospital but its again help desk.”
143. █████████████████ (ID 7712), Indiana-Indianapolis, ASN- Associate
of Science in Nursing, 9/2009–6/2013:
“They never indicated that they were struggling so badly financially, that they had to illegally
create 2 private loan programs, in order to keep investors appeased. They did eventually have to
address the communities thoughts on ITT's reputation, once it got to the point that there were no
longer clinical sites, hospitals, nursing homes, etc. that would accept us as clinical sites. 4 of my
8 clinical sites were 2+ hours outside of Indianapolis at very small, rural hospitals. This was a
glaring red light for me, considering the other for-profit schools, were known to have clinicals at
the metro hospitals of Indy. There's no denying there was a horrible public opinion, at that point.
Now that the numerous fraud cases, scamming, and the term "diploma mills" has been on the
news, its even common knowledge of ITT being a non-reputable school, in turn, implying i'm a
non-reputable nurse. I would never tell anyone where i graduated now. I took my pictures off
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social media, showing my diploma. I removed ITT from my Linkedin, and i have now removed it
from my resume. Not quite the satisfaction most expect after 3 years of school, $53000, and
being the first in my family to graduate. I dont even want to speak of it. ITT was nothing it
represented itself to be.”
144.

█████████████ (ID 8523), Indiana-Indianapolis, 9/2008–12/2011:

“Tried to apply for an employment at a base in georgia but i was denied stating qualified but not
highly qualified and also was told to take my college degree off my resume in order to get more
opportunities. I am working at a retail store.”
145. ██████████████████ (ID 9592), Indiana-Indianapolis, Master of
Business Administration Degree, 3/2002-6/2007:
“Also, it is very difficult for me to look for a job being a graduate of ITT Technical Institute. I am
currently unemployed and I believe that my past employer laid me off because I was a graduate
from that school. My employer was downsizing and I was the first to be laid off. I do believe that
having ITT Technical Institute on my resume repels many prospective employers who have heard
about its illegal practices and unethical behavior. I have been unemployed for 4 months now and
no one wants to hire an ITT Technical Institute graduate.”
“I had a real difficult time finding a job in the computer and electronics engineering field even
after graduating with my AS and then my BS degrees. Every time any interviewer would ask me
where I went to school, it seemed that the interview would be over abruptly. I was embarrassed
to mention ITT Technical Institute on my resume and I tried to avoid that question whenever
possible at interviews. The only other time I was offered a job in the field was when I interviewed
with Intel during a job fair. They had offered me a job in Portland, Oregon as a clean room
wafer maker that paid less than what I was making at the time as an Administrative Assistant
with a real estate company here in Miami, Florida. Therefore, I had to turn it down because I
was not going to relocate for less money.”
146.

█████████████████ (ID 4442), Indiana-Indianapolis, 6/1996–2/2002:

“After I left the school, several companies in the area told me that I needed to take ITT Tech off
of my resume or no one would hire me. I heard the same thing from former classmates who were
told the same thing. That companies would not hire you if you went to ITT Tech because they
know you didn't learn anything if you went there.”
“I was told by several companies that they would not hire me because ITT Tech was on my
resume and they just assumed that anyone who went to ITT Tech didn't know what they were
doing because ITT Tech was famous for not teaching anything.”
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147. █████████████ (ID 9714), Indiana-Indianapolis, Computer Forensics,
3/2011-12/2013:
“I sent out resume's online and was never contacted by any employer, even though the jobs only
requirements was to have an associates degree.”
148. ██████████████ (ID 8739), Indiana-Indianapolis, Computer
Networking Systems Technology, 1/2000–3/2002:
“I was unaware that simply having ITT Tech on my resume would be damaging in any manner in
my quest toward securing gainful employment in a rewarding career.”
“I have only been able to secure employment in jobs that are considered customer service. The
only IT portion of these jobs has been my knowledge & proficiency in use of a computer.”
149. ██████████████ (ID 8439), Indiana-Indianapolis: Network
Administration, 9/2011–3/2014:
“ITT Tech is the laughing stock of the IT world. I have listed my credentials on resumes but
when I am asked "where did you get your degree from" I get negative feedback and that's where
the interview ends.”
150. ███████████████████ (ID 8390), Indiana-Indianapolis, Web
Development, Technical Project Management, 9/2000–6/2006:
“Continuous lawsuits, complaints, and ill-reputed news articles have discredited my education,
which has not only made my degree useless but a detriment on my resume.”
“Through media and leads on jobs I have been informed on many occasions that it's not
uncommon for human resources to discard resumes containing a reference to ITT Tech.”
“The school made false claims about the classes necessary to achieve employment in the field,
which I discovered in hindsight. I was turned down for several jobs and, while I did obtain two
entry level positions, I was fired from both for the stated reason that I did not have the
educational background to perform the job.”
151. ██████████████ (ID 8214), Indiana-Indianapolis, Information
Systems Security, 9/2007–3/2012:
“I have had potential employers that would have employed me if I had gone to another school.
Resumes are regularly rejected at the HR level in companies I have done contract work for as
well.”
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152. ███████████ (ID 2862), Indiana-Indianapolis, Information Systems
Administration, 11/2006–11/2008:
“Having ITT Tech. listed on your resume is not something prospective employers view favorably.
The school’s reputation is that they push students through and pass them or give out
unwarranted grades. In the technology, specifically the information mass date sector, ones
ability to be able to preform their duties without fail means a business and or the public's
information is secure. If an employer believes you lack the skills to do the job they will not even
consider your application or resume. Thus, you are not likely to be hired by any company that
values the security of their data. Even more so nowadays where mass data hacks have become a
normal occurrence. If a employer sees that I gained my degree from ITT Tech I can be assured
that my resume will not be viewed as I would not be seen as a ideal candidate.”
153. ████████████████ (ID 8644), Indiana-Indianapolis, Information
Systems And Cyber Security, 8/2009–6/2013:
“Most employers would not even allow me an interview because they saw ITT on my resume.”
“ITT Tech is NOT a school that is held in high regard in the IT industry. Now, with the school
closing, I will not stand a chance of getting hired with a degree from them.”
154. █████████████ (ID 9590), Indiana-Indianapolis, Network Systems
Administrator, 6/2012-9/2015:
“I applied for many tech jobs around my area that were looking for a network systems admin. I
had ITT Tech on my resume, when I applied for them. I received emails back ( I don't have
access to that email account anymore) telling me that since I had a ITT Tech degree, that I
would not be considered for the Job that I was applying for.”
155.
6/2015:

█████████████ (ID 5606), Indiana-Merrillville, Nursing, 12/2012–

“Employers will not even interview when they see ITT TECH on resume.”
156.
9/2013:

████████████████ (ID 7815), Indiana-Merrillville, Nursing, 9/2010–

“I feel like I would have a very hard time finding a job with ITT on my resume from everything
I've heard about the school and what my peers say about their difficulty because of ITTs tainted
name[.]”
157.

███████ (ID 8036), Indiana-Merrillville, Nursing RN, 12/2010–6/2013:

“I had one hospital tell me they would not hire me due to where I graduated from. They recruiter
told me to further my education so ITT did not stand out on my resume.”
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158. ████████████ (ID 7931), Indiana-Newburgh, Breckinridge School of
Nursing, 9/2009–12/2011:
“[W]hen I enrolled into ITT's nursing program, it was become a better person, be successful,
and help others in any way possible. I loved caring for patients and that is what I was thinking
of when I enrolled. [] ITT has tarnished my resume. If I could afford to complete my bachelors
I would.”
“When I started the nursing program at ITT, I was told that by the time I graduated, their
program would be accredited by the state and nationally and that we would not have any
problem finding a job because there are such a shortage of nurses. The entire two years into our
program, we were still being reassured that they were having no problem in the accreditation
process. When I graduated in 2012, the school still wasn't accredited nationally. All the major
hospital in our region would not hire ITT grads because of out lack of national accreditation.
All of us had to settle for lower paying jobs in nursing homes because of it. I worked at a major
hospital for 4 years as a patient care tech leading up to my graduation. My director wasn't even
allowed to hire me as an RN because of graduating from ITT.”
159.

█████████████ (ID 8470), Indiana-Newburgh, 6/2012–12/2014:

“I was never informed about any investigation or rumors of any wrong doing by ITT. I was told
that I was doing what I needed to do for my family. Guilted into coming to school there. Once
you start there is no going back. They rush you through everything and get you started. I didn't
know how hard it would be to get a job with ITT on my resume.”
“I couldn't get hired at the hospitals in town. Or many doctors offices. Nursing homes were the
only place that would hire us straight out of school. Had to get a year or longer experience
before hospitals would consider ITT graduates.”
160. ██████████████ (ID 7737), Indiana-Newburgh, Criminal Justice,
6/2006–3/2010:
“Putting ITT Technical Institute on a resume has stopped me from getting jobs in my field. It is
not credible and employers are more apt to not hire you because of this. I haven't been able to
find a new job in my area of study since I graduated. I'm lucky I found my current job, ON MY
OWN, before I graduated or else I fear I'd still be working at a daycare.”
“I have applied for 3 jobs since I graduated in my field of study and no one has called me back.
I have called and checked on them multiple times. I have VERY high ranking references on my
resume and a great history of work.”
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161.

█████████████ (ID 8723), Indiana-Newburgh, Nursing, 3/2014–6/2016:

“As a student, I had no idea that any illegal activities were happening at all within the company.
As I had said before, I also thought that employers would like to see ITT Technical Institute
graduates on a resume, but in my long search to find a job I realized that having that on my
resume repels employers. I am unsure if this is due to the illegal practices itself, or due to the
history that they have had with ITT graduates; but I do know that they require ITT graduates to
have a year of experience, although they do not require different graduates from other local
nursing schools to have that kind of experience.”
“I had a job in a very good hospital (Deaconess) for three years prior, that was thirty minutes
away from my house, and was unable to get a job there as a nurse because I was told by the
Nursing Director that they did not hire ITT graduates right out of school and that they require
ITT graduates to have a year of experience before working in their hospital; even though they do
hire new graduates from other nursing schools in the area.”
162.
12/2009:

█████████████████████ (ID 2669), Indiana-Newburgh, 4/2006–

“I was told that ITT on a resume was not considered a real degree and was questioned about my
knowledge and understanding of their fradulant acts.”
163. ██████████ (ID 6703), Indiana-Newburgh, Computer Electronic
Engineering Technology And Project Management, 1/2007–1/2013:
“I was led to believe by the recruiters ITT Tech is one of the top 5 technical schools in the
country and at my Hands-On education with it being advantage over all these Theory colleges
in my area. Little did I know this is not the truth after talking to a well-known auto manufacturer
in my area I found out that ITT Tech graduates resumes were pushed to a different file and never
considered for employment based on their reputation pushing students through weather the
information was understood or not.”
“The only job I could find was with a previous graduate from ITT and also sat on their board.
Daryl Phelps was his name and he would would laugh and make jokes especially when he was
taking out to eat by ITT Tech for dinners because he did not interview for students once a
quarter and they wouldn’t go to an expensive restaurant they would go to fine dining of course
and he would always tell us that’s what ITT Tech and your student loans were going to feed him
dinner.”
164. ██████████████ (ID 7763), Indiana-Newburgh, Criminal Justice,
6/2006–3/2010:
“I have put my degree on my resumes since I graduated. I knew no different. Now I know. I as
well as many of my fellow school mates have been turned down for job after job that we are well
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qualified for (without having ITT on our resumes). Companies have told me that they do not hire
students from ITT, it's not accredited and the degree hold NO value in this community. It's
appalling that it's taken 6 years since I graduated, for them to FINALLY close the doors.”
“No one will hire an ITT grad around here.”
165.

████████████████ (ID 7675), Indiana-Newburgh, 3/2007–9/2011:

“I hate that I have ITT on my resume. It repels people. Even before a lot of the more publicized
legal issues. I was told that they would hire anyone from that school because anyone they've
hired in the past couldn't do the job because they didn't have the training they should have. Even
being hired as a security guard is hard because no one wants to touch ITT with a ten foot
pole[.]”
“I've been told that my degree is useless. They look at ITT like kryptonite[.]”
166. ██████████████ (ID 8031), Indiana-Newburgh, School of Information
Systems, 6/2009–6/2011:
“They claimed that they looked great on a resume, and that they had several employer's waiting
for graduates. However, most employer's frown upon ITT tech, because it is so easy to get
through school and they quality of graduates that actually know their stuff is slim.”
167. █████████████████ (ID 8718), Indiana-South Bend, Visual
Communications, 8/2009–9/2011:
“For over a year I sent my resume to different jobs in my field and was never seen for any of
them. I believe it is because ITT was on my resume. The only jobs I have been able to get are in
retail since that is the experience I had before I went to colleg.”
168. ████████████████████ (ID 9251), Kentucky-Louisville, Paralegal
Studies, 10/2010-5/2012:
“At the time when I was a student there, there was no news of the school shutting down. I did
however realize on my own that having the ITT name on your resume deters possible employers.
It's a joke in the business world.”
169. █████████████ (ID 7998), Kentucky-Louisville, IT –Networking,
9/2009–3/2010:
“The school was misleading in the fact that they were said to be highly reputable and to be
operating well within the law, later to find out that there were multiple lawsuits against them.
The schools reputation is so bad that it hurts to have them on your resume under education.”
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170.

██████████████ (ID 9582), Kentucky-Louisville, 9/2002-1/2006:

“Having ITT technical institute on my resume did nothing to help me get a job, and I believe
actually hurt my chances on more that one occasion. I got to the point to where I wouldn't even
list my $40,000 mistake on my resume.”
171.
12/2009:

████████████████████ (ID 8192), Louisiana-Saint Rose, 8/2007–

“I've submitted my resume which even includes five and a half years of technical support to
various companies. However, it was explained to me one time that because my degree held was
from ITT-Tech, my degree was considered invalid.”
172. █████████████ (ID 8692), Louisiana-Saint Rose, Computer Electronics
and Engineering Technology, 6/2009–5/2011:
“Seems like no employers even looked at your resume if you attended ITT.”
173. ██████████████ (ID 2560), Louisiana-Saint Rose, Computer
Networking Systems, 4/2009–10/2010:
“Employers simply do not respect the degree, period. It's not something I can use on a resume',
so I feel as though I didn't receive anything. An education is fluid, and not something that can be
defined so easily. It depends on the person, the circumstances in their lives, and how well they
retain information. Above all, the finished product is the degree, and employers do not trust the
degree, or institution.”
174. █████████████ (ID 2815), Louisiana-Saint Rose, IT & Computer
Network Systems, 11/2004–11/2006:
“[H]aving this school on your resume is definitely NOT good when trying to find a job. it was
more beneficial to me to not even list it as education experience.”
“[W]hen applying for jobs after graduating, i was actually told by some employers that my
education at ITT tech did not qualify me for a position. i stopped putting the school on my
education history on my resume because it actually seemed to hinder me from acquiring work.”
175.

████████████████ (ID 7687), Louisiana-Saint Rose, 6/2008–10/2011:

“I've had multiple interviewers tell me that they don't consider ITT Tech a legitmate school. I
actually leave it off my resume when applying for jobs because it increases my chances!”
“I've had multiple employers in interviews blatantly tell me that they don't consider ITT Tech a
legitimate Educational Institute and that their curriculum is grossly outdated. I finally was able
to get a decent job due to connections not related to the school.”
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176. ████████████ (ID 7808), Louisiana-Saint Rose, Digital Entertainment
and Game Design, 3/2005–6/2009:
“I was told by my current employer that ITT had nothing to do with me being hired. It didn't
help me any more than if I didn't have it on my resume'.”
“When I actually applied for jobs on my own, I was always asked by the interview about what
my degree entailed. I had applied for graphic design positions as well as video editing jobs.
90% of the time, the interviewer didn't even know what "Digital Entertainment and Game
Design" was nor did it even help my employment.”
177.

███████████████ (ID 8911), Maryland-Owings Mills, 2/2006–5/2008:

“I am also ashamed and saddened that I trusted ITT Technical Institute to provide me with a
quality education. Once I remove my Associates from my resume because of the ITT Technical
Institute "failure" stigma, what will I have that employers want?”
178. ████████████████████ (ID 9288), Maryland-Owings Mills,
Information Systems, 1/2010-1/2011:
“I was told numerous times that employers hire ITT-Tech grads over any other schools in the
area. I found this to be completely false. Someone with the same degree from say for example
Johns Hopkins University I feel would have a much higher chance of being hired than me. I
found I received more responses from employers if I was to leave ITT-Tech off of my resume.”
179. ███████████ (ID 9215), Maryland-Owings Mills, Network Systems
Administration, 9/2012–5/2016:
“ITT saying I could get jobs with them on my resume. Found out the hard way several times that
ITT was lieing after multiple employers told me my education was worthless and they didn't want
to hire me.”
“After that for several months employers wouldn't even reply back after I sent my resume even
though originally talks for a job were going pretty well with that employer.”
“Employers tell me my education is worthless and they won't hire me. Employers after good
talks for a job once they receive my resume no longer talk to me or respond to my emails.”
180.

███████ (ID 9555), Maryland-Owings Mills, Multimedia, 9/2007-5/2009:

“Now that the school is shut down and the illegal practices that are under investigation. I don't
expect anyone to take my degree seriously. Basically they would have no reason to believe that I
can do what my resume and degree says that I have and can do. I paid for a degree that would at
least what I was sold on. To get a job or career in my field of study which hasn't happened and
probably will not happen in the future.”
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181.

██████████████ (ID 7822), Massachusetts-Norwood, 1/2010–12/2014:

“Any buisness that see ITT Tech on a resume would rather higher someone with just a
highschool degree. The ITT tech name is worse then not having any schooling.”
182. ████████████████ (ID 3697, 7357), Massachusetts-Norwood,
Information Technology/Information Systems and Cybersecurity, 6/2012–1/2015:
“Most companies would read ITT tech on my resume and would not hire I know this as I have a
few friends that work for big companies here and told me that they do not hire people from ITT
Tech the file the resume and go to the next one and if you research it online many companies say
they will not hire because we don’t have hands on we only have book experience and never touch
real computer and server equipment.”
“They said to me the school would be around for years and that many businesses love to hire
students but that is a lie as of late ITT Tech has been closing down schools and who knows if
they will remain open and as of now my 2 degrees are useless just to high price pieces of paper
with words on them. Now many business know that ITT Tech is being sued and will not hire
grads from this school as we did not get the proper education.”
183. ███████████████ (ID 8441), Massachusetts-Norwood, Computer &
Electronics Technology, 3/2010–3/2012:
“[I] had to take ITT of my resume to get a job[.]”
184. ████████████████ (ID 6728), Massachusetts-Norwood, IT/CNS Computer Networking Systems, 6/2009–4/2011:
“I am currently unemployed again. Despite my immense experience and qualifications, I have
gotten no calls back, and the one time I did they went with another candidate despite my perfect
qualifications, an internal employee recommendation, 8 overwhelmingly positive references, and
a stellar interview.”
185. █████████████ (ID 5934, 7354), Massachusetts-Norwood, Coomputer
Networking Systems, 9/2013–5/2014:
“When I listed ITT Technical Institute on my resume, I was not getting call backs for phone
interviews while still living in Boston. After removing the school from my resume for Arizona, I
was able to get call backs for in person interviews because of my previous background working
in IT.”
“I had applied to many jobs adding ITT Technical Institute to my resume however I kept getting
rejection from employers and after applying to jobs without ITT Technical Institute on my
resume, I was able to land a full time job on my own!”
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186. █ (ID 7645), Massachusetts-Norwood, Computer Networking Systems,
10/2008–9/2010:
“I was literally being told my recruiters that they have put my resume at the bottom of the pile
because they usually get very poor quality workers from there. I wasn't able to get a job for 6
months after graduating.”
187.
8/2013:

██████████████ (ID 7709), Massachusetts-Wilmington, 3/2010–

“To put it simply, recruiters laugh at the fact that ITT was on my resume.”
188. ████████████████ (ID 9269), Massachusetts-Wilmington, Computer
Network System, 8/2007-7/2010:
“Having ITT Tech on my resume does repels employer from giving me the opportunity. They see
ITT as a failing institute. Having been enrolled in that school I can see why. Instructor
sometime show up late or never and we would sit in class till our Dean come by and say we can
leave. On exam week we would go through the studies with the [] whole class with the instructor
giving *HINTS THIS WILL BE ON THE EXAM* and then we would take the test right after the
study. Their way of teaching is like hurry up and push these students along so we can get the
next enrollment in $$$$$$$.”
189. █████████████████ (ID 7684), Michigan-Canton, Network
Security/Administration, 1/2010–6/2012:
“Now that I am out in the working world, it's very very clear that an ITT education is regarded
as second-rate and fairly worthless. There is no respect to be had for any sort of education
received from this school. I would say that graduating there has had a negative effect overall on
an employer's perception of myself as a potential stand-up employee. I no longer list my
attendance to ITT on my resume, and instead list relevant work experience.”
“I had multiple interviews which ended with the same sentiment, that ITT tech was detrimental to
my success. It was not even worth being associated with the school on my resume. Luckily I was
able to find a job, but not in my field of study, and my success was not reliant on my time with
ITT as a student.”
190.

████████████ (ID 7890), Michigan-Canton, 9/2004–3/2007:

“Basically my Resume whenever I would turn it into a potential job they would look at it and
turn it down because of the school of where I went.”
“Potential jobs that where hiring people with no ITT-Tech degree over people who did have the
degree.”
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191. ████████████████ (ID 9240), Michigan-Canton, Computer
Networking Systems, 7/2004-8/2007:
“I never got an interview with ITT Technical Institute in the heading of my resume.”
192. █████████████████ (ID 8741), Michigan-Canton, Criminal Justice,
3/2008–3/2013:
“I didn't know having itt on my resume would hurt me getting a job. I was told having a degree
helps get a job and that Alls I needed to do was get it and I would be fine. I got it and not once
have been called back for an interview after applying for a job in my criminal justice field[.]”
193.

███████████████ (ID 8122), Michigan-Dearborn, 12/2009–12/2013:

“I've removed ITT Tech from my resume and tell potential employers that I am self taught.”
“I found out that most employers wont hire ITT Tech students because they felt that they were
inferior to other graduates. It came to the point where I don't even talk about my degrees out of
embarrassment and the potential loss of an employment opportunity. Now I just tell potential
employers that I am self taught and been working in the field for years. ITT was the worst
decision of my life.”
194.

█████████████ (ID 8800), Michigan-Grand Rapids, 9/2003–10/2005:

“Having ITT on a resume equals never becoming employed and having huge amounts of
debt[.]”
“This very problem is why I ended up switching careers entirely because of this useless
degree[.]”
195.

█████████████ (ID 8851), Michigan-Grand Rapids, 10/2000–10/2002:

“ITT Tech has not added anything of value to my resume and has almost certainly caused
employers to disregard my resume.”
196. ██████████████████ (ID 4259), Michigan-Swartz Creek,
Computers, Drafting and Design, 3/2009–3/2011:
“It's embarrassing to show ITT on my resume & I never found a job in my field. I lucked out
with the job that I did fall into because a friend told me about it.”
197. ███████████████ (ID 8895), Michigan-Swartz Creek, Information
Security System, 6/2007–6/2011:
“I know when It came to having ITT Tech on my resume it hurt me. Employers would ask me if I
went there even though it was on my resume and I would say yes. They mention that they heard
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things about ITT would not say what they heard weather it was good or bad. I know I was turned
down from a lot of jobs due to that.”
“With ITT Tech on my resume I missed out on a lot of great job offers. I took ITT Tech off my
resume and I got job offers right away. They may not all have been in my field of study but I did
get offers. I wanted a job in my field of study so I put ITT Tech back on my resume and nothing.
No job opportunities.”
198.
6/2012:

█████████████████ (ID 8142), Michigan-Swartz Creek, 9/2010–

“I had an employer laugh at an interview when I told them I had an asc. degree at ITT. ITT told
me to lie about things on my interview and on my resume for certifications that I did not have.”
199. ███████████ (ID 9633), Michigan-Swartz Creek, Criminal Justice,
12/2006-12/2010:
“I have a degree from ITT-Tech, it is on my resume if I were to try to find a career now with a
degree from this garbage school my resume would be tossed aside. It is not a desirable degree
because of their actions[.]”
200.

███████████ (ID 2549), Michigan-Swartz Creek, 8/2009–9/2011:

“I never got any responses when itt was on my resume.”
“They promised everyone would hire a grad from ITT but yet every resume that had ITT on it
wouldn't give me a chance.”
“I was told by 3 different potential employers that they wouldn't hire anyone from ITT and I
should remove it from my resume.”
201.
12/2012:

████████████ (ID 7780), Michigan-Troy, Criminal Justice, 9/2009–

“ITT said to not worry about what was in the news about for profit schools and that they are a
good school with thousands of graduates that are happy. Little did I know what would transpire
of the years. They never explained what a for profit school is vs. a state school, community
college, etc. I am now reluctant to even list that I went to ITT in fear that my resume would be
discarded due to the recent events with ITT.”
“I had several unexplained "no response" situations from jobs that i should have qualified for
having a bachelors of criminal justice on my resume.”
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202. ████████████████ (ID 9039), Michigan-Troy, Electronics
Engineering, 9/2011–6/2015:
“Upon being enrolled at ITT Technical Institute, I had no indication that there were any illegal
activities taking place. I had just lost my job and ITT seemed like a perfect fit, promising a "life
changing education" in a "well-paying technical field". I could not have been further from the
truth. The Consumer Finance Protection Bureau (CFPD), began investigating ITT shortly after I
enrolled, and actually filed a lawsuit against the school, citing several fraudulent and predatory
loan actions. Several campuses were shut down as a direct result of this lawsuit. Thankfully, our
campus was not shut down at that time. I say thankfully because the credits earned at ITT
Technical Institute would not transfer anywhere except to another ITT Technical Institute,
despite being told otherwise from my recruiter. In addition, I've been finding that major
employers outright refuse to hire students from ITT Technical Institute. One specific example is
DTE Energy, one of the largest employers in South East Michigan. I was told by a DTE
executive that the hiring managers do not hire from ITT Technical Institute because of their
illegal practices and sub-par education. How am I supposed to find work in my field, if one of the
largest employers in my state refuse to even look at my resume because it says ITT Technical
Institute on it?”
203. █████████████ (ID 9388), Michigan-Troy, Multimedia Development,
9/2001-9/2003:
“I don't know if it has happened in my case, but I have heard many times from HR and other
recruiting professionals that if a potential hire went to ITT, their resume either went to the
bottom of the pile or was pulled from consideration all together. I have had several interviews
where I was asked about my time at ITT and the tone was almost condescending and rude,
almost to the point of making it seem like a joke.”
204.

████████████████████ (ID 8225), Michigan-Troy, 3/2010–3/2012:

“I have put on my resume that ITT Tech was the school I attended and I have had employers ask
me questions related to the school and my education and I have had little to no background
understanding to get me the job. A lot of "what if" scenarios, etc., and I have no answers to
provide as I had a minimal education to understand anything!!!!”
205.

█████████████ (ID 9351), Michigan-Troy, 1/2008-1/2010:

“There were multiple employers that did not hire me because ITT tech was on my resume.”
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206. ████ (ID 9143), Michigan-Troy, Computer Drafting & Design and Digital
Entertainment and Game Design, 6/2006–12/2011:
“The field of study in which I enrolled has a very tight and small professional community. As a
result that community knows of the bad reputation belonging to ITT Tech. I have almost become
blacklisted.”
207. ██████████████████ (ID 7714), Michigan-Troy, Criminal Justice,
6/2010–6/2013:
“They made it seem like everyone out there wanted ITT Tech graduates. I learned later from
other students who had been on interviews that they were not hired specifically because ITT
Tech was on their resume. I searched further and it seems to happen with a lot of people.”
208. ████████████████████████ (ID 7631, 7012), Michigan-Troy,
Information Technology - Computer Network Systems Option, 5/2005–9/2008:
“I was in an interview for a technical position and was told by the hiring manager that they were
ignoring the fact that my resume said ITT Tech because of the known issues with the school. I
had a hiring manager tell me that they were ignoring the fact that I went to ITT Tech because it
is a laughing stock. It really made me feel frustrated and small.”
209.

██████████████ (ID 8680), Michigan-Troy, 9/2008–2/2011:

“After a year of looking for a job, I quit putting ITT Tech on my resume. I felt that it was hurting
more than helping. I finally found a job that lasted 2 years at minimum wage, which still didn't
pay enough to pay my debt.”
210. █████████ (ID 9135), Michigan-Troy, Computer Networking Systems,
9/2010–6/2012:
“Because most jobs I put in for would see where I went to school and think it's a joke. And would
just pass over my resume.”
211. █████████████(ID 7925), Michigan-Troy, Information Security,
3/2009–9/2013:
“Basically, if you showed up and did the minimum, you'll pass with an A. This is horrible
education and they failed every student that went to this school. The biggest issue with this is this
is the reputation ITT has and employers know it. There are many stories of people trying to get a
job in their respective fields and didn't because the employer seen they went to ITT Tech. One of
my teachers at ITT Tech asked us to submit resumes to a position at GM because he knew the
hiring manager, the next week he came back to us and said that hiring manager doesn't hire
people from ITT Tech. This is a tragedy for me and my family, so far ITT Tech has ruined my
life.”
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212.

████████████ (ID 8129), Michigan-Wyoming, 9/2008–6/2012:

“Even before the illegal practices I couldnt get a job simply because I had ITT on my resume
and it is not looked at as a real college and that I was not trained properly for the job I wanted.”
“No one will hire me because they do not see ITT as an actual school where I was taught the
proper things necessary to do the job applied for. I have tried everything from dispatch to being
a secretarys starting at the bottom and no one will accept me.”
213. ███████████████ (ID 8935), Michigan-Wyoming, Project
Management Administration, 9/2006–9/2013:
“I have not had any luck finding work with ITT Tech on my resume I have considered removing
it.”
214. ████████████(ID 6077), Michigan-Wyoming, Computer Networking,
6/2009–10/2012:
“I would be embarrassed to put ITT tech on my resume and i have even removed it from my
facebook as a school i attended. I never would of went if i would of researched them but again i
was young and nieve and never thought in my wildest dreams a two year drgree could cost that
much[.]”
“I had a interview at "Ask" in lansing and i didnt feel comfortable with ITT tech on my resume. I
had a friend trying to get me into the company and i still couldnt land the job. My friend works
there.”
215.
12/2009:

███████████████████ (ID 8915), Michigan-Wyoming, 12/2005–

“I can not get a job because as soon as I submit my resume I am asked have I had any other
schooling besides ITT? I have never been called back for an interview. I want to further my
education however ITT took every dime of my student loans so now in order to go further into my
field I would need to pay out of pocket.”
216. ███████████████ (ID 8064), Michigan-Wyoming, Computer
Electronics Engineering Technology, 7/2007–7/2009:
“Employers do not take the schools serious on your resume, it is embarrassing. They did not tell
us anything about being a for-profit school and having lawsuits in the past.”
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217. ██████████████████ (ID 9152), Michigan-Wyoming, Drafting and
Design, 9/2008–5/2009:
“Every single professor stated "Companies will hire someone from ITT tech before someone that
studied at U of M or MSU or western Michigan university because we study and train specifics
and don't waste time on classes that don't matter." I called around to different places asking
would you hire someone from ITT tech and they said "absolutely not, it's not an accredited
school". I could never get a job with that on my resume. This place has sent my life in a
spiral[.]”
“I enrolled into ITT Tech for Drafting and Design and was promised a Degree. Unfortunately I
was lied to by all of the staff that worked at ITT Tech. After further research, I found that it
would only be a certificate. I called many architecture firms and they stated, "they do not
recognize that certificate as any further education and would never hire anyone from ITT
Tech."”
218.

████████████ (ID 7836), Michigan-Wyoming, 12/2009–9/2013:

“ITT would brag how people look at having your degree on your resume...stating that people
would be jumping to hire you. Never did they say that their name is actually a joke to most
companies.”
“I went on a lot of job interviews and when they say I was an ITT graduate, they would say they
were looking for University candidates. I was lucky to find my job now, but I still have to prove
myself with all the rest of the University graduates and they laugh in my face about my degree.”
219. ██████████████████ (ID 8239), Michigan-Wyoming, Criminal
Justice, 12/2008–6/2012:
“I can't get a job in my field because ITT Tech is on my resume and they consider my degree to
be useless because of all the legal issues that surrounds ITT Tech. I have been told my degree
isn't valid and they need someone who has a better degree from a accredited college.”
“Job after job I applied for stated that my degree was useless and that they couldn't hire me, so
I've been paying for two degrees that I can't get a job in the field I went to school for.”
220. ████████████ (ID 8566), Michigan-Wyoming, Visual Communications,
9/2008–12/2010:
“I've had a handfull of interviews where they laughed at ITT being on my resume, and some who
have said "thank god you went to another school, because I wouldn't hire just an ITT
graduate."”
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“I'm ashamed of my educational institution. I feel I made a poor choice in choosing schools, and
now I'm unable to find work to support my family. I've become 'specialised' in a field that I desire
to work in but can't and have to try to find work as a 'graduate' elsehwere but am told I don't
have the qualifications. I've been unemployed for over a year.”
“I was told that my classes would prepare me for certain aspects of employment, however the
classes were only introductory and I didn't learn any necessisary skills other than knowing what
the programs did.”
221. ██████████ (ID 5060), Michigan-Wyoming, Computers and Electronics
Engineering, 6/2001–5/2003:
“I have had several jobs over the years and have had opportunities to speak with my superiors
about seeing an ITT education on my resume, they all told me the same thing - an ITT education
had zero impact on my employment and did not offer anything to them over an applicant with no
higher education. They all felt bad for me and knew what situation that decision had placed me
into, it was a pity hire. Luckily I have a strong work ethic and was able to work my way up to
better salaries in all positions but to date I only had 1 job that actually met the salary that I was
promised by ITT and it took me almost 7 years to get there.”
222.

█████ (ID 8456), Michigan-Wyoming, Computer Science, 9/2008–6/2011:

“Now that ITT is closing due to being a fraudulent for profit institution it makes degree
worthless in the workforce. Putting them on my resume will do nothing but devalue it.”
223. █████████████ (ID 5791), Minnesota-Eden Prairie, Information
Technology, 8/2007–12/2008:
“I ended up leaving my time at ITT tech off of my resume because it's seen as joke by people in
the technology industry. Most places specifically said "ITT Tech graduates need not apply".”
224. █████████████████ (ID 9285), Minnesota-Eden Prairie, Digital
Entertainment Gaming and Design, 9/2004-6/2008:
“Yes, I am finding that having ITT on my resume is certainly repelling employers who have
heard about its illegal practices, and I feel that this is a huge road block in obtaining a job in the
field of the degree I obtained from ITT.”
“I was shocked when I learned ITT discontinued the program I graduated from, it felt like I spent
years of my time and money putting energy into something that appears to only have been an
illusion, but no this is not an illusion, this is a nightmare where I now owe on loans for a
fraudulent education, for a fraudulent degree that has gotten me nowhere, just in massive debt. I
feel like I got suckered into making one of the biggest investments of my life and once the
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transaction completed, the company closed up shop and doesn't exist anymore and I'm left look a
fool with nothing.”
“There is game producing company located in Eden Prairie called Activision where games are
tested and produced. There are very few other game creating companies in the local area, as
well, but not so much currently. Upon applying for the program/degree they made it sound as
though they were successfully landing graduates with internships and jobs at these companies,
but what I learned upon graduating was a completely different story and there were no
internships or job connections through the school to these companies, sure there were job
openings, but there was no assistance from ITT's career placement/support dept and neither
Activision nor the other companies were entertaining interviews to anyone that I'm aware of
from my graduating class for jobs at their companies. I asked about ITT's alleged connection
with local companies that needed employees with the degree I was obtaining and due to the
continuous turnover in the career placement/assistance department no one could give me an a
straight answer. So I basically started school there in 2004 while maintaining a job at Best Buy
and graduated with the same job at Best Buy and I'm currently STILL at Best Buy (different store
location) but unable to obtain a job in the field of study my degree is in, but have been paying on
mountains of debt for an education/degree/accreditation that I find and the gov't is now finding
to be fraudulent by ITT.”
225. ████████████ (ID 5517), Mississippi-Madison, Electrical Engineering,
6/2012-9/2014:
“There are two companies in the Madison area which will not take in ITT students due to be
lied to by ITT about the students knowledge in that field.”
226. █████████████████ (ID 7457), Missouri-Arnold, Computer Systems
Security, 8/2006–11/2009:
“The 1st year after I graduated from ITT, I put out over 100+ resumes for IT jobs. I only got a
total of 10 interviews from that. NO JOB OFFERS!! During at least four of those interviews, I
was told by the employer they do not value highly degrees earned from ITT because of the
school’s reputation and teaching practices; that it would have been better if I had gotten my
degree elsewhere than from ITT Tech.”
“Was told by at least a few respected employers during interviews that they don't consider ITT a
respected school and would take experience over an ITT degree anyday. Experience I didn't
have.”
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227. █████████████ (ID 8191), Missouri-Arnold, Visual Communications,
9/2010–12/2012:
“Having ITT Tech on my resume seems to make employers laugh and throw my application
away. I have a better rate of getting interviews when I do not list ITT Tech on my resume. None
at all when I do list it. I've also read online about experiences other ITT Tech have when having
ITT Tech in their resume. The results are not good.”
“Never received a call for an interview with ITT Tech on my resume, not even from department
stores or fast food restaurants. But as soon as I submit an application without ITT Tech listed, I
get phone calls and interviews.”
228.

█████████████ (ID 3963), Missouri-Arnold, 9/2006–12/2011:

“I have basiclly given up trying to find a job. I had heard someone from my school took ITT off
his resume and started getting call backs for interviews.”
229.

████████████████ (ID 8246), Missouri-Arnold, 9/2008–8/2011:

“I remember one time going to a job fair and showing an employer my resume and when he saw
ITT tech he laughed, gave me my resume back, and didn't give me the time of day to see what I
did. I was heartbroken.”
230. ████████████ (ID 2740), Missouri-Arnold, Software Engineering
Technology, 12/2001–5/2008:
“After graduation, I was advised not to include ITT on my resume since it is not a quality
institution. Many of my potential employers either trashed my resume or disregarded my
education completely. I was told that ITT was "a joke".”
“Most employers considered my undergraduate education to be a joke and some have advised
me to leave ITT out of my resume.”
231. ██████████████ (ID 8355), Missouri-Arnold, Computer
Programming, 9/2008–9/2012:
“Having ITT tech on resume didn't help me get job. [] I was unemployed for year and was
sending out 10 resumes a day every day on top of calling.”
232. ███████████ (ID 4094), Missouri-Arnold, Computer Electronic
Engineering, 3/2005–5/2007:
“When I would go on job interviews, there would always be some certification or some training
that particular employer wanted me to have, that I didn't have. So, therefore, I would not be
hired.”
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233. ███████████████ (ID 7995), Missouri-Arnold, Digital Entertainment
Game Design, 6/2006–3/2010:
“Many employers did not see ITT Tech as a legitimate school. I had to take several different jobs
and learn new abilities and trades in my free time to help with my resume and job seeking. Many
knew that ITT Tech had been under the scrutiny for some time.”
234. █████████████ (ID 7776), Missouri-Arnold, Information Systems
Security, 3/2006–5/2010:
“I have seen people look at that part of my resume and just shake their head.”
235.

████████████ (ID 7740), Missouri-Arnold, 8/2005–3/2010:

“[T]hey said ITT Tech would actually help my resume, but I later found out from more than one
potential employer it was a "resume killer" and I finally started leaving it off.”
236. ██████████████ (ID 8668), Missouri-Arnold, Criminal Justice,
3/2005–3/2009:
“They told me that having them on my resume would benefit me. However every time I
interviewed education was questioned[.]”
237.
6/2009:

██████████ (ID 7320), Missouri-Arnold, Criminal Justice, 9/2005–

“Every job i have tried to get in my field has been turned down because of ITT tech in my
resume. ITT technical Institute has ruined my life.”
238. ████████████████ (ID 9704), Missouri-Earth City, Computer
Networking Systems, 12/2011-12/2013:
“I have been told by several previous potential employers that ITT Technical Institute has no
bearing on my resume and is overlooked almost immediately. If I hadn't spent my own money
and time obtaining Comptia Certifications, I would likely never have been able to get into my
field of study! So far this degree has served me in no way shape or form!”
239. ████████████ (ID 7547, 2544), Missouri-Earth City, Multimedia and
Design, 10/2008–11/2011:
“I was told how ITT Tech looks good on the resume especially in the IT Sector. I actually had
one of my bosses tell me that I should remove it from my Resume based on the reputation that
ITT Tech has.”
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“I never did find a job in my field I settled for working in the IT Sector although I wanted to
focus more on Web and Multi Media Design. I have had bosses and intern managers state that it
probably does more harm than good to have ITT Tech on my Resume.”
240. ███████████████ (ID 7936), Missouri-Kansas City, Information
Systems Security, 6/2006–3/2010:
“Where I once was proud to have a Degree from ITT-tech, I now feel embarrassed to admit this
to my colleagues due to the stigma associated with ITT's predatory loan practices. I've been
depressed thinking about the size and burden of these loans and now due to ITT's actions leaving
me with a lot of debt for nothing.”
241. █████████████ (ID 8332), Missouri-Kansas City, Associates in
Network Management, 8/2007–6/2009:
“I have spoke with a few hiring managers at my current employer who have simply stated that
having ITT on my resume was a red flag, but since the position I applied for is NOT in the IT
field, that they could overlook it.”
“Resumes that had ITT listed did not seem to make it past the initial submittal process. While
submission to same company for different position did receive interview contact.”
242.

██████████████ (ID 7793), Missouri-Kansas City, 9/2006–1/2008:

“I have been turned down by multiple employers since my graduation because I had ITT Tech on
my resume. I was even laughed out of one interview with Ericsson's. In the middle of my degree
the school moved 15 miles away from my location with less than a month warning and told I had
to deal with it or leave.”
243. ██████████ (ID 8023), Missouri-Kansas City, Information Systems
Security, 12/2009–6/2013:
“I have been advised that ITT Technical institute is not necessarily an impressive thing to have
on my resume and they they are more interested in skills that ITT didn't offer (coding, Linux
administration, Database experience, etc.) The position I currently have, I got because I had
personal knowledge, not obtained through ITT, of certain compliance and governance laws.
When I started, I was working with my new coworkers and they questioned my education
because they had to explain certain aspects of the technology to me.”
“With ITT Tech on my resume I've been laughed at and out right dismissed from interviews
among my piers. I've had multiple IT recruiters ask me about my school and immediately tell me
not to bother and go straight to my work experience.”
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244. ███████████ (ID 9534), Missouri-Kansas City, Project Management,
1/2009-1/2011:
“[T]he few employers i spoke with after my own searches simply told me "I'd take ITT off your
resume and stand on your own merit, they will kill most interviews before they being. . . "”
245. █████████████ (ID 9502), Nebraska-Omaha, Digital Entertainment
and Game Design, 8/2008-8/2012:
“Having ITT Technical Institute on my resume … has always been the problem when applying
for jobs.”
246. ██████████ (ID 5555), Nebraska-Omaha, Information Security Systems,
9/2005–2/2008:
“Following my time at ITT Technical Institute I found that my associates degree carried almost
no weight in the field. To remedy that I went back to school and obtained a Bachelor's and then
Master's Degree from a public university. While in school my loans have been in forbearance
and compounding interest daily. The private loan that I mentioned earlier compounded to the
point that it was ~$17,000. This was a loan that started at ~$6,000 and tripled thanks to a 10%
interest rate and the magic of compounding interest. Rather than let that loan grow my wife and
I borrowed against her 401k and paid the loan off. The remainder of the student loans taken
while at ITT are coming due next month and will require consolidation and a well structured
repayment plan otherwise I will be paying the equivalent of my mortgage for an education that
was otherwise worthless.”
247. █████████████ (ID 9006), Nebraska-Omaha, Computer Networking
Systems, 4/2008–9/2011:
“I'm now working in marketing because I was unable to pursue the higher end IT jobs that I was
promised when attending ITT Tech. It's embarrassing to have them listed on my resume.”
248. ███████████ (ID 9047), Nebraska-Omaha, Network Systems
Administrator, Information Systems Cybersecurity, 8/2010–4/2016:
“I can say that over the last four years I have probably applied for some near 300 positions in
IT, to which none of I am currently employed in.”
“I once proudly declared my school at the top of my resume, and rarely got call backs, and never
a second interview. Now that ITT Tech is closed and that their closing is all over the news, what
kind of hiring person is going to trust a degree from a school that closed down? The ‘why they
closed’ does not matter. A college was closed, how can a reasonable person trust a degree from
ITT.”
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249.

██████████ (ID 9188), Nebraska-Omaha, 1/2004–1/2006:

“I was truly led to believe that with ITT on my resume I'd be highly emoloyable but in actuality it
made me less employable!”
250.

████████████ (ID 6675), Nevada-Henderson, 9/9–11/2010:

“ITT on my resume had no help with my job prospects. Most employers would look at not even
call me back. When I told prospective employers that I was currently attending ITT schooling,
they would tell me to leave while you can, and that they would not hire me with a degree from
ITT.”
“No IT employer would hire me with ITT on my resume. When I would go to prospective
interviews and told them I went to ITT, they would basically turn me away at that point. They
would claim that ITT is just a "Degree factory mill" and that you are basically buying your
degree and the education is meaningless. They would claim the paper is meaninglesss and that
if I want an IT job, I need to go to a real college and get a real education.”
251. ██████████████ (ID 9593), Nevada-Henderson, Criminal Justice,
1/2007-9/2009:
“Everybody who see ITT on my resume, laughs and asks me how much i paid for a blank piece of
paper. They told me they are not accredited.”
252. ███████████ (ID 9085), Nevada-Henderson, Network Systems
Administration, 5/2009–12/2013:
“ITT Tech had never mentioned the extent of their illegal activities. The employer who I work for
now laughed when I had ITT Tech on my resume and had informed me to take it off as he
informed me that employers do not take potential new hires seriously who have ITT Tech on their
resume.”
“I had trouble looking for my first job in the field as the education provided by ITT proved
meaningless when I had begun to work at my first job. I was learning on the job as I went and no
knowledge of my school helped me earn my job. Even now, I am afraid to go find another job
because I feel like I will not have enough experience eor credentials (I will die before I put
anythign ITT related on my resume) to get hired from another employer.”
253.
12/2013:

██████████████████ (ID 8952), New Jersey-Marlton, 6/2011–

“Some classmates had heard the rumors and read the articles asking the dean of our campus
about them at length with the rest of the class having him claim none of it was true and that there
school was a good one. But even now after graduating and finding work without there help I still
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strive to get a better job now only to have my degree and school credentials become a liability in
my job search as well as being told I shouldn't even have ITT on my resume if I still plan on job
hunting in the future which now leaves me with no options on top of debt for a useless degree[.]”
“After all of this negative publicity ITT has been receiving it has become increasingly hard to
find a better job due to having ITT on my resume.”
254.

█████████ (ID 8516), New Mexico-Albuquerque, 8/2006–5/2010:

“I never could find a job. Filled out so many applications and sent so many resumes and never
heard from anyone when I have great work history. To this day, I work for the same company I
did while in school and have had to work really hard with my own cred[.]”
“I applied to endless amounts of jobs and no one gave me the time of day. I truly believe now
ITT is not a reputable school and it was frowned upon when seen in my resume. I spent 4 years
at that school for nothing but crying, sleepless nights because I cannot pay the thousands of
dollars I owe a month for the rest of my life.”
255.

████████████ (ID 9391), New Mexico-Albuquerque, 6/2008-6/2012:

“[B]ecause of ITT Tech behavior not only has it diminished my degree as being from a reputable
institution but the credits did not transfer to universities for continuing education I would need to
continue with private non public universities. Further, the degree has been nullified by the
actions of the Directors and those who assisted in the actions. I also know the school has issues
with the VA because of the Yellow Ribbon program which was found with issues. I found it
difficult to find a job in my career because I have ITT Tech listed on my resume and I've applied
at multiple criminal justice departments from New Mexico and had to move to Arizona in hopes
to find employment in my career of study. Unfortunately I did not achieve my goal.”
256. █████████████ (ID 8649), New Mexico-Albuquerque, Information
System Security, 3/2003–3/2007:
“I was told that having a degree from ITT on my resume would help my chances in getting a job.
on the contrary, I am ashamed to even say I attended ITT.”
“The few job interviews that I have had, when I mention i attented ITT, I was asked if I know
how bad ITTs reputation was.”
257. █████████████ (ID 8782), New Mexico-Albuquerque, Criminal
Justice, 12/2008–5/2011:
“Every employer I've gone too has told me they won't accept ITT. I have since taken it off my
resume.”
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“All jobs I tried to get in my field I was told that they didn't take ITT degrees because they didn't
teach correct courses for that specific job. The only CJ jobs that I could get I didn't Even need
college.”
258. ██████████████ (ID 3646), New Mexico-Albuquerque, Applied
Computer Science - Computer Network Systems, 6/2002-6/2004:
“I have never worked in my field of study. My degree from ITT Tech was irrelevant to employers.
I tried to find work in my field (entry level and above) while I was enrolled and 6 years post
graduation. I finally realized it was the school that didn't qualify me to be hired. My skillset
wasn't up to par. I had only ONE job interview with the City government of Naples, FL back in
2004. One of the people in the interview room said "ITT Tech, really?"...as I look back. I believe
she was being sarcastic. I never got called back for a second interview.”
“I was 18, poor and without a job when I called ITT Tech. My recruiter, Claire Levitt, told me
that ITT graduates in their AA program make anywhere between $80k and $200k and even high
for BA program grads. I was determined to break the cycle of poverty in my family. Claire knew
that. She also told me that the career services has extremely good connections in the IT industry
(like Boeing, Lockheed Martin as well as National Labs - specifically Sandia National Lab which
is in my city of Albuquerque). Little did I know career services only provides a packets about
1/2" thick of any kind of job related to my field of study (or other's fields). This packet was full of
newspaper print outs from the local paper, monster.com and other online jobs. They ranged from
entry level, government jobs and help desk tech support. It was pitiful.”
259.
6/2005:

█████████████████ (ID 7235), New Mexico-Albuquerque, 8/2003–

“Employers would not interview and job opportunities came along that were unrelated to my
field of study so long as ITT was not on my resume.”
260.

█████████████ (ID 9581), New York-Albany, 1/2008-1/2010:

“[I] have it on my resume no one will even call me back. it was bad enough that i didnt get a
proper education but now this its horrible.”
261.

███████████████ (ID 7639), New York-Albany, 1/2009–6/2012:

“When employer see ITT Tech on my resume I believe they think it is some kind of joke and not
an actual College. Also I had a very hard time finding entry level positions in my field that I was
promised were in high demand.”
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262.

██████████ (ID 8254), New York-Albany, 9/2009–9/2011:

“Employers laughed in my face when I had ITT tech on my resume. [] I felt like going there was
a waste of time[.]”
“Jobs laughed at me when I have that on my resume they say ITT tech was not actually a
school[.]”
263. ███████████████ (ID 8356), New York-Albany, Web Design and
Development, 9/2009–9/2011:
“I have been unemployed for 5 years primarily due to the fact that ITT was on my resume. [O]ne
employer laughed at it when he read that during the interview.”
264. ██████████████ (ID 8494), New York-Getzville, Computer
Networking, 7/2003–7/2005:
“I feel like I was defrauded. The school barely got me in the door of jobs in my field of study.
The only reason I got to where I am today is due to work experience and self knowledge I had to
teach myself. I've had A LOT potential jobs basically not even give me a chance or bother
calling me back because they saw ITT tech on my resume. I've seen this same thing happen to
many people who attended that school. I've seen people in hiring roles at companies flat out say
that when they saw resumes with ITT tech listed on them, they would throw them right in the the
garbage and not think twice. The only reason I was able to get into certain jobs was due to
friends/contacts who were currently in that job and was able to help get me in. This was always
very embarrassing for people think think that low of me because of the school I attended. I feel
like I was looked over for so many opportunities in my career because of the school I attended
which was listed on my resume. It took me almost 8-9 years to actually find a decent paying job
in my field, and again it was only due to the experience from previous jobs and the things I
learned on my own, which ITT had no part.”
265.
3/2006:

███████████████████ (ID 8347), New York-Getzville, 3/2004–

“Having ITT on a resume is a sure fire way get your resume thrown out. Its known that hiring
authorities will not look at you any morethen they would someone with actual job experience.”
“Could not fin a single job in IT field. ITT was looked at as a joke of a college and that I had no
real education that pertained to the job I was applying to.”
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266. █████████████ (ID 6878), New York-Getzville, Computer Networking
Systems, 12/2002–12/2004:
“I was unaware of illegal activities occurring at ITT Technical Institute until after graduation.
Finding out that having ITT Technical Institute listed on a resume has scared off many
employers in my home state. It took me 10 years to get an entry level computer job, and I am
just making ends meet, and I had to move to Texas from New York to get my first job.”
“It took me 10 years to land an entry level job in the IT field. Employers laughed when they seen
my degree on my resume. It has been absolutely worthless.”
“For 10 years after graduation, I made under $30,000 per year working a data entry job on the
overnight shift, just so that I could repay my ITT Tech loans.”
267. █████████████ (ID 8916), New York-Getzville, EET, Electronic
Engineering Technology, 9/2000–5/2003:
“ITT Tech was not recognized by a number of employers. ITT Tech on my resume was
questioned by possible employers about the quality of my education.”
“They claimed to provide a better education then any local university/college. The failed to
provide quality education that could help purse a career in electronic engineering. My degree
did not hold status with employers.”
268. ████████████████ (ID 7923), New York-Liverpool, Computer
Electronics, 11/2004–11/2006:
“I have found that having ITT on my resume has closed doors for me and I have to prove
myself.”
“Having ITT on my resume is like not even going to school. The AA I have is worthless.”
269. ███████████████████ (ID 9011), New York-Liverpool, Computers
electronics technology, 6/2010–9/2012:
“[B]ut before it was shutting down employers when i was looking did not like ITT tech they
believed they were not as they said they be,nor was there teachings,and yes having itt tech now
on resumes will have employers looking the other ways cause of there lies[.]”
“Yes i have had hard time finding work in my field with ITT tech on my resume so i had to take it
off to get a detailers job were i clean and wash cars[.]”
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270.
9/2012:

█████████████ (ID 9439), North Carolina-Charlotte North, 9/2010-

“ITT Tech filed bankruptcy and has now shut down because of continuous federal investigations
& their accrediting agency (ACICS) no longer being recognized[.]”
“I have heard it suggested I remove ITT from my resume, however I have no other college to
include[.]”
271. ████████████ (ID 8128), North Carolina-Charlotte North, Information
Systems Security, 9/2008-9/2012:
“I had to find out from recruiters that in order for me to get looked at by employers, to remove
my school name. No one wants to hire ITT students except call centers making less than 15
dollars an hour. [H]ow do you repay a huge 80000 + thousand dollar loan with 15 dollars an
hour.”
272.
8/2013:

██████████████ (ID 6352), North Carolina-Charlotte North, 5/2011–

“[I]t was hard to find a job in my with ITT Tech on my resume. I have it on my Link in account
and resume still because I worked hard for it and even though companies didn't see the value I
worked hard to receive a piece of paper that has no value to to the outside world.”
Now that I have my Bachelors degree from ITT Tech jobs didn't even look at it as being
accredited or place any value on the degree. I have a Two year degree that I received from York
Technical college from south Carolina and that is the degree that I have received my current job
from and my experience.”
273. ████████ (ID 8065), North Carolina-Charlotte North, Information
system security, 6/2010–9/2013:
“I don't even use it on my resume[.]”
274. ████████████ (ID 5721), North Carolina-Charlotte South, School of
Computer and Electronics Engineering Technology, 12/2008–12/2010:
“The Employer see that school name and will not hired you that's why I took it off my resume.
Don't know how to you a Oscilloscope how can I be a technician. [A]nd they did try to teach it
either.”
“Most employers will not hired from ITT Technical Institute. Because it's not Accredited under
the same Accreditation as most universities.”
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“In the School of Electronic was not shown how to use a Oscilloscope was give the answers to
the tests an most employer will not hire from ITT Tech if you think I'm lying check with MC.Dean
company in Sterling VA that's why most companies and the Government starting to have in there
post "from a Accredited institution. because they know the people are poorly trained. The
Government Knows and thinks it's funny people getting Screw out here. I had to take ITT of my
Resume they so bad.”
275. █████████████ (ID 7772), North Carolina-Durham, Network Systems
Administration, 9/2014–6/2016:
“I now have a 26000 dollar debt to pay for nothing of value. [N]o job wants me with ITT on my
resume and the classes were terrible along with the instructors and staff.”
276. ███████████ (ID 7907), North Carolina-High Point, Computer And
Electronics Engineering Technologies, 12/2009–9/2010:
“Although I'm very knowledgeable in my field of study do to my own experiences putting ITT
Tech on my resume had no effect in fact it has the opposite effect. Employers look at it as though
uneducated and inexperienced in that field.”
277. ███████████████ (ID 8405), North Carolina-High Point, Nursing,
8/2011–3/2014:
“I have witnessed that when having ITT Technical on my resume that most employers don't want
to talk to me about a position because they felt that because I went to that school I wouldn't have
the knowledge or skills to be a good nurse. I even remember a nurse at one of the hospitals that
we did rounds with tell us that they don't hire ITT Techs students.”
“When applying for jobs I noticed that if I didn't put ITT tech on my resume or application, that
would be the only time I would get a call from an employer but once they found out they didn't
want to talk to me anymore.”
“Most places wouldn't hire because I was a graduate of ITT and just have the additude that
because I went thru their program I wouldn't be an effiecent nurse. My job that Im working now
was with the same employer will I was in school, they were the only ones who would hire me and
not care about where I went to school[.]”
278. ████████████████ (ID 8280), North Carolina-High Point, Nursing,
6/2012–3/2014:
“I have found it difficult to find any other employment due to ITT Technical Institute being on my
resume because of the negative reputation this school has acquired due to its business practices
and accreditation problems.”
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“The negative stigma related to this school name has made it difficult to find employment, many
employers have heard of the accreditation issues and question the integrity of a degree from this
institution.”
279. ██████████████████ (ID 9123), North Carolina-High Point,
Information Technology Computer Network Systems, 6/2010–12/2012:
“I was told by ITT that employers specifically look for ITT graduates when they are looking at
resumes, and that going to this school would significantly increase my chances of getting a very
good job. I believe now that having my degree from ITT on my resume may be part of the reason
I have NOT been able to get a degree-related job so far. I have applied to multiple jobs that I am
definitely qualified for but have not gotten so much as an interview or call back.”
280. █████████████(ID 3766), North Carolina-High Point, Computer
Networking, 9/2009–3/2011:
“I was never told of any illegal activities or that employers rejected resumes with ITT on them.
In fact I was told the opposite and even had me watch a video on people who have graduated
and landed good jobs and were making a really good income.”
“I did complete 18 months at ITT Tech and like I stated before 2 employers said that was not a
qualified reference for employment with that company. I put in countless resumes and only got
back a few calls.”
“I went to several career fairs that ITT sponsored and put in numerous applications. I had 2
employers call me and ask questions from my resume but when asked about my degree I was
getting they told me that school wasn't a qualified reference to the job placement I was applying
for. So in laymans term my degree was worthless to several big corporations.”
281. ███████████ (ID 9419), Ohio-Akron, Computer and Electronics
Engineering Technology, 9/2010-12/2012:
“I had to find that out on my own when first looking for a job in my field of study. A few
different places turned me down saying that my degree from ITT-Tech was not really worth
much.”
282.

███████████████ (ID 9025), Ohio-Columbus, 10/2013–6/2015:

“I have been told to take it off of my resume as my time at ITT Tech is meaningless even though I
received a 4.0 and that I should get certifications instead if I want to get a job in my field.”
“Jobs do not care about my ITT degree and have told me to take it off of my resume as it is
meaningless. I have been told to go get certifications if I want to get a job in the field I am
interested in.”
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283. ███████████████ (ID 9121), Ohio-Columbus, Computer Networking
Systems, 5/2009–7/2010:
“I knew none of what was going on until i tried applying for a job with ITT on my resume and
found out their schooling was a joke in the professional world.”
“In the professional world ITT degree will get u no more than a call center job.”
284. █████ (ID 6143), Ohio-Columbus, Computer and Electronic Engineering,
9/2010–6/2012:
“I heard that employers turned away resumes when they see ITT on it before I had even
graduated, and witnessed some of the other students claiming that they had experienced this
themselves. In my current job, I sell electronics parts and deal with customers from a broad
spectrum - hobbyists and professionals alike - and I have been told that ITT is looked down on by
employers. Many of them were also very unimpressed themselves. I have become highly qualified
for similar electronics based jobs in roughly minimum wage but too low qualified for anything
higher. The degree was suppose to get me out of minimum wage, not secure me in it.”
“My first job was in retail and minimum wage - which I found on my own - and which hired me
only because I should have known a little more than the average person with electronic parts. I
was told flat by my manager that he didn't care for the diploma and that the best I could do with
it was a minimum wage job like that one. My second job I found only because of a personal
connection and was hired because of that connection. I have been told multiple times that my
diploma would not help me.”
285.

████████████ (ID 7927), Ohio-Dayton, 6/2003–6/2005:

“I won't put ITT Tech on my resume due to the fact it turns off employers and they intentionally
don't hire students from ITT.”
“When going to college the expectation is to be employed in your field - I later found out that
employers would not accept ITT as a real degree or experience to get started.”
286. █████████████ (ID 9192), Ohio-Dayton, Computer Drafting and
Design, 4/2006–4/2008:
“[F]inding out that ITT tech has not helped me get a job in my field. I am being told that it
would be better to have ITT tech removed from my resume. I spent $50,000 for 2 years of
somewhat good/great education.”
“[I] have sent atleast 10 applications and resumes to companies and they said my school was
not qualifed for any position at their company[.]”
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287. ████████████ (ID 9546), Ohio-Dayton, Computer and Electronics
Engineering Technology, 12/2010-12/2012:
“I never heard about any of the issues regarding ITT until three years after graduating. Hearing
about some of the issues regarding ITT was lining up near perfect with what I experienced
during my time at itt and looking for work after graduating. The jobs I applied for on paper fit
my qualifications and experience however, I never heard back from any of them. I believe it is
having ITT on my resume repelling employers from interviewing me.”
288. █████████████████ (ID 7470), Ohio-Dayton, Computer
Engineering/Electronics Technology, 8/2004–5/2006:
“Every employer I applied with that addressed my education, said practically the same thing.
They basically considered me to have no college education. One recruiter even encouraged me
not to put it on my resume, stating that it indicates I'm not a good decision maker.”
289. ███████████████████████ (ID 8364), Ohio-Dayton, Network
Systems Administration, Project Management and Administration, 9/2011–9/2015:
“I have been turned away from interviews for having ITT on my resume. I actually had one
interview where the employer showed me everything ITT was in trouble for at the time. In the IT
industry companies look down on ITT as a disgrace. Even with my experience I still get turned
down due to ITT being on my resume for my two degrees.”
“Employers won't give me the time of day. They do not believe my degrees are legit and worth
anything in the job market.”
290. █████████████████████ (ID 8912), Ohio-Dayton, Computer and
Electronics Engineering Technology, 9/2006–8/2008:
“ITT tech on my resume has not helped me in any way...I've been turned away from potential
employment due to the fact that they did not recognize the program as being legitimate or
accredited for that matter. Now that the school is closed this outrageously over priced degree,
which is a scam of a school, is no longer worth a penny....”
“[A]gain...any potential engineering job that I applied to, if they had contacted me, their first
question as about my schooling....they would tell me that unfortunately my program was not from
an accredited school so I was disqualified for employment.”
“We had a local company come in and provided us all with a basic pre-employment test, to
which all of us failed....and that was long into our second year in program!”
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291. ███████████ (ID 4187), Ohio-Dayton, Computer electronics
engineering, 11/2005–8/2007:
“ITT on my resume was an never got calls left it off an I would get calls[.]”
“The only way I got a job was through my old high school summer job that turned into a full
time job.”
292. ██████████████████████ (ID 7681), Ohio-Dayton, Computer
Networking, Information Security Systems, 6/2006–6/2013:
“I have had numerous potential employers who wanted a bachelors degree reject my resume
because they did not consider ITT Technical institute legitimate.”
“Many companies I applied to said I was under-qualified to work there because of my lack of
proper educational training through ITT Technical institute.”
293.

██████████████ (ID 8028), Ohio-Hilliard, 8/2007–2/2009:

“I was told that having ITT on resume was like having a gold star and i would go to the top of
any list of resumes just based on that. I did not hear anything about the issues ITT was in until
after i left the school for good.”
“I have spoken to many of my past and present managers and have been told that they dont take
ITT tech on a resume seriously and instead if they see that listed they wont even count it and they
will just look at the work history instead[.]”
294.

████████████ (ID 8157), Ohio-Hilliard, RN, 12/2014–4/2016:

“My job says it will hurt me because I won't Be able to stay there because I will have a hard time
with [B]reckenridge on my resume and trying to get into a BSN program[.]”
“Breckenridge looks horrible on a resume now and my current work place won't hire me on as
an RN[.]”
295. ████████████████ (ID 9050), Ohio-Maumee, Computer Networking
Systems, 6/2009–6/2011:
“I was told that the CNS Program was in very high demand.[]Come to find out only 2 jobs
available to apply for. Had 1 interview but was dismissed because of the school I had attended.
No other interviews after sending out various resumes not even geek squad would take me.”
296.

███████████ (ID 5316), Ohio-Maumee, 1/2007–12/2007:

“One of the final reasons I chose to leave ITT Tech, is because I was led to believe that they
were an orginatation that had a positive repuation. However, after completing job interviews,
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and speaking with hiring professionals in my given field, I was informed that this was not the
case. It turned out that being in a program at ITT Tech, and even having a degree from them was
not a favorable item to have on your professional resume. It's apparent that their true reputation
is that of a "diploma mill", trying to get as many people in the door as possible, without having
any true intention of seeing the students succeed in any meaningful way (see the real placement
and graduation rates). It became quite apparent that having ITT Tech on my resume was no
helping in my quest, and therefor, I removed the "ITT Tech - In Progress" line from my resume
fully.”
“I was unable to find an entry level position while I had ITT Tech listed on my resume. Shortly
after I removed them, and started sending out new resumes to job openings, I was able to find
employment within my field.”
297. ███████████ (ID 8648), Ohio-Maumee, Network Systems Engineer,
9/2015–5/2016:
“I was told that there were always lawsuits against schools and that ITT Tech was no different.
ITT Tech told me that they have reputable employers that come in a pick students from ITT Tech
for hire. This never happened to anyone at the school in my time I was there. People in the
community did not respect ITT Tech and did not recognize it as being reputable, I found that out
by submitting over 50 resumes and not hearing back for a single one.”
“I sent out over 50 applications and did not receive one call back, I found out that ITT tech was
not respected within the community due to their acts as a business.”
298.

█████████████████ (ID 9019), Ohio-Maumee, 6/2008–5/2010:

“With ITT Tech closing, it is going to be hard for me to put them on my resume. That to
employeers, they will see it as "ITT Tech just took fedreal funding and ran off with the money
without giving this student a good education."”
299.
3/2009:

██████████████ (ID 7465), Ohio-Maumee, Criminal Justice, 3/2007–

“Having ITT tech on my resume was always a negative outcome. I never got hired or called from
any job that I would apply on my own in my field because of ITT tech[.]”
“I could never find a job in my field. Which is sad because I chose that field for a reason. & I
never got to work in it.”
300.

(ID 8207), Ohio-Maumee, 9/2011–7/2013:

“I feel as if they mislead us the whole time, and when employers look at the resume they don't
even take it as a credited college!”
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“I applied to many places with ITT Tech on my resume. I feel as having it I was denied a chance
for employment.”
301. ███████████████ (ID 7966), Ohio-Norwood, Computer Networking
Systems, 8/2006–5/2007:
“I've never once mentioned I went to ITT Technical Institute on my resume but rather got my job
by simply interning and certifications of which I was instructed not to get by recruiter.”
302.

████████████ (ID 8939), Ohio-Norwood, 9/2006–9/2009:

“The first time I took ITT Tech off of my resume I got the job. Never told them about my
education I had received there. Getting an interview with ITT Tech on my resume was close to
impossible.”
303. ████████████ (ID 8491), Ohio-Norwood, Computer Networking
Systems, 6/2006–6/2008:
“ITT tech on a resume doesn’t look good to employers by any means, most employers won’t even
recognize that as a school. They told me ITT was just as good as having a university degree if
not better. This has made it VERY difficult in finding a job. I actually never even left the
company I worked at when I was in school.”
304. ██████████████████ (ID 9374), Ohio-Norwood, Network Systems
Administration, 3/2012-12/2013:
“Turned away from at least two employers specifically because of ITT on my resume; Bonfiglioli
and Robert Half Technologies[.]”
305. ███████████ (ID 2614), Ohio-Norwood, Computer Networking Systems
Technology, 10/1999–12/2001:
“ITT Tech always lied about [] how employers would hire you when they seen ITT Tech on a
resume. If I knew that having a degree from there would repel potential employers I would have
never went there obviously.”
“I was always asked why I went to ITT Tech instead of the university of Cincinnati or another
college. I know I was never given proper consideration for employment because of the fact that
the degree was worthless and the courses weren’t geared properly to the field.”
306.

███████████ (ID 8730), Ohio-Norwood, Electronics, 6/2000–6/2000:

“Most interviews wanted some kind of other training. [T]his school didn't help.”
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307.

███████████████ (ID 7650), Ohio-Norwood, 11/2005–12/2007:

“Even with having ITT on my resume, I had an employer laugh at the school stating they have a
lot of problems. The quality of the teaching and attendance.”
308.
3/2009:

██████████████████████ (ID 8292), Ohio-Norwood, 3/2007–

“I am guessing with ITT being on my resume could have potentially been responsible for the
reason I was unable to obtain a position in my field of study.”
309.

██████████████████ (ID 8212), Ohio-Strongsville, 9/2008–9/2010:

“The degree is worthless to almost everyone. Time and time again I have been told that my
degree was purchased not earned. I have not included my ITT education on my resume in the last
few years.”
310. ██████████████ (ID 8054), Ohio-Strongsville, Electronics Engineering
Technology, 9/2002–12/2004:
“When a possible employer views ITT Tech on my resume as a school attended, they are not
impressed.”
“Lead me to believe that the degree was equivalent to an associates in Electrical Engineering
without explaining that it was a Technical degree.”
311. █████████ (ID 5053), Ohio-Strongsville, Computer Network Systems,
7/2004–7/2006:
“I have found that having "ITT Technical Institute" on my resume means nothing to employers. I
might as well have wrote "read a book at the library". ITT has no professional credibility with
any employer or hiring manager that I've ever spoken with.”
“Over the past decade in talking with employers and hiring managers, I've come to find that a
degree from ITT Technical Institute means just about as much to them as Monopoly money does
to the U.S. Federal Reserve. It's gotten to the point where I don't even put it on my resume
anymore.”
312. ██████████████ (ID 9475), Ohio-Strongsville, Information Systems
Security, 9/2006-6/2012:
“I have ITT listed on my resume for some time, on multiple occasions while looking for a job I
was questioned about the school and to some cases the credibility of the degree due to legal
actions. One interview the person spent the whole time talking about his niece and how ITT
screwed her out of money and left her footing the bill. I have been asked to talk to the activity of
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the school from something that was heard on the news and another time asked to leave an
interview due to it. When confronting ITT they said this was the first they heard of it and it
should not impact my ability to get hired.”
“I was asked to leave and interview after the associate saw it saying their curriculum can't be
trusted and they are fraudulent. Another time I was told it wasn't regarded as a real degree and I
couldn't accept the position. I have had to plead with a few positions to get a second interview or
to let me show them the skills that I have. I had to take the school off my resume entirely to get in
front of some employers. I have had to use multiple placement agencies to gain employment as
they had to vouch for me to get in the door.”
313. ███████████████████ (ID 5116), Ohio-Strongsville, Computer
Network Systems, 1/2008–8/2012:
“Something I learned shortly after graduating, and more so as I've grown in to my career, is that
ITT is not a known or respected school. Most people will say they haven't heard of it, which is
fine. But the ones that have say it's a factory for pushing out IT people that are incompetent.
While most schools disclose their value in your resume as being a well known or appreciated
school. ITT never tells you most IT professionals scoff at it.”
“I did have some jobs earlier on (with less experience) turn me down due to ITT. Employers
cited facts of previous students from ITT who were incompetent, and due to the many ITT
locations it's an easy school to get in to. Their testing is limited, and grading is lenient. Which at
the time, sounds great! But you learn later creates a bad brand name.”
314. ███████████████ (ID 9283), Ohio-Strongsville, Computer
Networking Systems, 7/2008-1/2011:
“ITT tech has now lost its accreditation from Accrediting Council for Independent Colleges and
Schools (ACICS), and has been permanently shutdown. I have been told by several recruiters
that I should remove any mention of ITT Tech from my resume which will cause me to lose ny job
oppertunities that require a tecnology degree. So I am left with an outstanding loan for $31,000
with a 6.25% interest rate that i used to purchase piece of useless paper.”
315. ████████████ (ID 8223), Ohio-Strongsville, Software Development
Technology, 9/2010–5/2011:
“After my second quarter there, I started looking for a job their and had put ITT Tech on my
resume. I applied to different companies and got no calls back. I later took off ITT Tech and got
calls from different companies. I had also heard from students that had applied to places, that
they were told by the hiring managers that they don't hire students that went to ITT. Which is
very discouraging.”
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316.
6/2015:

████████████████ (ID 8346), Ohio-Warrensville, Nursing, 6/2013–

“Prospective employers saw ITT on my resume, they were reluctant to interview me because of
the reputation of ITT grads not having the education, knowledge or skills needed to competently
perform the duties necessary for the position. I only was able to get jobs based on my previous
and lengthy experience as an LPN.”
“ITT had a poor reputation and employers did not want to hire ITT students/grads.”
317. █████████████ (ID 8961), Ohio-Warrensville, Computer and
Electronics Engineering Technology, 6/2006–6/2008:
“Most jobs will not consider an ITT Tech Warrensville campus graduate. Well known in Ohio.”
“After graduating from ITT Tech, i worked for minimum wage through a temporary job
placement service because no one from my electronics field would give me a chance. [] Had to
take a tremendous pay cut just to get electronics experience cause ITT Tech was not enough for
my resume.”
318. ██████████ (ID 7451), Ohio-Youngstown, Computer Network Systems,
9/2004–3/2007:
“ITT has such a bad reputation in the IT field I'm actually embarrassed to tell people where I
graduated from. ITT is the laughing stock of the IT world. I truly believe when employers see the
name ITT on your resume they toss it.”
319. ████████ (ID 8159), Ohio-Youngstown, Web Design / Multimedia,
9/2000–3/2002:
“On more than one job interview I was actually literally laughed at when the potential
employers saw ITT listed on my resume. I was asked by one of these potential employers why I
was wasting money at ITT when I could have attended a "real school"?”
320. ██████████████████(ID 7987), Ohio-Youngstown, Drafting and
design, 10/2006–10/2008:
“I refuse to acknowledge ITT and will not put it on my resume. When I sent it my transcripts to
Valpo, I never mentioned ITT because I thought it would hurt me.”
321.

████████████ (ID 8532), Ohio-Youngstown, 4/2001-3/2003:

“ITT was always looked down on when looking for a position. After becoming close with
administration and other staff in various positions, I heard nothing but negative things regarding
itt and their degrees, hearing that other employees had come to them with that degree
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undereducated, overconfident in their skills, and quickly overwhelmed with normal job duties for
someone with an equivalent degree from other schools.”
322. ███████████████(ID 2834), Ohio-Youngstown, Criminal Justice,
6/2007–12/2012:
“I applied for many jobs with ITT on my resume with a 3.7GPA and didn't receive 1 call back.”
323. █████████████ (ID 2852), Ohio-Youngstown, CNS / Computer
Network Systems, 1/1999-10/2001:
“I have actually had potential employers laugh at me on the phone when they find out where I
graduated[.]”
“I can not find a job in the field and when I do talk to employers and they find out I went to ITT
they laugh and hang up[.]”
324. ████████████ (ID 8508), Ohio-Youngstown, Computer Network
Systems, 6/2002–6/2004:
“I don't want to have ITT on my resume any more but it's the only degree I have at the moment.
I'm currently looking for a new job and I'm seriously worried how this is going to affect me
now.”
325. ██████████ (ID 6771), Oklahoma-Oklahoma City, Information
Technology, 1/2010–1/2013:
“I've already found a job, but prior to this I had to take ITT Tech off my resume[.] I've had
people tell me that the degree I was getting there was laughable. So I've begun opting it out on
my resume.”
326. ██████████████(ID 9067), Oklahoma-Tulsa, Information Systems
Security, 8/2006–1/2008:
“I was told that an ITT Tech degree was just as good as a traditional four year degree from a
larger college. That many large companies look forward to hiring ITT students and grads. This
was completely misleading. Most companies have said they won't hire ITT tech graduates. I did
not graduate. I got the job I have on my own merits and my own knowledge that had nothing to
do with what the school tried to teach me.”
“For the first couple years, I did have a hard time. Prospective employers didn't really care that
I had gone to ITT. They somewhat made fun of it and said it was not something they looked for in
a candidate. I have since removed it from my resume.”
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“[I]t took 4 years to actually land a decent job and the pay is still less than what they said I
would be making. IT professionals I have spoken with since then have told me that even if I had a
degree from ITT Tech, it would not help in finding a better job and could actually hurt me. I am
lucky to have the job I have now due to my years of hand on experience outside ITT Tech. The
school had no influence on me getting the job I have currently and definitely did not teach me
anything.”
327.

███████████████(ID 8357), Oklahoma-Tulsa, 9/2013–9/2016:

“We were told from the beginning that having ITT on your resume was an instant plus as it
assumed you would have hands-on practice in your field.”
“Many times, when sending in my resume, the only requirements where that I had at least an
Associates degree. I did, but it never landed me a single interview after dozens of applications
over the last year.”
328. ████████████████(ID 5836), Oklahoma-Tulsa, Electronics and
Communications Engineering, 1/2009–1/2013:
“There is no professional engineering position anywhere for someone with a degree from ITT.
All the jobs that I have seen advertised, Entry level or not, require a BSEE from an ABET
Accredited college[.]”
“After I graduated I put out my resume looking for entry level engineering positions. All the jobs
that I applied for required an ABET Accredited degree but I applied anyways. I wound up
working for a place called VGT through a temp agency. My position there consisted of tearing
down and cleaning slot machines which had nothing to do with my degree. After 6 months I was
let go due to things slowing down and they didn’t require the extra help. I went back to the
agency and requested that they try an dget me into something that would take advantage of my
degree. After about a week of being unemployed and calling the agency daily I finally broke
down and took a position as a shipping and receiving clerk. Today I work for the company but I
have been moved from shipping and receiving to quality control.”
329. ███████████████ (ID 9531), Oklahoma-Tulsa, CCNA, Networking,
CNS, Communications, 8/2006-3/2016:
“I couldnt find work for almost a year, then i removed my experience from ITT, i found a job
almost exactly a week later from the removal date. Thats when i found evidence online showing
that their reputation was so tainted, that any diploma i did finish would have been
worthless...and the entire time they were in the process of shutting down i was contacted at least
3 times a week and told how i should come back an finish my courses of study, that had changed
titles and requirements over 6 times. But by then i was so fed up i just block/ignored them[.]”
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330.

█████████████████(ID 8360), Oregon-Portland, 5/2012–12/2014:

“Having ITT on my resume makes me ineligible for employment at several hospitals in the
Portland area. I have had to resort to temp agencies and settle for jobs.”
“ITT's reputation has made me unappealing to many higher paying, more reputable employers,
so I have had to settle in my career. This is not something I expected or was aware of while at
ITT. I have had to resort to temp agencies and lower paying employers[.]”
331. █████████████████(ID 8891, 7292), Oregon-Portland, Criminal
Justice, 6/2009–9/2011:
“I had to take ITT TECHNICAL Institute off my resume to land a job and it was not a job in my
field of study.”
“Jobs that I applied for by myself with no help from the school I was pushed under the stack of
applicants or I was told no way from possible employers.”
“Future employer's put me in the no pile because of this school on my resume. As soon I took the
school off my resume job offers, interviews were coming into play.”
“Portland Police and Highway patrol do not accept students from ITT Tech[.]”
332.

███████████████(ID 8373), Oregon-Portland, 9/2007–12/2011:

“I know that the schools name on a resume is not something that's going to win any points first
hand. I've heard first hand people in hiring positions talk negatively about it saying that they do
not produce valued workforce (eg scam). All the lawsuits were basically minimized by the
school, but mostly didn't ever bring it up or talk about it. Only in my 3rd year did the IT
department chair say that one of the lawsuits may be won by the plaintiff. It was an issue that I
didn't hear about up until that point, it was a problem with his local campus. [B]eyond that I've
never heard them bring anything up.”
333.

██████(ID 8454), Oregon-Portland, 6/2005–6/2007:

“Most places wont look at my resume if ITT is on it[.]”
334. █████████████(ID 8076), Oregon-Portland, Network system
administrator, 6/2012–12/2015:
“I have heard that most employers dont like seeing that ITT tech was on my resume due to lack
of in class knowledge.”
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335. █████████████████(ID 8689), Oregon-Portland, Construction
Management, 6/2008–12/2012:
“No employers would touch me with ITT on my resume. One laughed at me and said I needed to
go to a real school before they would consider me.”
336. ████████████(ID 7809), Oregon-Portland, Computer Electronics
Engineering Technology, 4/2011–6/2012:
“I was never made aware of any legal action facing ITT throughout my time enrolled there. I am
now going to exclude my training from future resumes if this is going to reflect negatively on me
for going there. It has already been my experience that most people consider ITT to be a joke.”
337.
10/2014:

███████████████(ID 8997), Oregon-Portland, AAS ELCT, 5/2012–

“Many potential employers scoff at the listing of ITT on my resume.”
338. ████████████ (ID 9544), Oregon-Portland, CNST - computer
networking services tech, 5/2000-5/2002:
“I had ITT on my resume for years, i eventually was told by one of the interviewers that i need to
take it off, and most people were probably discarding my resume specifically because it has ITT
on it. I didn't believe it for years, but eventually it became clear. In fact one of the job placement
officers helped me build my resume, and made ITT the highlight of it. I liked that of course, i had
just paid all that money! But it took years of embarrassing myself before people let me in on the
in-joke.”
339. ██████████████ (ID 9300), Pennsylvania-Bensalem, Computer
Network Systems, 1/2006-1/2008:
“I was lead to believe that having ITT on my resume would give me a up on the competition
because technical school students have a better reputation of more qualified technical users.
This is compared to a student who went to a university who didn't learn a particular trade and
only had a couple courses in their field instead of hands on experience.”
340. ██████████████████(ID 8477), Pennsylvania-Dunmore, Computer
Networking Systems, 6/2007–6/2009:
“I learned having this school on a resume or application basically causes it to get thrown out
without question.”
“My applications were rejection all the time, especially ones in my field of study.”
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“After I graduated, in the 6 month window, I realized no place in my field would hire an ITT
graduate due to their reputation. I had to work for a warehouse.”
341. ████████████████(ID 7098), Pennsylvania-Dunmore, Computer And
Electrical Engineering Technologies, 1/2009–1/2011:
“When i was hired at my current job, i became friends with my supervisor and he eventually let
me know that having ITT was actually a deterrance when they were looking for future
prospective employees.[]”
“There were a few certain companies in the area which hired graduates and the school would
put them on a pedastal as if we should strive to work there when many of them did not require
degrees.”
342.

(ID 6609), Pennsylvania-Dunmore, 3/2007-3/2010:

“I had a potential employer tell me that they do not take ITT seriously because they have
interviewed students from ITT who were incompetent[.]”
343. ██████████(ID 9114), Pennsylvania-Greentree, Computer Electronics
Engineering Technology / Computer Networking Systems, 6/2002–3/2006:
“When I applied and attended ITT, I was under the impression that it was a great school to
attend, and that employers would be scrambling to hire me because of it. However despite my
resume matching numerous jobs, I was always turned away without reason given as to why, and
I now believe that to be because most employers found ITT to be a joke when it is on resumes.”
“I've had numerous interviews where my knowledge and skill set, along with my degree focus,
should have qualified me for the position, but was turned down for all but two jobs. I'm also now
supremely anxious that my degrees will be worthless in the eyes of any employer should I need to
seek new employment in the future.”
344.
12/2010:

█████████████████(ID 7011), Pennsylvania-Harrisburg, 6/2008–

“Having ITT Technical Institute on my resume, makes my job search even harder when I have
previously looked for a job during the times I was unemployed with my current employer. They
think ITT Technical's degree program is a complete joke, and I am overlooked for someone
without a degree in what I am applying for in the field I studied, rather than someone who has
the experience, but isn't able to prove it due to the laughing stock ITT Technical Institute's
degree program is. They would hand anyone out a degree, just to keep their numbers impressive
to lure more into their programs.”
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“I haven't landed any solid position in my field, simply because ITT Technical Institute has been
on my resume. The only thing I ever seem to be able to get an interview for is in the retail
industry (such as where I am now).”
345. ██████████████████(ID 4800), Pennsylvania-King of Prussia,
9/2005–8/2007:
“I knew a recruiter that was looking for someone that was more qualified than the potential
candidate for a position. She told the company about this potential candidate and when she told
the company that the school was ITT they did not want to accept this. The recruiter had to sell
them on the potential candidate. I have spoken with several others about ITT and each has very
explicitly stated that they would never hire someone from ITT the school does not produce well
qualified students for given field, in this instance the CEET program.”
346. ██████████████████(ID 8930), Pennsylvania-King of Prussia,
Computer Networking Systems, 9/2004–2/2007:
“I struggle to find permanent work because I list ITT Technical Institute on my resume and I had
one manager tell me that they don't look at resumes from ITT Technical Institute. To make
matters worse the manager didn't even have 2 year degree and looks down on us.”
“Most jobs that I do find in my field are contract related and not full time jobs with benefits.”
347. ████████████(ID 8826), Pennsylvania-Levittown, Computer and
Electronic Engineering, 9/2008–12/2010:
“When potential employers see that I have ITT Technical Institute on my resume, they inform me
that my education repels them from hiring me, as if my education was substandard, which it
was.”
“I have been told that ITT is a black eye on my resume, and I would have been better off going
anywhere else.”
348. ██████████████(ID 7900), Pennsylvania-Levittown, Computer
Network Systems, 3/2010–6/2012:
“Currently have ITT on my resume. Every time i mention this, the interviewer shows a slightly
noticeable expression change.”
349. █████████████ (ID 9511), Pennsylvania-Levittown, Information
Technology, 6/2011-6/2013:
“I was turned down by numerous employers due to ITT Tech being on my resume in conjunction
with the sub par training I received while attending the school. Employers openly told me in the
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interview process that I should remove ITT Tech and just put that I have an associates in my field
which is what I ended up doing in order to receive call backs for interviews.”
350.
9/2005:

████████████████ (ID 8740), Pennsylvania-Mechanicsville, 1/2003-

“Denied at RiteAid Customer Support 2/2006 because I did not have the practical IT experience
they were looking for and decided to hire a prospective employee with on-the-job experience.
Denied at IBM 3/2006 because I was informed that I lacked the necessary qualifications and
certifications for their employment.”
351. ████████████████ (ID 8170), Pennsylvania-Pittsburgh, Computer
Networking Systems, 9/2005–9/2007:
“I have had several companies state that they do not like hiring people from ITT Tech due to
lack of proper education/training.”
352. ████████████(ID 9027), Pennsylvania-Pittsburgh, Computer science,
6/2011–1/2013:
“I found out that having ITT's name on my resume deffinately does not help with getting a job.”
“I have applied at multiple jobs and they saw i went to ITT and the interviews were very short
and never recieved any callbacks or followups[.]”
353. █████████████████████(ID 8756), Pennsylvania-Plymouth
Meeting, 8/2011–9/2013:
“I was denied a promotion at my previous employer because a ITT degree doesn't have any
accreditation. My degree is more of a hindrance to my career goals. I have my current job
based only on my work history. When i interviewed for my current job, the supervisor said that if
i applied for a systems checkout position, they would've seen the ITT tech on my resume, and
wouldn't be called for an interview. I have removed ITT tech from my resume completely, and
have a better chance of moving up. ITT tech is known as push center around here. The education
that is received is below work experience. I am paying for an embarrassment on my resume for a
worthless degree.”
“All of the jobs i applied to were denied by the ITT tech degree. It is not right to have to pay for
a piece if paper that means nothing in my career field.”
354. ████████████ (ID 9393), South Carolina-Columbia, Computer
Networking Systems, 6/2011-6/2013:
“I have had numerous employers laugh in my face when they see ITT on my resume. I have been
told to acquire certifications and Take ITT off my resume. Saying I would be much better off.”
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355. ████████████(ID 8822), South Carolina-Columbia, Criminal Justice,
3/2010–6/2012:
“I feel as though having ITT Tech on my resume has not gotten me a lot of job interviews or
skipped over.”
“When I put that I graduated from ITT Tech on my resume I feel as though a variety of potential
employers overlook my resume because they feel like I was not taught the most efficient way.”
356. █████████████(ID 8629), South Carolina-Columbia, Software
Development, 3/2015–5/2016:
“The school shutting down was beyond the last Straw Hat with the school I haven't been
informed about anything about the closing.”
“[I ]cannot find a job in my degree or entry-level job because ITT is on my resume[.]”
357. █████████████████(ID 6075), South Carolina-Greenville, Visual
Communications, 9/2009–9/2011:
“I feel that when employers see my resume first and they see that I attended ITT before they even
see my portfolio they throw it away. My teachers all told me that they felt that I was the most
talented and they knew that I was going to succeed but I'm not succeeding at all in my field. How
can I when no one will give me a chance? ITT is a JOKE and they should be shut down! ITT was
recently targeted in a federal lawsuit alleging student loan fraud and could be facing the penalty
of the government forcing it to shut down. And I will be so glad when it does, but that would be
2.5 years of my life wasted.”
“I graduated in 2011. It's 2016 and I can't even get an internship. An internship where I'm
working for free or minimum wage! I would love to have that opportunity, but I just feel I'm
being held back because my education or lack thereof.”
“It probably gets laughed at when I submit my resume to employers. How are schools even
allowed to do this to people who just want to better themselves?”
358. ███████████(ID 8923), South Carolina-Greenville, Computer Aided
Drafting and Design Tech, 4/2013–6/2015:
“The fact that ITT is on my resume as were i got my degree versus a community college or a
University makes me bottom of the totem pole compared to other graduates from those colleges
or university. I don't have the best fighting chance[.]”
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359. ████████████████████████ (ID 9496), South CarolinaGreenville, 2/2001-3/2010:
“I had to take my degrees off my resume in order to get an interview because I noticed with them
no one ever called me or emailed me for a job even though I am qualified.”
360.

████████████(ID 4836), South Carolina-Greenville, 9/2006–9/1998:

“I have actually removed ITT from my resume and have contacted them and several other
entities to try and gain some loan forgiveness. I am yet to hear back from them. I also contacted
my congressman and got some feedback but nothing has been done.”
“I really struggled to find placement and had to start all over and actually go to a tech school
and incur more debt. I made it through the other tech school so it was a bit easier but it's very
difficult to continue to pay on a loan that will never apply[.]”
361. ███████████████(ID 4879), South Carolina-Greenville, Computer
Networking Systems, 1/2001–1/2003:
“The institution made it seem as though having ITT Tech in my resume would be a positive. In
my experience, it has been the opposite.”
“I feel that employers will not hire or promote me due to the perception that ITT is subpar.”
362.
6/2013:

█████████████████(ID 7672), Tennessee-Chattanooga, 3/2011–

“I have applied within my own company where I have worked over 10 years for positons in IT
and failed to get the job because ITT is on my resume. I have applied for 100's of jobs on my own
since I graduated from ITT and no one will give me an interview, let alone a job.”
363. ██████(ID 8733), Tennessee-Cordova, Information Technology/MultiMedia, 9/2002–9/2004:
“It was only due to the latest controversies that I began to remove ITT-Tech from my resumes.”
“I have never been able to find a job/career due to my relationship with ITT-Technical Institute.
I never knew employers disassociated themselves from ITT-Tech. It's a disgusting feeling finding
out all of these years later in light of their closing.”
“I was under the impression that ITT-Tech was a partner to many reputable employers and my
education there would have at least got me foot in the door, where I could be trained exclusively
by a certain company.”
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364. ██████████████(ID 4781), Tennessee-Cordova, Computer
Networking Systems, 3/2012–3/2013:
“I was think i was going to a school that would help me get a career job and not hinder my
chances just to receive my money . []I wasnt getting the responses from possible job employers
due to what i feel is because ITT was the school i had gone to and the stories people have heard
about the school and their misguided information and for profit behavior.”
365. ██████████████(ID 8682), Tennessee-Johnson City, Network Systems
Administration, 9/2012–9/2014:
“ITT would just blow off the legal problems they were facing. The down played the fact that
employers were not all that excited about seeing ITT on a resume. They said that the students
and employers did not know what was going on with the school. They also said everything would
be fine and there was nothing to worry about.”
“I have had a hard time finding an employer that will take my Networking skills seriously
because I attended ITT Technical Institute.”
366. ██████████████(ID 8738), Tennessee-Knoxville, Criminal justice,
12/2006–9/2011:
“There was a time or two while I was attending ITT that they were on the cusp of losing their
accreditation and kept trying to cover up just what that meant for the school. I was also
repeatedly told by administration that a diploma from ITT was just as good as other colleges.
Others told me it would show employers that any diploma was a good diploma because it would
show that "I committed to something and accomplished something." But no one really told me
just how bad it looked on my resume.”
“I have been looking for a job for 6 years, and have had no luck. My criminal justice degree will
not get me into criminal justice job. Because of my autism I am not able to work in fast food or
retail and my ITT tech degree is not good enough to get me an administrative assistant job.”
367.

████████████(ID 5592, 8384), Tennessee-Knoxville, 6/2006–5/2008:

“They said when we add ITT to our resumes then the employer will know that we have had hands
on training and know what we are doing etc. wrong all the interviews I've been too told me that
ITT was the worst thing to put on there due the amount of issues and lack of knowledge. They
knew we couldn't pay back the loans and the employer then knew they we could have our wages
garnished. We are now a liability[.]”
“I am ashamed that ITT is on my resume. I have no confidence in myself because ITT has not
done nothing but bring me down[.]”
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“I didn't find out about ITT's degree was a joke until after I had graduated and went to a couple
job interviews. They are the ones that told me about it. I knew that I wasn't learning much at all
but I didn't know that the degree meant nothing at all[.]”
“Once I took ITT off my resume and said all i had was a high school diploma i received a job
within the month!”
368. █████████████ (ID 9324), Tennessee-Knoxville, Electronic
Engineering, 9/2011-12/2014:
“I have found that the ITT degree on my resume means very little. The degree is, in essence,
worthless. My experience in previous work, not the degree, is why I have a job.”
369. █████████████████ (ID 8955), Tennessee-Knoxville, Electronic
Engineering Technology, 1/2000–1/2002:
“I was led to believe this was a reputable school, not one that would be a black mark on my
resume.”
370. █████████████(ID 6648), Tennessee-Knoxville, Computer Networking
Systems, 5/2011–5/2013:
“When I began attendance in May of 2011 there were already accusations of financial
impropriety being brought by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau in regards to the
schools predatory lending practices. Unfortunately I did not know of this at the time. Shortly
after I graduated the C.E.O. and C.F.O resigned amid similar accusations and the federal
government, consumer protection services, and former students were able to successfully force
the closure of the for-profit school chain "Corinthian Colleges". All of this took place during and
immediately after my attendance at I.T.T. Since obtaining my current job, I have not been able to
obtain a call-back for any other tech jobs despite multiple attempts to do so over the course of
approx 1 year. I can only assume this is from the negative stigma that I.T.T. has obtained,
because I have held a job for 15 or 16 years with no employment gaps, even when I was
attending I.T.T. I can only hope that I can obtain a higher-paying job in the future and that
having I.T.T. on my resume will not prohibit me from living a comfortable life, but so far I
cannot explain the lack of interest that my resume generates in potential employers. I have
almost obtained 2 years experience at my current job and my only hope is that a prospective
employer will meet with me face to face before dismissing me outright because of what school I
went to.”
“My current employer hired me with ITT on my resume, but it took 6 months of intense looking
to find them. I had to find them on my own with no help from I.T.T. Even though I have worked in
my current job for 2 years, I have consistently been turned down by prospective employers with
little reason as to why, and tha tis placing an obstruction on my ability to earn more money or
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further my career. My current job is a IT service desk which is mainly just answering calls and
email and providing limited ocmputer support, mainly for MIicrosoft Office.”
371. ███████████████(ID 8903), Tennessee-Knoxville, Project
Management, 6/2008–6/2012:
“I was absolutely mislead by this school. If I was aware that this school was involved in any
illegal activity or financial mismanagement, I would have never attended. I feel that having ITT
Tech on my resume has prevented me from obtaining a job over someone with the same
experience and with the same type of education from a different school.”
372. ████████████████████████(ID 5408), Tennessee-Knoxville,
Applied Sciences, Electronics Engineering, 9/1994–9/1996:
“They market themselves as having placed students in well-paying jobs, but my experience has
been after the fact that Employers actually shun these candidates because of the reputation that
ITT Tech has in churning out under-educated, preyed upon students.”
“I've had employers who flat out told me that they hired me because of my skills and abilities (of
which none were ever taught to me at ITT Tech)... but struggled on the hiring decision simply
because of the fact that I had ITT Tech on my resume.”
373.
6/2006:

██████████████(ID 9040), Tennessee-Nashville, Multimedia, 5/2004–

“Now that ITT Tech has been publicly exposed for it's fraud, illegal activity, and poor education
quality, it makes me feel ashamed to list their degree on my resume. It makes me feel like my
degree is worthless and so was my education and that's how future employers will see me when
they see ITT Tech listed on my resume.”
374. ████████████████ (ID 9358), Tennessee-Nashville, Digital
Entertainment and Game Design, 3/2008-9/2012:
“Every employer looked at ITT Tech on my resume and said that meant nothing to them. They
said they had no value in their education and they didn't hire ITT Tech grads.”
“I found that when employers saw I have ITT Tech on my resume they were no longer interested
in hiring me and told me it was not the type of education they were seeking.”
375. ████████████(ID 8621), Tennessee-Nashville, Bachelor of Applied
Science in Software Development, 6/2008–6/2012:
“How am I going to be able to get a job in my industry with ITT listed as my college? I was
searching for a new job, but now I'm likely going to have to stay where I'm at with a low salary,
just so I can have "years of experience" to override the bachelors degree. This is appalling!”
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376.

████████████(ID 8354), Tennessee-Nashville, 5/2005–8/2007:

“Employers laugh at it almost[.]”
377. ██████████████████ (ID 8619), Tennessee-Nashville, Software
Application Development, 3/2008–4/2012:
“I was informed that employers loved to hire ITT tech employees because of the one on one
training they received. This was complete nonsense.”
“Many interviewees that noticed ITT on my resume had already been presented with ITT tech
students in the past, and they were biased prior to even seeing me.”
378.

█████████████(ID 8057), Tennessee-Nashville, 6/2004–1/2010:

“I explained to them that I wasn't able to get a job in my field of study simply because of the
Institute's reputation for having no accreditation and producing a load of lackluster performers.
I've been laughed at when presenting my resume to employers because I attended that school. It
was embarrassing to say the least.”
“I've expressed that I've been heckled on job interviews, been told that I wouldn't be hired
because I went to ITT, and been thought of as a joke when talking to potential employers.”
379. █████████████ (ID 9399), Tennessee-Nashville, Information
Technology - Computer Networking Systems, 9/2007-9/2009:
“I was not aware of any illegal activities at all. I did not know they had investigations about
their federal funding programs or anything. I did not know that having ITT on my resume would
not get me hired anywhere. That is the whole reason I went to ITT was to get hired at a good
job. But that did not happen. I did not know any of this until the school got shut down and all of
this surfaced.”
380. ████████████████████(ID 8966), Tennessee-Nashville, electronics,
12/1989–1/1993:
“[E]very time i applied for a job in my field i was told they would not accept training .”
381. ██████████████(ID 8522), Tennessee-Nashville, Computer
Networking Systems, 9/2010–9/2012:
“ITT Tech was definitely running a scam and everytime I did try to apply for a job I was never
contacted back. I thought that having a 4.0 gpa at this school would do me a lot of good but I'm
sure my employers knew about ITT's ways of how they just give their students the answers pretty
much anyone can pass as long as they show up.”
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“The only reason I got my job that I've been at now was because a friend got me on, if it wasn't
for him I would have no doubt that I would still be un-employed and looking for a job in this
field. I believe that having ITT tech on my resume hinders us from getting a job.”
382. ███████████████(ID 8844), Tennessee-Nashville, Digital
Entertainment and Game Design, 5/2005–9/2011:
“Even before the school as a whole was closed, I've been shut down from several jobs for the
skills I more than have (outside of the near useless things learned from my 100k degree) just
because I have ITT Tech listed as the education on my resume. It's a joke school, and employers
believe that anyone who attends a clown college, is in fact, a clown. Now that the entire college
is shutting down, everyone knows just how much of a joke the school was. Lots of people still
didn't know before it became NATIONAL news. I highly doubt that their image has improved.”
“For one, there were NO JOBS in my field in my state. The nearest job area would be over 5
hour car commute. Outside of that, I sent in my demo reel, game design portfolio to several
places in game design hot spots, and were all easily rejected because I didn’t go to an actual
school. If anythign I had to learn MORE things to even get seen AFTER graduating from
school.”
383. ███████████████(ID 8008), Tennessee-Nashville, Software
Development Technologies, 6/2011–6/2013:
“I feel that I've had a hard time getting a job in my field, Software Development, because I have
ITT Tech on my resume. The school's name has become a large scar that makes my application
unsightly to an employer in my field.”
384. █(ID 8687), Tennessee-Nashville, Information Technology Computer
Network Systems, 1/2001–6/2004:
“They told me that ITT had the best accreditation and all these big time companies love seeing
ITT on resumes. Those are the people that get hired the most.”
“I have yet to find a job in my field using ITT technical college on my resume.”
385. █████████████(ID 8295), Texas-Arlington, Information Systems
Security, 12/2006–3/2012:
“Multiple recruiters have told me that ITT Tech education background was not recognized by
their clients. I found my last job only after removing ITT from my resume.”
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386.

███████████████(ID 8884), Texas-Arlington, 12/2006–12/2008:

“Many jobs I qualified for wouldn't give me a chance because of ITT being on my resume. As I
mentioned earlier, the only reason I got the job I have now is due to a previous friend...and at
that, the job doesn't pay enough for me to live a decent lifestyle[.]”
“The job I'm at now and have been for the last 5 years I only get paid $16/hr. I've tried applying
for better jobs numerous times but many employers won't hire you with student loan debt and
many look at ITT degrees as worthless. The only reason I was able to get the job I have now is
because a former friend put in a good word for me. Beyond that, I wouldn't have gotten the job
as I'd applied many times prior. Now that the school has closed, if I choose to continue in my
field, my options will be extremely limited.”
387. ████████████(ID 4405, 9471), Texas-Arlington, Computer Aided
Drafting and Design, 9/2007–5/2009:
“Though I have not been directly told this during an interview, there was a distinct feeling that
potential employers did not look at a degree from ITT tech as favorably as recruiters lead
potential students to believe. I have been told by a former classmate, Michael Ward, that his
former employer would never hire an itt student again.”
“I graduated in 2009 and never obtained a job in my field. Only after I returned to my local
community college, after the cell phone refurbishing company I worked for closed down, and
entered their CAD program did I finally get a job in my field.”
“ITT on my resume' has not helped my job search. And I was the valedictorian! It took going
back to my local community college for the program to get interviews and job offers.”
388. █████████████(ID 7981), Texas-Arlington, Electrical Engineering,
3/2010–3/2014:
“I found a job after I took ITT-Tech off my resume[.]”
389. ████████████(ID 5059), Texas-Austin, Computer Network Systems,
8/2002–11/2005:
“ITT does not seem to carry the name with potential employers that the school would like you to
believe. I have been informed in some interviews that I would be better off leaving it off my
resume in the future. These interviewers did not hire me.”
390. ████████████████(ID 8618), Texas-Austin, Computer Network
Systems, 3/2008–3/2010:
“Now that ITT Technical Institute no longer exists I have to remove it from my resume. Because
of the schools illegal activities, as a graduate I’m associated with the negative view of this
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school. I cannot risk potential employers denying employment for listing this school. I am
accountable for debt because of this school that I will never be able to repay.”
391. ██████████████████████████(ID 4888), Texas-Houston North,
1/2004–12/2006:
“I had been turned down for several interviews. When I called to get feedback on my resume, I
have been told several times by employers that they don't consider a degree from ITT Tech to be
a real degree. They do not consider it acceptable. I was able to land a job after removing the
name from my resume. [] I had no idea that I would have to hide that I had gone there.”
“I have also been turned down from jobs because my degree is from ITT Tech, not an accredited
college. I was told by ITT that my degree would be looked at as good as those from other
schools. What do they think we go to school for? Fun? We go to get better jobs. Why offer a
degree that will get turned down by employers? A blank piece of paper is almost as valuable.”
392. ████████████████ (ID 9298), Texas-Houston West, Computer
Electronic Engineering Technology, 12/2007-12/2009:
“I never got a job in my field with itt tech on my resume...in 2013 i tried to apply in my field
again and wasnt getting any call backs or offer which resulted in me getin another trade.”
393. █████████████████ (ID 8087, 9444), Texas-Houston West, AUTO
CAD, 8/1998-6/2000:
“I have had prospective employers say the do not recognize the ITT coursework and have been
told I should take ITT off my resume.”
“I have been told to take ITT TECH off my Resume because future employers do NOT recognize
it as a center of higher education[.]”
394.
10/2011:

██████████████████(ID 9440), Texas-Houston West, 10/2009-

“I was told that "ITT" was not a good thing to put on a resume. That when resumes get screened
that automatically kicks the resume out. Even had to have my application manually pulled out of
the system for it to be looked at.”
395. ██████████████(ID 8824), Texas-Houston West, Computer
Networking Systems: 9/2006–5/2008:
“I can only work for IT staffing agencies because employers will not hire me directly due to ITT
being on my resume[.]”
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396.
11/2009:

██████ (ID 9306), Texas-Houston West, Drafting And Design, 1/2007-

“After I graduated ITT, I would place on my resume grad. from ITT with honors. And when I get
interviewed I would get silly questions about how and what they taught at the ITT program.
Then I would not get a response after the interview or a letter stating they found a better
candidate for the position. After a couple of interviews like the one above. Refuse to put ITT on
my resume, in fear of being question about my education. I had wasted 2 years of my life
studying and finishing from a school who does nothing for me in life and Im stuck paying a high
interest student loan dept. until I die. I fear that my students loans will haunt me until I die. I will
raise my child to not go down the same path that I have taken. I will raise him to be more aware
of the education he chooses. Because it can ruin your life.”
“I get laughed at and insulted if I brought up ITT Education Certificate. Many times at my
interview sessions they told me they didn't accept students from ITT Tech. I was so depressed
that all the time and effort of going to school after each day of work was all useless. I had to
attend and put out more money for a BIM designer courses online. And was able to find a job
after the 6 month course.”
397. ████████████(ID 4765), Texas-Houston West, AA Network Systems,
Administration, 9/2012–10/2014:
“ITT has definitely been an issue on my resume. I have been told outright by employers that even
if I had wasted my life getting a bachelor's degree from ITT they would never have even granted
me an interview. There are numerous resources on the Internet that back this declaration. Most
jobs will not touch your resume because of ITT being on it, and it is a sore spot so much so that
I've had to create two resumes identical save for my education experience. Depending on the job
I make the judgement call whether or not to submit one resume or the other.”
“To put it simply, I can't find a job at all. A true systems administration requires things like
advanced mysql, and a 4 year degree. Best I could get with this 2 year degree was a garbage 14
an hour position installing point of sale systems, or a call center position paying around the
same. I submitted literally hundreds, and I'm not exaggerating, hundreds of job applications just
prior and post graduation to test waters. Nothing.”
398.

███████████████(ID 9075), Texas-Houston West, 1/2007–12/2010:

“I had hard time finding a job because the only College level Education I had was ITT and I
could not take that off from my resume and most employer did not recognize that as a degree[.]”
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399. ████████████(ID 7985), Texas-Houston West, Computer Science,
3/2009–5/2011:
“I have sent my resume to many employers after finishing ITT. My resume has been rejected by
many companies due to the fact I have ITT on my resume because employers assumed I
"purchased my degree" instead of working for it. It has been very damaging to my career and I
am currently unemployed at the moment. Now, I have to hide ITT on my resume to have a chance
for an employer to call me back. I feel if I would've been to an accredited college, I would've had
my career set.”
“[T]he moment I took ITT off my resume, I started getting more calls. Even then, it is still
difficult because now it looks like I don't have a degree at all and have to work harder to sell
myself on experience only for multiple contract[.]”
400. █████████████████████████(ID 8717), Texas-Houston West,
Information Systems Security, 6/2008–7/2012:
“Now i feel embarrassed to have ITT on my resume because now everyone will ask me what
happened to you school closing down. My degree is now discredited and could potentially affect
my future and current employment come time for my yearly review for promotions/pay raises.
Im not sure how my career will be affected but i will be removing my schooling from all public
employment/ social networking profiles and wont reveal my education background until i am
asked for it due to fear of ridicule and rejection.”
401. ███████████(ID 6726), Texas-Houston West, Network System
Administration, 3/2012–12/2013:
“I believe I had a hard time finding work is ITT Tech's name was on my resume as my collage I
graduated from[.]”
“ITT Tech promised me a job with my degree field once I graduated I am currently working for
a hotel as a front desk agent ITT Tech keeps calling me and asking me if I want to come back to
school from for my bachelors I still have not found a job and my degree field and I do not know
if I ever will[.]”
402. ████████████████(ID 9105), Texas-Richardson, Computer
Engineering and Electronics Technology: 3/2011–3/2013:
“I am struggling to make ends meet because of the debt that I have to pay back. I had to go into
default because employers would glance over my resume because they think ITT students are
uneducated.”
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403. ███████████████████ (ID 9370), Texas-Richardson, Computer
Networking System, 3/2008-11/2009:
“ITT Tech was a detriment on my resume, and I could not find employment with it on my resume.
I graduated with Highest honors with a 3.92 GPA, but this means less than nothing. I would be
better off had I never gone to this school.”
404.

███████████(ID 5936), Texas-Richardson, 9/2005–1/2007:

“I had one employer suggest I remove ITTTech from my resume[.]”
405. ██████████████ (ID 8402), Texas-Richardson, Computer Networking
and Administration, 10/2009-12/2011:
“Most companies that I interviewed with told me that they did not hire ITT-Tech grads because it
was a degree mill and that they didn't take ITT-Tech students seriously because of the substandard training they provided. I had to find employment in a computer refurbishing company
that I didn't even need a degree for they hired people off the street with no knowledge of
computers and I worked my own way up from there.”
406. ███████████████ (ID 9722), Texas-Richardson, Computer
Networking Systems, 6/2009-1/2011:
“I've learned from friends that I have in recruiting careers that a resume listing ITT, Devry,
Corinthian, etc are promptly tossed aside and not looked at or reviewed simply because of that.
Only reason I have the job I have is I knew the persons hiring and they overlooked my
education.”
407. ███████████████(ID 5272), Texas-Richardson, Computer
Networking Systems, 3/2005–10/2006:
“I was led to believe that employers look for ITT on a resume as a positive thing.”
“I had potential employers tell me that my attendance at ITT made them weary about hiring
me.”
“While I was attending ITT, I used their job placement to help me find a job until graduation.
They referred me to a temp firm that got me a job not related to my degree plan. When I
approached to assist further with job placement, I never got another answer from them. None of
my classmates got jobs through the school either.”
408.

█████████████████ (ID 9463), Texas-Richardson, 9/2004-9/2006:

“ITT Tech has now been omitted from my resume, it was from experience a contributor to not
receiving calls back from positions that I applied and was qualified for. Recently my interview
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with Oakley had me feeling ashamed I attended the school as it looked questionable on my
resume.”
409. ███████████████ (ID 5326), Texas-San Antonio, Information
Technology, 9/2006–8/2008:
“I was not aware of any legal issues till last year but after being unable to find a job I began to
bury my education deep in my resume.”
“I found more success when I leaned on my experience and hid the school[.]”
410.

█████████████ (ID 9687), Texas-Webster, 6/2004-6/2006:

“I've had prospective employers laugh at seeing ITT on my resume and pass me up for the
position due to it. I've taken itt off of my resume.”
411. ███████████████(ID 9091), Texas-Webster, Computer Electronics
Engineering Technology, 3/2008–4/2010:
“My degree I earned is now worthless! As of this day, I still have not been able to obtain a job in
my field. Now I can no longer put this school and degree on my resume because of fraudulent
activities. Everything that I have worked for and achieved I thought was legitimate!”
412. ██████████████(ID 8743), Texas-Webster, Information TechnologyComputer Network Systems, 9/2009–9/2011:
“I removed ITT Tech from my resume due to the fact i could not find employment for a few years.
I have gone to interviews where i was told my ITT Tech degree is a joke. Employers did not
accredit my degree compared to a state or community college. The poor quality of the education
from ITT Tech reflected upon employers. [] I had to work harder for job opportunities due to my
ITT Tech degree.”
413. ███████████████ (ID 9394), Utah-Murray, Electronic Engineering,
1/1997-1/2004:
“I came to find out that most employers in my field of study did not want to hire ITT Tech
students because the education received at ITT is widely known to be sub-standard.”
“ITT always tried to make me believe that they were a respected institution whose degree was
worth more than a degree from a normal college. They over-inflated the percentages of students
who completed their degree and went on to high paying jobs in the industry. It was only much
later that I found out about the many lawsuits and complaints over the years and that having ITT
on your resume is a stike against you for most employers who have heard about their shady
practices and inferior quality of graduates.”
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“I am embarrassed by my whole experience at ITT and don't put it on my resume. I was never
able to find a job in my field. I have been fortunate enough to be hired by companies where I
have had opportunities to work my way up and advance. I would rather just say G.E.D. on my
resume instead of admitting that I was foolish enough to let myself be scammed by ITT and fail at
earning a degree.”
414. █████████████ (ID 9149), Utah-Murray, Electronics and
Communications Engineering Technology, 12/2007-3/2013:
“A hiring Manager at my current job, in confidence, told me that ITT and the experience he had
with them cost me the position.”
415. ██████████████ (ID 8380), Utah-Murray, Electical Engineering and
Communications Technology, 4/2004–3/2008:
“Right before completing my Bachelors degree I lost my job. As I was looking for a job, most
places I contacted would not give me the time of day once they saw ITT on my resume.”
416.
12/2000:

█████████████████(ID 8651), Utah-Murray, BAS/ID, 9/1997–

“I've heard many times that employers scan and automatically reject any resume with ITT on
it[.]”
“I've done follow up calls after submitting a resume and been told I'm not going to be
considered. They won't say why, but I suspect its the ITT listing.”
417.

██████████████████(ID 7837), Utah-Murray, 6/2010–9/2012:

“After 4 years of being unemployed I took ITT Tech off my resume and got a great job. I have
documentation for ever place I applied to. 15-20 job apps each week for 4 years! And I am dead
serious, I had to document it because we had to be on state assistance.”
418. ███████████████(ID 2850), Utah-Murray, Information Systems
Security, 7/2004–11/2009:
“I currently owe $160,000 because of both ITT Technical Institutes extremely large debt burden
plus having to go out of my way to gain certification and an additional degree to wipe their stain
off of my resume. Their degree was absolutely worthless to prospective employers and did not
lead to any jobs that I wouldn't have gotten without it.”
“I have actually removed it at this point. I feel shame if anybody mentions it and I have to spend
20 minutes explaining why I got suckered and generally if it comes up I am not going to get
further in the interview process. The entire tone of the interview often changes when they focus
on this part of the questions and experience.”
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419. ██████████████(ID 6104, 8015), Utah-Murray, Electrical engineering,
5/2010–5/2013:
“I found that listing ITT tech on my resume results in less call backs because of fraudulent
behaviors in the news.”
“ITT tech has caused employers to disqualify my application. I have applied to a few places
only to be turned down after mentioning my place of study.”
“I could not get looked at seriously when I had this on my resume / brought up education there.”
420. ███████████████(ID 7469), Virginia-Chantilly, Computer Network
Systems, 9/2010–12/2012:
“I have been informed that including ITT Technical Institute on my resume may have caused
applications to be passed over due to the school's reputation.”
421. █████████████(ID 7733), Virginia-Chantilly, Computer Network
Systems, 6/2007–6/2009:
“It wasn't until I started to apply for jobs on my own that I felt that I was overlooked. I often got
the question, "Oh, you went to ITT Tech?" I assume people knew more about what ITT Tech does
then I did. I slowly started to realize that ITT Tech was all about making money and their
degrees don't mind much.”
“I thought at the beginning when signing up with ITT Tech, getting a job wouldn't be difficult. I
was wrong, I felt like I was over looked because I have ITT Tech on my resume.”
422. █████████████(ID 6752), Virginia-Chantilly, Computer Networking,
6/2006–6/2009:
“Not many companies were willing to accept my education based on the school that was on my
resume.”
423. ███████████████(ID 6408), Virginia-Chantilly, Computer Electronic
Engineer Technology, 5/2004–9/2006:
“I'm afraid to put ITT on my resume. Its embarrassing. There is so much chatter. Bad chatter
about ITT Tech.”
424. █████████████(ID 4502), Virginia-Norfolk, Computer Network
Systems, Criminal Justice, 12/2003–6/2009:
“I was informed/promised by the then career counselors that by having a degree from ITT Tech,
jobs would be easy to come by. Each of the jobs I have landed came on my own accord and not
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from ITT. Most jobs stated that when they see ITT Tech on a resume, that it is not taking
seriously.”
425.

█████████████████ (ID 9244), Virginia-Norfolk, 9/2005-5/2009:

“When I listed my degree on my resume I wouldn't get a call back. Or when I tried to apply for
my masters degree a check of accreditation was mentioned.”
426.

██████████████(ID 8594), Virginia-Norfolk, 3/2009–12/2012:

“When employers/schools see ITT on my resume they don't hire me because of the reputation of
the school & they aren't accredited[.]”
“The reputation that ITT has & the fact that they arent a accrediated school makes it hard to
find employment[.]”
427.

█████████████ (ID 9651), Virginia-Norfolk, CDD, 8/2001-5/2004:

“I have applied for numerous positions with ITT on my resume and never received calls back.
Once I removed it from my resume and just left my degree, I received emails from prospective
companies.”
428. ███████████████(ID 8693), Virginia-Norfolk, Criminal Justice,
8/2005–9/2009:
“Yes having ITT on my resume has caused many people to take a second look at my credentials
and question my abilities. When I was trying to apply for a new job at my current company, for
the Bank Secrecy Specialist I figured my degree would help. The position had to deal with fraud
and investigating criminal/suspicious activity in banking. I was told someone more qualified
than me was promoted. The guy that got the position had a degree in accounting from a more
reputable school. I felt I was passed over for the promotion because of my school.”
“I applied for a job in the 911 call center, I was interviewed twice took all the required testing
and passed with excellent scores. My student loan debt disqualified me. I was passed up for a
promotion at work for a position related to my field because of my results showing ITT Tech.”
“The CJ program did not have any certifications that were required to graduate or work in the
field the problem is obtaining a position in the field where they do not look at the large amounts
of student loan debt and disqualify you. Many employers run credit checks in addition to
background checks.”
429.

█████████████(ID 8708), Virginia-Richmond, 5/2009–1/2012:

“Took ITT tech off resume for better results[.]”
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430.

███████████████(ID 4108), Virginia-Richmond, 9/2007–6/2009:

“I have been denied opportunities because ITT Tech is on my resume. I have been viewed as
unsophisticated and uneducated.”
“I have been viewed/treated as unsophisticated, gullible, and uneducated.”
431. ██████████(ID 8875), Virginia-Richmond, Electrical Engineering,
9/2012–5/2016:
“The school closed just a few months after I got my BS from them now whenever I want to put
out my resume I feel like I wont get the job in the first place and really have to work my ass off to
try and not loose my confidence if I even get the interview. It makes me feel like I wasted 4 years
of my life only to end up worse off than when I started.”
432.
6/2014:

█████████████ (ID 9656), Virginia-Roanake/Salem, Nursing, 6/2012-

“The school shut down and filed bankruptcy. Having ITT on my resume is hurting my
reputation.”
433. ████████████████ (ID 8647), Virginia-Springfield, Computer
Networking Service, 3/2004-3/2006:
“I was literally told by one prospective employer that they usually did not meet with ITT grads,
but he wanted to at least interview me.”
434. ███████████████ (ID 8481), Virginia-Springfield, Computer Network
Systems, 6/2009-8/2011:
“Upon graduating, I learned that I was not receiving job interviews based on the fact that ITT
Tech was listed as my school of graduation. When I finally did receive an interview and was
luckily hired, it was disclosed to me at a later date by my hiring manager that I was the only ITT
Tech graduate that she would have hired.”
435. ███████████ (ID 7914), Washington-Everett, Network Systems
Administration, 6/2013–3/2015:
“Even with five years of experience in the technical field, having ITT on my resume has lead
employers to turn me away. I have had in person interviews go very well until they read where
my associates came from and simply stated "we are done here".”
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436. █████████████(ID 9190), Washington-Everett, AS Network Admin,
BS Project Management, 9/2005–6/2010:
“Boeing stop tuition reimbursement to employees who attended ITT Tech and you weren't even
considered for a job with ITT Tech on resume. No call backs no respect for potential employers
with ITT Tech on Resume[.]”
“No one respects my Degree from ITT tech it's embarrassing to say you have a degree for such
school[.] Future employers will not trust my degree from school with a tainted public image[.]”
437.
9/2008:

██████████████(ID 5503), Washington-Everett, Multimedia, 6/2006–

“Employers have told me that having ITT Tech on my resume is detrimental to obtaining a job
with them. ITT didn't provide me with any decent training to get into a field of "multimedia" that
I could use.”
438. █████████████(ID 5981), Washington-Seattle, computer networking,
3/2009–5/2011:
“[I] was told that having an itt tech degree on a resume would put me ahead of the game,
instead employers kind of sigh and ask why i choose to go there.”
439.

█████████(ID 8920), Washington-Seattle, 3/2011–3/2015:

“I heard rumors but problems but they continually state not to pay attention to what I hear and
that ITT-Tech will never go anywhere and that people are hiring ITT-Tech students more then
any other colleges becaus they have more hands on experience.”
“Having that on your resume automatically degrades you as an undividual and you a never
recognized as a "real engineer."”
“After getting out of school you get no respect from hiring managers and companies treat you
like you are inferior. I once asked for a decent salary during an interview stating that I have my
bachelor's and I later over heard the comment, "Yea he has a bachelor's but it's only a degree
from ITT-Tech. I did not get that job...”
440. ██████████████████████(ID 8114), Washington-Seattle, Game
design, 8/2010–7/2012:
“The only thing this added to my resume was the fact that I had a degree which got me an
interview at times, but the stigma of how undertrained their graduates mostly were would have
me under people from another school in the field.”
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441. ████████████████(ID 5165), Washington-Seattle, Computer
Network System, 1/2007–1/2009:
“Those from my graduating class have found it better to not include ITT on their resume.”
442. ██████████████████(ID 4530), Washington-Spokane Valley,
Information Technology, 1/2002–5/2004:
“[P]utting ITT on my resume most employers say no way that I should just remove that because
it doesn't even qualify as an accredited degree.”
“[E]veryone laughs at me as tells me ITT is a rip off and teaches you nothing about the job[.]”
443. ██████(ID 7722), Washington-Spokane Valley, Digital Entertainment and
Game Design, 9/2007–6/2011:
“I have heard from several instances of people being laughed at and had there resume thrown
away once the interviewer found out they had attended ITT TECH.”
444. ████████████(ID 8052), Washington-Spokane Valley, Computer
Network Systems, 9/2005–3/2008:
“After interviewing, I was often told my employer took a chance on me as a person even though
ITT tech was on my resume. They said they have previously had bad employees that attended ITT
and were somewhat jaded.”
445. ██████████████(ID 5185), Washington-Spokane Valley, Information
Technology, 12/2006–8/2007:
“Due to the issues of for-profit colleges in the past 5 years, I have elected to omit my attendance
at ITT tech and have not revealed my attendance to any of my co-workers or superiors.”
“I had originally put ITT tech on my resume because it showed some experience, but during one
interview, the interviewer made a comment about it and how that it was a joke school and not
really seen as a positive thing to put on a resume, so since then, I have left it off my resume.”
“After leaving the college for other reasons, I spoke with persons that were in charge of hiring
and most of them told me that in their opinion, a degree from ITT was nearly worthless.”
446. ████████████ (ID 9684), Washington-Spokane Valley, Technical
Project Management, 3/2005-6/2007:
“I have had to remove ITT from my resume, especially since they have closed their doors due to
several legal issues. I wouldn't want their name ruining any chances of me getting a new / better
job.”
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447. ██████████████ (ID 9319), Washington-Spokane Valley, Technical
Project Management, 9/2002-3/2007:
“After almost 2 years of job searching, I was finally told by an employer I was interviewing with
that I was qualified for the job (and most likely every other job I had applied for) but having ITT
Tech on my resume was a deterrent for companies. After removing my education and only
mentioning ITT Tech by name if I was asked, I landed a job within a month. I have not used any
specific skills taught by ITT Tech to get to where I am today in my career and having the degree
has not helped me climb the corporate ladder.”
448. █████████████████(ID 7749), Washington-Spokane Valley,
Information Design & Computer Networking, 3/2000–3/2008:
“After graduating from ITT the 2nd time, I was informed from a colleague at a company locally I
should NOT put ITT on my resume, as employees within Spokane considered it to be a paper
mill. I later found out I was passed over many times for IT positions, due to listing ITT, and
subsequently only got into the IT field through a completely different sub-field (Apple Mac &
application support) by proving myself from the bottom level, up.”
“NO ONE in Spokane considers ITT a valid school, and I have had to work through an assumed
stigma. By using my 10+ years in retail computer sales (Circuit City, Best Buy, etc), and
continuously self-studying, have I been able to find a position, and then prove myself through my
actions.”
“Even with my valedictorian status for my Networking AAS, it held zero value...sometimes even
brought laughs...”
449. ████████████(ID 9072), Wisconsin-Green Bay, Business
Administration, 9/2005–6/2012:
“Although I eventually got lucky, and used a vast amount of networking opportunities to find a
job somewhat in my field, I was never able to use my degree to help with this or build my resume.
Many companies either did not recognize the degree, or had not heard of it, and in the most
embarrassing case, required me to take an additional aptitude test not required by other
applicants to prove my education.”
450.
5/2008:

██████████████████(ID 8710), Wisconsin-Green Bay, 9/2004–

“I was told by friends that worked at the place that HR doesn't even consider anyone if they have
ITT on their resume. I was looked over or completely passed on because of them and the name
that they dragged thru the mud. It should be something that stands[.]”
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451. ███████████████████(ID 8126), Wisconsin-Green Bay, Software
Application Design, 9/2006–9/2011:
“My degree is now worthless, and is actually a detriment to getting employment. I am
embarrassed to list this school on my resume.”
452.

███████████ (ID 9416), Wisconsin-Green Bay, 12/2008-6/2013:

“Its not that I had a hard time because I had ITT on my resume, I just didn't tell anyone about
ITT when it came to looking for a job.”
453.

█████████████(ID 8302), Wisconsin-Green Bay:

“ITT Tech is not something you want to have on an application is not a good thing. I've found
out first hand.”
“I applied with ITT Tech on my resume for 4 years and got nothing but dead end jobs, I took it
off 1 year ago and now have a great job.”
“They told me I'd would have a job when I graduated, but every employer I talked to wouldn't
consider hiring me because they did not recognize ITT Tech as a real college.”
454. ████████████(ID 8341), Wisconsin-Green Bay, Computer Network
Systems, Information Systems Security, 9/2004–6/2009:
“I never realized the extent of ITTs illegal activities until most recently when the Dept of
Education started to crack down on for-profit colleges. Now that everything has come to light, I
think it makes sense as far as what my experience was with ITT and the way they ran their
school. It worries me greatly having not only 1 but 2 degrees on my resume from ITT Technical
Institute and my future of growing in the IT field. I feel that the public negativity that has been
exposed on ITT could effect my ability to land interviews (or jobs for that matter) with
prospective employers.”
455.

███████████(ID 8307), Wisconsin-Green Bay, 3/2006–6/2010:

“They claimed a their career center had connections with local employers and a job in my field
was guaranteed.”
“I have found that employers are not impressed with a degree from ITT on my resume.”
“Several job applications and interviews were failures because ITT was on my resume.”
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456. ████████████████(ID 7955), Wisconsin-Green Bay, Software
Engineering Technology, 3/2005–3/2008:
“Will have hard time looking for different job because ITT is on my resume. [L]imits my ability
to move to different postion/company[.]”
457.

██████████████(ID 5344), Wisconsin-Green Bay, 9/2005–5/2007:

“Before I attended ITT, I had heard from everyone that I mentioned it to that it was a great
school. After attending ITT, I found that it was the equivalent of going to school online. [] People
in the IT field are now aware that it was a poor education. I believe that I went to school during
a transitional period between a time when IT was booming and when it really hit a slump with
the rest of the economy. I've had a tough time getting interviews with IT companies because of
the education, and I was told by a company that they wouldn't interview me because I didn't go
to a "real school." []Most of my applications and submitted resumes have been ignored when
applying to jobs in my field, but strangely, I will get responses to submitted resumes outside of
my field. I currently work outside of my field and don’t expect to return to the field I attended
school for.”
458.

██████████████ (ID 9677), Wisconsin-Green Bay, 12/2009-6/2013:

“Now that they have been sued and all of the negative news has reached the world no one wants
to higher someone with ITT Tech as their school. I have lost three good paying job opportunities
now because of ITT being on my resume, and now I might lose the Supervisor position at my
factory job because my degree is useless and they want college educated supervisors.”
459. ███████████(ID 7669), Wisconsin-Green Bay, Information Science –
Multimedia, 6/2002–6/2004:
“I believe jobs know that ITT is not staffed with experienced competent instructors and thus
looks over my resume.”
460. ███████████████(ID 6137), Wisconsin-Green Bay, Computer
Drafting & Design/Technical Project Management, 2/2005–10/2007:
“I went to several interviews to try and obtain a position in my field of study. One interviewer
literally laughed at me when he saw ITT on my resume. There were several companies that didn't
even call me back and on one of the follow-up calls, I was told that this particular company
‘didn’t hire students from ITT because they required too much training.’”
“Their curriculum makes it appear on paper that all of the information that is necessary to know
in order to be hired into a decent position would be covered, but the classes were lacking large
amount of basic information. I was literally laughed at in an interview because I thought I had
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been taught the necessary elements to work in the field. I soon realized that the mere mention of
ITT on my resume sent it straight to the trash in most situation.”
461. ████████████████ (ID 9343), Wisconsin-Greenfield, Computer
Network Systems, 9/2001-9/2007:
“I removed ITT Tech from my resume and applications just so I can receive calls from
prospective employers.”
462. ████████████(ID 8486), Wisconsin-Greenfield, Information Systems
and Cybersecurioty, 6/2012–12/2015:
“Two companies that I interviewed with asked if ITT was an accredited school, other companies
never responded to resumes that were sent.”
“I constantly get made fun of in the work place because I went to ITT Tech, with ITT losing its
accreditation I fear that my employer might let me go considering my job requires I have a
Bachelor’s degree. If I lose my job I cannot go back to ITT Techs career services department to
help find another one, I won’t be able to pay back the extremely high price of my loans nor will I
be able to get help from the ITT finical services department.”
463. █████████(ID 4919), Wisconsin-Greenfield, Computer Electronics
Engineering Technology, 2/2003–5/2006:
“When people ask me about my degree it is embarassing because people know the quality of
work ITT produces. It is a shame that now my resume has that stuck to it as my degree. If I were
equal with another applicant, the other applicant would get the job[.]”
464.
9/2011:

███████████████████(ID 7895), Wisconsin-Greenfield, 6/2006–

“I have had my resume overlooked many times as well as other students that I personally know.
I recall one time being told by a potential employer that my education wasn't deemed adequate
to their needs because of the school that I went to[.]”
465.

███████████(ID 3878), Wisconsin-Greenfield, 9/2008–3/2012:

“I was told that having ITT on my resume would look really good and I would get a job easier.”
“I was told by several criminal justice system that they didn't accept ITT degree and I would
have to go to a different school.”
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466. ████████(ID 7688), Wisconsin-Greenfield, Software Application
Programming, 12/2006–1/2009:
“I cannot stress enough just how sub-par and useless my education at ITT was. I spent two years
and anywhere between $40,000 and $60,000 depending on interest charges on an education that
sold itself as high quality and in high demand, but was ultimately useless in the end. My boss
from my first industry job, the embedded software position, even told me once that having ITT on
my resume was actually a red flag to him, but because my headhunter vouched for me and my
asking rate was so low, he took a chance on me. Luckily for both of us, it worked out, in spite of
ITT's awful education.”
467. ████████████(ID 8482), Wisconsin-Greenfield, ISS/IT Networking,
4/2002–9/2006:
“I've just started to witness this with the closing and the negative press but, companies do not
want to acknowledge my ITT degree. Now all I have to fall back on is 10 (give or take due to
unemployment) years work experience and the fact that I'm studying for several certifications.”
“Recently I've been told round about that I was never considered because of ITT on my resume.”
“Recently I was even told by a couple of perspective employers that they were not looking to hire
grads from ITT at this time.”
468.

████████████ (ID 9523), Wisconsin-Greenfield, 6/2007-6/2011:

“I did not find out til it was too late that having an ITT Degree would be scoffed at until i went
into an interview, set up with no help from the ITT Career Services department, and the
employer saw the schooling section on my resume and chuckled. From then on the interview
became defending myself about my choices.”
469. ███████████████████(ID 4135), Wisconsin-Madison, Information
Technology Computer Networking Systems, 9/2008–12/2010:
“I have to disclose my education in applications and resumes. Even non-related fields don't
want me. It appears they think I'm an idiot for enrolling at a for-profit school. When I tell
people I have a degree from ITT, they say "I'm sorry."”
“I have been trying to move up in my company for years and find positions in other companies
that pay more. I have had zero success finding something more in line with what I studied at
ITT. That degree is not enough to get me a job doing what they claim”
“Five years later, despite good work reviews, I am in the same position that I was in and have
been denied several opportunities for advancement. I was told basically that I can't move
forward with my company without going back to school or taking a call desk job for a couple of
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years, which I could have gotten without a degree. I am in an IT company, but I am doing none
of the things that I trained for aside from racking and cabling servers, and I am making less
money than I was before I went to ITT.”
470.

████████████(ID 9658), 1/2005-1/2009:

“Whenever I asked questions about the operation of their game design program, particularly the
termination of Keith, they always re assured me that they where an acreddited and long standing
organization with an excellent reputation that would look good on my resume. With the school
closing, no one is going to take my degree seriously.”
471.

█████████████(ID 8584), Criminal Justice, 12/2007-6/2014:

“I had an employer tell me one time during an interview to quit going to ITT Tech or never put it
on my resume. Ever since I have been embarrassed to say I went there. Once I tried to talk to the
Dean regarding ITT Tech's reputation and she declined to speak with me regarding that, which
leads me to believe that they knew how misleading they were and how they did nothing but
defraud thousands of students that went there that are unemployed or working a minimum wage
job while trying to battle multiple health problems caused by the stress of mountain high debt
they placed us in.”
472.

██████████████████ (ID 9606), 9/2011-11/2014:

“I had recruiters and employers tell me that having ITT was doing more harm then helping on
my resume. I was unaware of the Horrible reputation ITT Tech had in the professional world.”
473. █████████████████████████(ID 9196), Computer Networking,
6/2006-6/2008:
“I no longer even put ITT on my resume. It is useless to even state that I got an education there.
ITT has also been shut down.”
474.

███████(ID 8398), 1/2007-1/2008:

“I removed ITT from all of my resumes for jobs. Employers thought it was a sham.”
475. ██████████████████████████████████ (ID 8728),
Computer Networking Systems and Digital Forensics, 6/2006-3/2010:
“I have yet to find a job in my field and the name ITT is so tarnished no employer acknowledges
it as legitimate education.”
“My resume was placed on numerous job sites, I went to career centers, job fairs, military base
gainful employment (current husband is a veteran), even when I went to MEPS they discarded
ITT credits and only focused on credits from community college. I was unable to get a titled job
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to be paid more than intern pay or living wages even with the help of getting job through a friend
with Cuyahoga County. Was actually told by boss and supervisor I might as well have pulled
degrees out of cracker jack box.”
“I am working outside of my field in an okay job because of a class I took at a local community
college on Microsoft EXCEL. There is no way anyone will hire me based on my ITT Tech
education. My only hope is to gain experience at my current job and then remove ITT Tech from
my resume before applying at a job I really want. I am several years from this...”
476. ██████████████ (ID 8776), Computer Network Engineering
Technology, 9/2000-5/2002:
“I have since stop putting ITT on my resume because it compels people to not hire me[.]”
“Was told by several employers that I would have gotten the job if ITT had not been the school I
attended[.]”
477.

████████████████████(ID 8675), Game Design, 9/2009-6/2011:

“It's a detriment when looking for employment to have ITT on my resume. It's embarrassing to
say that's where I went to school. []When interviewers would ask about my schooling, I would
always see a smirk or a raised eyebrow. When I attempted to get a modeling job and was asked if
I knew how to schedule a meeting in Outlook but didn't know how, the interviewer scoffed and
said, "Well that’s an ITT Student for ya.’ They didn’t even teach us basic soft skills for Microsoft
Suite which would have been incredibly helpful.”
478.

████████████████(ID 4439), Multimedia, 6/2005-9/2007:

“No respectable employer would even call me back once they saw ITT on my resume. I've gotten
more call backs without using them.”
479.

███████████████████(ID 7404), 5/2005-11/2008:

“It's embarrassing having ITT on a resume. No one takes it seriously and knows my education
was sub par.”
480.

███████████████████(ID 7816), 3/2014-12/2015:

“Every employer I turn a resume into turns me down unless I work outside of my field of
study[.]”
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481.
5/2011:

███████████████(ID 5961), Computer Drafting and Design, 8/2009-

“I feel that when Employers see [I]TT Tech on my resume that toss it to the side. I don't feel it is
nearly as attractive as they made it out to be. The level of education I received is laughable...
ITT tech has tricked many of us into attending their school and ripping each and every one of us
off.”
482.

███████████████████ (ID 9323), 9/2006-11/2008:

“The ITT recruiter, and anyone working there talked very highly of ITT. No one ever talked
about any past or possiable law suits. Every employee talked about ITT reputation like a pristine
school, a harvard, or yale. No one never mentioned any illegal activites committed by the school.
Nothing was ever mentioned about possiable shut downs or closings. I was always told to list
ITT on resumes due to the great reputation, higher learning, a excellent school that employers
want to see on a resume.”
483.

█████████████████ (ID 9580), 9/2011-5/2013:

“Employers don't want to hire ITT tech graduates because of all the stuff going on with the
school. I feel that ITT tech effects my possibility of getting a job by having them on my
resume[.]”
484.

██████████████ (ID 7238), Criminal Justice, 3/2005-8/2008:

“I was told I would be employable in my field of study. I graduated with my bachelor's degree
and no major company or Police Academy took it seriously. To this day I still have yet to work in
my field of study.”
“When I job hunt I leave off where I went to school because of the negativity most employers
express at my educational background as though I am lesser than other applicants. The only
reason I have a good job now is based on my work history, slowly working[.]”
485. ██████████████████(ID 9109), Electronics Engineering Technology,
1/1997–1/1999:
“I was denied several promotions because ITT was on my resume. I was often given lower paid
positions with the same job requirements but lesser job title (ex: *Jr* Engineer vs. Engineer). I
was explicitly told by the employer that ITT was the reason for the lack of compensation and title
change.”
“ITT claimed that their degree carried the same weight as a similar degree from a University, it
DID NOT.”
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486. ████████████████████ (ID 9601), Computer Aided Drafting And
Design, 9/2004-5/2006:
“Knowing now that the reputation of ITT is not one that employers look for, I avoid even listing
it on my resume. I do not want to be judged by future employers based on my decision to go to a
school that did not care about it students and ended up in a much worse position. I feel as if ITT
knew all along they would not be able to keep up the facade of a wonderful educational
institution, it was only a matter of time.”
487.

██████████████(ID 8363), Multimedia, 6/2007-11/2009:

I've heard from recruiters that they do not interview people that attend this school, so instead I
just leave it as I didn't go to college. It's frustrating to have to hide the fact I went somewhere, or
risk the ability to get a job.”
488.

████████████(ID 8512), Business, 8/2007-9/2007:

“I was told by an employer that if I would have put that school on my resume he would have had
second thoughts on hiring me.”
489.

██████(ID 7221), IT Computer Networking Systems, 2/2003-9/2005:

“I hide ITT from my resume the best I can. Most of my jobs I was able to get because of my
attitude and ability to learn. Not what ITT tech taught me.”
“I have been looked over because of ITT Tech being on my resume. I'm about to reduce it to not
being on my resume. My skills and personal being is more valuable than where I went to
school.”
490.

███████████(ID 9167), Criminal Justice, 6/2003-12/2015:

“They never said anything about being under scrutiny. If I looked for a job got an interview I
got laughed at or shoved at the bottom of the applicant stack the employers knew something we
didn't. And frowned upon the education we were receiving. What's funny is when I took ITT off
my resume that's when I was getting interviews and job offers which is sad. I never got help from
them[.]”
“I get laughed at when employers see ITT on my resume.”
491.

████████████████(ID 5959), 4/2001-4/2003:

“With ITT on my resume never received a call back on my resume. Multiple administrators said
they had exclusive companies who placed top students and I graduated with honors.”
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492. ██████████████████████(ID 8893), Computer Programming,
1/2001-1/2002:
“I've been told putting my time down at ITT Tech on my resume would be a negative thing.”
493.

██████████████ (ID 2643), Criminal Justice, 3/2011-3/2013:

“When I put ITT on my resume I only had one call back, when I went in for the interview they
basically just wanted to make fun of me for going there... When I called to check on my
application they rid me I was not qualified for the job that no one would ever take that phony
schools accreditation.”
494. ████████████████ (ID 9304), Computer And Electronics
Engineering Technology, 6/2007-6/2009:
“When I applied at ITT Tech, I was told they held highly by industry leaders and recruiters.
After I graduated, I realized I needed to remove ITT Tech from my resume since a few interviews
saw ITT Tech in a negative light, one actually laughed that I attended ITT Tech.”
495.

████████████████ (ID 8705), 12/2008-6/2011:

“I tried to apply for a TBI job, (Tennesse Bureau of Investgations) and was told that since I was
a graduate of ITT Tech, that they wouldn't even consider hiring me, even tough I graduated
Salutatorian.”
496.

█████████ (ID 4358), 9/2005-9/2007:

“Almost every where I went I got declined cause ITT tech was on my resume[.]”
497.

███████████████(ID 7022), Engineering Technology, 1/2007-5/2009:

“Having ITT Tech on my resume has diminished my chances on landing positions in my field of
study.”
“Ive been told that my degree is no good from this institution. Since I was unaware that the
school was unaccredited and they failed to mention it to me, I've suffered this burden.”
498.
6/2013:

████████████ (ID 9665), Network Systems Administration, 12/2011-

“Employers are passing my resume up because my degree is from ITT Tech and I have missed
out on potential opportunities for a decent career.”
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499.

█████████████████(ID 5004), 8/2002-2/2004:

“Having ITT on my resume reduced my chances at being hired for tech relates jobs in the
Spokane WA area.”
500.

██████████████ (ID 7534, 7535), 9/2007-6/2010:

“I have ITT on my resume were i got my bachelor and compang will inform me that rhat
bachelor's is no good.”
501. █████████████ (ID 8334), Computer Electronic Engineering
Technology, 6/2004-9/2008:
“Every time I apply for a job having ITT IT on my resume I was told that i should take it off due
to the school was not a ideal candidate for hire after they graduated.”
502.
1/2004:

█████████████████ (ID 9443), Drafting Design/Auto Cad, 1/2002-

“They told me it would look great on my resume, I never had a real job with my degree[.]”
503.

██████████████(ID 8753), Electronic engineering, 9/2009-5/2012:

“Like previous stated employers where quick to toss my resume to the side after seeing ITT Tech
as education!”
“I was guaranteed job placement and help to find a job. The jobs they found where paying close
to minimum wage. Other employers saw that I went to ITT Tech and I was immediately out of
picture.”
504.

█████████████(ID 8257), 5/2003-12/2005:

“I have them on my resume, and my current employer has no respect for my degree.”
505. ████████████████ (ID 8611), Information Systems Administration,
1/2009-12/2011:
“I guess employers had knew more about ITT Tech than I did because when I mentioned in the
interview or they read on my resume I had attended they just pretty much brushed it off like it
wasnt even there and I worked really hard for that degree and for what[.]”
“I was turned down offers. I had one of the main things they wanted and that was at least an
associates degree and was told that they dont recognize ITT Tech as a valid degree[.]”
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506.
12/2005:

██████████████(ID 8974), Computer Networking Systems, 6/2003-

“Employers constantly told me that they would prefer an accredited college on my resume and
that they did not like to hire students from ITT because they were not prepared enough to work in
the field.”
507.

██████(ID 8372), 8/2009-12/2011:

“I took ITT Tech off my resume under my education.”
508.

███████████████(ID 7790), 9/2003-5/2006:

“ITT tech on a resume does not attract potential employers, and actually does the opposite in my
experience, their lies and tactics have lead to the predicament their in now.”
509.

██████████████ (ID 9359), Computer Science, 11/2007-11/2009:

“Every job I applied for after graduation. With their name on the resume turned up as no hired
or interviews.”
510.

█████████████(ID 2729), 9/2011-8/2013:

“I have had interviews turn me down from seeing ITT tech on my resume[.]”
“Jobs wouldnt even look at my resume after seeing ITT tech on it[.]”
511.

██████████████(ID 8311), 12/2009-6/2015:

“Most Employers reject my resume when they see ITT Tech listed as part of my education.”
512.

█████████████(ID 8690), 11/2005-3/2010:

“They took advantage of the fact I was getting close to the end of my career in the Army and
needed a degree. I already had IT skills but needed a degree to be taken seriously. I have left out
the ITT degree on my resume and I have been getting several job offers.”
513. ██████████ (ID 8906), Information Systems and Cybersecurity,
10/2012-6/2016:
“Employers do not take my resume seriously when they see ITT tech on it[.]”
514. ███████████(ID 8724), Digital Entertainment and Game Design,
3/2006–4/2008:
“I have purposefully left ITT off of my resume, instead opting to gain experience in my field to
cite instead.”
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515.
3/2010:

█████████████████(ID 8209), Information Security Systems, 9/2005-

“I have had more than one possible employer tell me that having ITT on my resume was
worthless and actually could harm my chance of getting positions.”
516.

██████████(ID 7489), 10/2004-6/2009:

“Most of the jobs I have applied for don't see ITT as a valid education. I have been turned down
for jobs that are easily with in my program. I was even told i should reapply and remove my
education from my resume.”
“All jobs said i stood a better chance at getting a job if i removed ITT from my education.”
517.

█████████████(ID 8147), Criminal Justice, 12/2008-12/2011:

“I had to take my degree off my resume to get companies to look at my resume.”
“Other than Law Enforcement because all you need is a high school diploma reject me saying
I'm not qualified and my education is a joke.”
518.

██████████████ (ID 8240), Criminal Justice, 3/2006-6/2010:

“I was told by several area police departments that ITT only harms my chances, I should just use
my HS Diploma instead. I was also told by the border control that they were not going to hire me
based upon my education did not qualify. The bachelors received was not credible.”
519.
10/2004:

███████████████████████ (ID 9445), Videogame design, 8/2002-

“Having ITT tech on a resume is seen as having bad decion making abillty[.]”
520.

██████████████ (ID 7745), 5/2006-5/2010:

“I have taken ITT tech off of my resume as it causes me to miss out on opportunities that I may
have been qualified for.”
“I applied and applied and would either get no calls back or would be told my degree basically
means I know nothing about the industry.”
521.

██████████████ (ID 9629), Criminal Juistice, 12/2008-3/2016:

“Yes. Having ITT tech on a resume definitely didn't help me get a job or anything. They said they
have been around for years and years so they would never shut down and I was safe with them.”
“I had a job turn me down because of them being on my resume.”
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“ITT on my resume hurt me because employers told me how ITT was not a respected school,
very low quality and i would of been better to go to community college. Also i was asked by
employers why would i pay all that money for itt in criminal justice and have a felony, that ITT
should of told me that it was a bad choice to go to school until i took care of that issue.”

